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Throughout medieval Europe, royal families traced their genealogies back to the ancient Trojans. 
Beginning in the Carolingian court, this practice persisted into the early modern period, when 
narratives of ancient Troy—from accounts of the war to rewritings of Virgil—saturated literary 
production. Constituting the translatio imperii tradition, in which civilization “translates” from 
east to west, these legends of Trojan descent allowed European monarchs to legitimize their 
authority, or imperium, as derived from the Roman Empire, which Virgil famously celebrated as 
descending from Trojan Aeneas. This tradition formed what I call feudal cosmopolitanism: an 
affiliation among nobility premised on shared descent that also activated the notion of European 
identity. However, with the emergence of humanist reading practices in early modern Europe, 
which read antiquity as exemplary—models to be imitated—the Trojan heroes claimed to have 
founded the various European kingdoms became national types, representing an identity to be 
performed, rather than genealogical forebears. In this way, feudal cosmopolitanism gave way to 
exemplary nationalism—yet shared European identification remained latent in the Trojan 
accounts. These local, exemplary, and national iterations of the Trojan legends, thus, were never 
fully extricated from their international, European context. This dissertation argues that the 
legends of Trojan origin present an unstudied source of English nationalism: their use by poets 
and dramatists in articulating an insular national identity expressed, at the same time, an 
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international longing—a latent desire for connection with the European continent as residue from 
the legends’ feudal cosmopolitan past. In representing an emergent nationalist identity in 
England, writers turned to Troy to negotiate via identification, emulation, and competition their 
cultural and geopolitical position within Europe. This negotiation occurs through discourse of 
fame, which arises from the illustrious past; but just as treatment of the Trojan legends 
transformed within the the political communities to which they provided discursive 
legitimization, the significance of fame—from glorifying nobility and consanguinity to a 
typifying a territorially defined national community—mutated. In this way, this dissertation 
reconsiders the genealogies of modernity. 
In order to elaborate a theoretical frame through which to reread modernity in the early 
modern, my first chapter engages recent work on nationalism, internationalism, and 
cosmopolitanism. More specifically, I build on Caspar Hirschi’s revisionist theorization of 
nationalism in his Origins of Nationalism (2011, in which he argues that the idea of the nation 
arises through a dialectic of centripetal and centrifugal discourses, driven by a competition over 
fame). I use Hirschi to read Shakespeare’s critique of discourses of fame in Troilus and 
Cressida. Through Shakespeare, I provide an abbreviated textual history, on the one hand, of the 
development of legends of Trojan origin across Europe and then, on the other, their adoption in 
England. Ultimately, the play undermines the authority fame confers and severs the event of the 
Trojan War from both genealogical and exemplary readings. In my second chapter, I analyze 
John Higgins’s First part of the Mirror for Magistrates (1574), one of the earliest and most 
significant Tudor treatments of the Trojan-British material, in which the question of historicity 
becomes less important than Higgins’s construction of a national tradition. I then turn to Edmund 
Spenser’s Faerie Queene, which I situate as continuous with Higgins’s earlier project, arguing 
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that Spenser’s concern with teaching virtue leads him to articulate a national identity attuned to 
its dependence on a broader European community. My third chapter takes up what I refer to as 
the “Albion epics”: William Warner’s Albion’s England (1586), Drayton’s Poly-Olbion (1612), 
and William Slatyer’s Palae-Albion (1621), all of which constitute English experiments in the 
epic form and which, individually, attempt to reconcile founding problem of ancient Britain 
sharing an origin story with its rival European kingdoms, articulating what I refer to as a counter-
cosmopolitanism.  My final chapter returns to the stage,  reading Shakespeare’s treatment of the 
Roman invasion of ancient Britain in Cymbeline. It argues that, unlike the epic poetic tradition, 
with its relatively fixed generic conventions, the stage allows for radical reformulations of the 
legendary material. More specifically, in Shakespeare’s play, he displaces Brute as the 
exemplary forebear and replaces him with Innogen, Brute’s legendary wife. With this reinvented 
forebear, Cymbeline points beyond either feudal cosmopolitan or exemplary nationalism toward 






During my first college class, composition I at the University of South Carolina, Lancaster—a 
small two-year satellite campus—my professor asked each student to share their major and the 
postgraduate career to which they aspired. Lacking all self-awareness, I responded that I was an 
English major and that I hoped to become a professor. As a first-generation college student, I feel 
immense pride to have gotten as far as I have in realizing that goal—but I feel even greater 
thanks to all of those who have helped me and without whom I would have gotten as far as I 
have in realizing my aspirations.  
I owe immense thanks to Mario DiGangi, whose critical eye, direction, generosity, 
patience, and sense of humor guided me throughout this project. I am also deeply grateful to 
Tanya Pollard, Richard McCoy, and Feisal Mohamed for the time they spent reading and 
commenting on drafts of each chapter. Beyond the dissertation committee, I am also thankful for 
the Graduate Center faculty beyond my committee who aided me in various ways. Clare Carroll 
offered her support from before I even arrived in New York City; I also thank the Renaissance 
Studies Certificate Program, which Clare directed, for its funding of my archival research in 
England. Martin Elsky taught the seminar, on transatlantic encounters in the early modern world, 
in which I first formulated the idea for this project. Will Fisher was generous with his time 
talking with me about the field of early modern studies and matters of professionalization and the 
job market. Duncan Faherty made it possible for me avoid teaching my final year and focus on 
finishing the project. 
When I began this project, I participated in the first-year dissertation research seminar, 
titled “Researching the Archive, 2014-15,” at the Folger Institute. Jean Howard and Pamela 
Smith directed the seminar: their discussions of research methods provided invaluable feedback 
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as I formulated the central questions of my project. I also greatly appreciate the conversations 
and feedback from my colleagues in the seminar: Charlotte Buecheler, Amy Burnette, Ali 
Butzner, Dean Clement, Heidi Craig, Rachel Dunn, Jonathan Holmes, Andrew Miller, Victoria 
Muñoz, Arron Pratt, Ben VanWagoner, and Katie Walker—the last of whom I owe special 
thanks for her friendship and continued collaboration after the seminar’s end. Throughout my 
PhD program, I have been able to survive in New York City because of my employment at the 
Renaissance Society of America, where the then managing editor of Renaissance Quarterly 
Erika Suffern hired and trained me as a copyeditor. I also am grateful for my coworkers Colin 
Macdonald, Tracy Robey, Maura Kenny, Evan Carmouche, and Stephen Spencer as well as 
Carla Zecher, the executive director of the RSA.  
The informal support I’ve had has been as valuable as the formal. I am deeply 
appreciative of my friendship with Russ Leo, whose intellectual support and generosity has 
provided constant motivation. Thank you, Russ, for all of the conversation—and drinks. I also 
thank Steve Monte, whose chats about teaching Shakespeare while commuting from the College 
of Staten Island to Queens proved an incredible resource. I greatly value the deep and lasting 
friendships I’ve formed during my studies, friendships that both buoyed my mental health and 
made me a better thinker. I met Brian Pietras the first day of my first PhD seminar, and I’ve 
counted him among my closest friends since: thank you, Brian, for your intellect, your wit, your 
support, and your friendship. Michael Shelichach entered the PhD program at the same time as 
me, and during my second year he welcomed me into the spare bedroom of his Brooklyn 
apartment. Michael, New York wouldn’t be the same without you. Timothy Griffiths—a 
powerhouse of a scholar—has always been there to read and comment on a draft of my work, 
commiserate the state of academia, or talk music over a pint. I don’t think I would have gotten 
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through my course work without Michael West, with whom I traded seminar papers and continue 
to learn from; your sharp eye kept me on my toes. Tristan Striker welcomed me to New York 
and has been a dear friend since. Erin Spampinato, Lindsay Lehman, and Roya Biggie—I’ll 
never forget the year we spent organizing The Way of All Flesh, nor Agrofemme’s penetrating 
contribution. Thank you, Chris Eng, for your support, your mentorship, and your friendship. 
Matthew Rowney, I greatly appreciate our countless conversations over beer and pingpong. Most 
importantly, though, Kristina Huang, my partner, has never stopped pushing me to think more 
critically, for making me laugh, and for always being there.  
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In the grisly climax to Shakespeare’s first tragedy, Titus Andronicus, Marcus mourns the bloody 
discord to which Rome has fallen. Titus’s corpse lies on stage alongside his daughter Lavinia’s, 
the Gothic empress Tamora’s, and the late emperor Saturninus’s, the sight of which spurs 
Marcus to command Titus’s sole remaining son in a speech that recalls the tragic origin story of 
the present waning empire: 
 
Speak, Rome’s dear friend, as erst our ancestor,  
When with his solemn tongue he did discourse  
To love-sick Dido’s sad attending ear  
The story of that baleful burning night  
When subtle Greeks surprised King Priam's Troy,  
Tell us what Sinon hath bewitch’d our ears,  
Or who hath brought the fatal engine in  
That gives our Troy, our Rome, the civil wound. 0F1 
 
Marcus’s speech draws a parallel between the “civil wound” of Troy—the “ancestor” city of 
Rome—and Rome, with its terrible end; Greeks “surprised” Troy just as the Goths have 
infiltrated Rome. Marcus’s imperative, “Speak,” introduces a recursion: Lucius, like “our 
ancestor” Aeneas to Dido, must relate the tragic fall, a story that carries historical, political, and 
ethical weight. Dido, along with Virgil’s readers of the Aeneid, learns from the event, just as 
Lucius’s audience of Roman lords and Shakespeare’s theatrical audience will learn from him the 
                                                          
1 Titus Andronicus (Arden Shakespeare Third Series), ed. Bate (London: Bloomsbury, 1995), 5.3. 
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lesson of Rome’s fall. In this concluding scene, Marcus’s invocation outlines the tragic rise and 
fall of Rome’s empire.   
 The plural possessive our that punctuates Marcus’s address to Lucius 1F2—“our ancestor,” 
“our ears,” “our Troy, our Rome”—extends the allusion to Troy beyond the classical tradition. 
Temporally, it resounds beyond Rome’s late empire. The repetition invites the audience into an 
identification with this conjured community, significant because Aeneas also figured into 
traditional English historiography as the ancestor of the British. In these accounts, Aeneas’s 
great-grandson, Brutus of Troy, continued the Trojan migration westward, sailing from Latium 
to Albion, with several stops in Greece and Gaul along the way, until he eventually arrived in 
Albion and founded New Troy, later renamed London. This movement of Trojans, and 
civilization with them, verbally transpires in the brief anaphora “our Troy, our Rome,” 
epitomizing the translatio imperii et studii (translation of empire and learning). A historical 
theory that dominated medieval and early modern thought, translatio envisions political 
authority and power, and along with it the ancient learning that renders that authority civil, as 
migrating across the globe, beginning in the biblical Eden, until it finds its fulfilment in the 
West. In his recollection of the Trojan horse and resulting fall of Troy—the “civil wound”—
Marcus unwittingly outlines the prophetic death-rebirth pattern of the translatio: the fatal 
“wound” of Troy gave rise to Rome, whose “wounding” will transfer its imperium farther 
westward to an implied “our Britain.”  
Troy pervades Shakespeare’s imagination. Not considering his dramatization of the 
Trojan War in Troilus and Cressida, Shakespeare references the classical ur-story throughout his 
                                                          
2 Since Rowe’s edition of 1709, editors have attributed this speech to Marcus and include directions that it is to be 
directed toward Lucius; recently, however, Jonathan Bate has contested this decision, attributing the speech to an 
anonymous “Roman Lord” and the addressee as Marcus, not Lucius. See Titus Andronicus (Arden Shakespeare 
Third Series), ed. Bate (London: Bloomsbury, 1995). 
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plays, 2F3 and this prevalence in Shakespeare reflects in part the legendary city’s ubiquity in 
Shakespeare’s England. In grammar school, boys would have read Virgil’s account of the city’s 
conflagration and the Trojan hero Aeneas’s escape, with his father carried on his back and 
household gods in his hand, driven by a prophetic fortune to found his empire. 3F4 Alongside Virgil 
was Ovid, whose Metamorphoses provided a counter-narrative, a universal history at the center 
of which Troy marked the transition from the age of legend to the age of history. Schoolboys 
would have composed their own works in imitation of the tragic fall, for example, Latin 
complaints delivered by the grief-stricken Hecuba. In addition to this Latin literature, humanists 
were making Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey accessible to a larger educated public, along with poets 
like George Chapman translating the blind poet’s epics into the vernacular. Troy was 
everywhere. But New Troy less so. Marcus’s speech in Titus Andronicus, perhaps unexceptional 
as a Virgilian reference, arguably represents the closest Shakespeare comes in his oeuvre to 
alluding to the legendary Trojan-British genealogy—albeit via a Roman character—through the 
evocations prompted by the plural possessive. Yet the Troy of classical learning and the Troy of 
historiographical invention, as this dissertation will argue, cannot be unlinked: to invoke Aeneas 
is to invoke the translatio from Troy that for the English ends in the British Isles.   
 At the same time that humanist learning spread classical accounts of the Trojan War and 
its resulting diaspora through pedagogy and scholarly production, Troy represented a profoundly 
significant native historiographical tradition. Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia regum 
Britanniae (ca. 1136, referred to as the Galfridian history) first narrated the genealogical descent 
of the British kings from Aeneas in his history of British kings from Brute to the legendary last 
                                                          
3 Cursory searches via MIT’s Open Shakespeare Concordance puts that number at least at one hundred. 




British king, Cadwalladr. Geoffrey’s history rapidly spread, in content and distribution. His 
legends were rewritten, expanded, and circulated in manuscript throughout the medieval period 
in romances, the most famous of which featured King Arthur, and popular chronicle histories 
known as Bruts (named after Brute). The production of Bruts tapered off by the early 
seventeenth century, a trend often used as evidence for the view that English Renaissance 
authors abandoned their medieval predecessors in favor of the new classically based learning, 
humanism. While historians in the sixteenth century did discredit the legends’ veracity, 
Geoffrey’s history, and the legend of Trojan Brutus especially, nevertheless persisted as an 
integral theme in England’s emerging vernacular literature—including in the chronicles of those 
very historians for whom Brute was a fabulous creation. Why did the translatio tradition have 
such staying power?  
This dissertation attempts to answer this question. Its title, Famed Communities, points 
toward the answer I hope to provide. A verbal nod to Benedict Anderson’s Imagined 
Communities, Famed Communities argues that the translatio narrative figured in the emergence 
and development of English nationalist writing. But whereas Anderson investigated how print-
capitalism allowed geographically and economically disparate readers to imagine themselves as 
a part of a singular, territorially delimited community, I read the final cultural-political sparks of 
the translatio tradition as allowing for the imagining of two opposing communities. First, the 
historical legend of Trojan origin—common across Europe—gives textual form to what I refer to 
as a feudal cosmopolitanism, a familial and classed belonging to a community that transcends 
local political units;4F5 the translatio articulates this feudal cosmopolitanism through a literary 
                                                          
5 By “feudal cosmopolitanism” I seek to foreground the necessity of eighteenth-century liberalism, specifically the 
liberal subject, for cosmopolitanism as we currently understand it (a citizenship that transcends the nation-state). By 
qualifying cosmopolitanism with feudal, I want to point out the ways in which the use of the Trojan legends is 
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tradition that imagines the European royal families and nobility as belonging to, and deriving 
their distinction from, the famous Trojans. As one sixteenth-century French writer put it, “the 
glorious resplendency of almost all the Princes who now dominate the Western nations consists 
in the true remembrance of the high Trojan acts.” 5F6 This tradition flourished through the Middle 
Ages, but began to give way to a second, contrary community. As the Trojan-British legends 
circulated in printed vernacular texts, the famed ancestry served as the basis of an inward-
looking and nationalist community. This arose, I’ll argue, through the intervention of humanist 
exemplarity, which read the conduit of fame as running not through blood and inheritance but 
virtue, figured as an imitable, exemplary national type, attainable by all. As Richard Harvey 
revised the declension of nobility from Brute, “We seeke no No[b]ilitie, from Brute, we count 
not of our forefathers noblenesse, but of our owne. Nobilitie I can tell you, goeth not by byrth 
and riches in Brutany, but by virtue.” The fame of Brute transfers to all of “Brutany,” not just its 
royal and noble class. 
Through these corresponding but conflicting ways of reading the legendary past, English 
writers leverage the fame derived from Troy against their Continental rivals, finding the fictive 
history useful as an imagined imperial supplement to England’s absent material empire. 6 F7 In both 
                                                          
anticipatory of modernity—the pan-European identity implicit in Trojan genealogies—yet tied to the pre-bourgeois 
feudal form. 
6 Jean Lemaire, Illustrations, in Œuvres de Jean Lemaire de Belges (Louvain, 1882), 4. 
7 In other words, I’m arguing that the literary treatments of Trojan origin allow English writers to project England as 
the inheritor of Rome’s empire, and thus superior to the rest of the continent, despite its being, materially, a marginal 
power. As Alison Games explains in The Web of Empire: English Cosmopolitanism in an Age of Expansion, 1560–
1660 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 6–7 “At first England remained on the sidelines of these major 
global trends. Perched on the western fringes of Europe, a remote sovereign kingdom in an old trading world 
centered around the Mediterranean, England was a nation characterized in the middle of the sixteenth century by the 
state’s fiscal constraints that hindered its ability to maneuver in Europe or to impose itself in the Americas or Asia. 
Annual fleets carrying silver and other treasures from the Americas enabled Spain to achieve unprecedented power 
in Europe and the Mediterranean while the English and other rivals watched in frustration. . . . England emerged in 
the seventeenth century as a kingdom on the rise. The English pursued overseas opportunities in a distinctive way 
that was a product of royal strategies, fiscal constraints, and military weakness. Although the English state was 
unusually centralized in this period, with an effective system of taxation, a national church, a single language, and a 
uniform legal system, all functioning (with some exceptions) throughout England, the state could not impose its 
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instance, I replace imagined with famed because, as I will argue, the quality of being famous; the 
ability to establish, project, and leverage fame; and the often volatile relation between tradition 
and reputation all participate in the dialectical construction and communication of an imagined 
early modern English community. The fame of the Trojans accounts for the expression of these 
competing communities as well as their discursive jostling often in one text. Thus a larger, 
corresponding concern of this dissertation is England’s articulation of itself as an island nation 
within the context of the larger transnational community of Europe. 
Scholarship on Troy has tended to split along two lines: there is a vast and rich body of 
scholarship on the literary-humanist tradition of Troy—the narratives spun around the “civil 
wound” of the Trojan War—especially on Virgil’s and Ovid’s importance to early modern 
English literature. Approaches that foreground humanism have often assumed the historical-
genealogical Troy’s decline and thus its cultural unimportance as a result of having been 
debunked. Most famously, for example, Polydore Virgil, an Italian humanist at Henry VIII’s 
court commissioned by the king to write the Anglica Historia (1534), expressed serious 
skepticism and a strong dislike toward the Galfridian story. He describes, for example, the 
unknown author of a forged copy of Gildas in severe terms: “Trulie this moste shameless varlet, 
grating often on Brutus hathe renewed that with the opinion of some new author wheron Gildas 
did not once dreame.”7F8 (Vergil’s criticisms were nothing new; Geoffrey’s Historia came under 
                                                          
power beyond its borders. In 1558, England had even lost Calais, its last remaining territory in France. England’s 
inability to play a significant role in Europe or beyond was largely connected to finances. How, then, did this 
constrained state manage to project itself outside of Europe, emerging in the 1660s as a real power in the Atlantic 
and with strong trade in the East Indies? How did this weak state become an empire?” 
8 Polydore Vergil's English history, from an early translation preserved among the mss. of the old royal library in 
the British museum, ed. Henry Ellis (London, 1848), 28. Elsewhere, he is slightly more careful in his analysis: “But 
on the other side there hathe appeared a writer in owre time which, to purge these defaultes of Brittains, feininge of 
them thinges to be laughed at, hathe extolled them aboove the nobelnes of Romains and Macedonians, enhauncinge 
them with moste impudent lyeing. This man is cauled Geffray, surnamed Arthure, bie cause that oute of the olde 
lesings of Brittons, being somwhat augmented bie him, hee hathe recitedmanie things of this King Arthure, taking 
unto him bothe the coloure of Latin speeche and the honest pretext of an Historie. . . . This saithe he, and Gildas 
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attack as soon as it began to circulate. 8F9) To be sure, in humanist circles belief in the story of 
Brute and his descendants did wither.9F10 This has resulted, however, in the unfortunate 
assumption that the legendary material became unimportant, deemed medieval and foolish, and 
thus discarded.10F11  
Such a view excludes the persistence of the historical legends in England, among 
chroniclers and poets alike. Indeed, there is a seeming cognitive dissonance concerning the 
Trojan-British past among these writers. Edmund Spenser’s monumental but unfinished Faerie 
Queene (1590) derives its source material from the Galfridian history in order to glorify Queen 
Elizabeth (to which I turn in chapter 2 of this dissertation), but elsewhere the poet scoffs at 
“vaine English-men” who continue to believe the “Tale of Brutus, whom they devise to have first 
conqured and inhabited this land, it being as impossible to prove.”11F12 Spenser clearly felt Brute 
and the Trojan origin to be false, but he also found them, as the Faerie Queene makes clear, rich 
material with which to investigate English identity. Even those writers who appear ostensibly 
invested in the legend’s historicity express a contradictory doubt. In his Chronicle (1572), 
Richard Grafton opens his collection by explaining that “when Brute, as by the testimonie of 
                                                          
before him; but not I, which write nothing but that which hathe ben written beefore, wherefore there is noe man 
which justlie can be angrie with mee for this sainge (that thei were nether valiaunte in battaile nether true in leage), 
which was a reproche to the owld Britons. . . . for it is a lawe in historie that the writer shoulde never be soe bolde as 
to open enie fallse thinge, nor soe demisse as not to utter enie trewthe.” Ibid., 30. 
9 See William of Newburgh’s Historia rerum Anglicarum (ca. 1066–98). See also Hugh MacDougall, Racial Myth 
in English History: Trojans, Teutons, and Anglo-Saxons (Hanover: University Press of New England, 1982), chapter 
1, for an overview of the reception of Geoffrey from the twelfth to seventeenth century.) 
10 For overviews of the humanist rejection of the legend, see F. J. Levy, Tudor Historical Thought (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1967), esp. 33–78, 124–66; Joseph Levine, Humanism and History: Origins of Modern 
English Historiography (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1987), esp. chapter 3; Arthur Ferguson, Utter Antiquity: 
Perceptions of Prehistory in Renaissance England (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1992), esp. 84–105. This 
progressivist view of the development of historiography has come under heavy criticism, however; for an overview 
of the scholarship challenging this narrative, see Alex Davis, Renaissance Historical Fiction: Sidney, Deloney, 
Nashe (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 2012), 1–39. 
11 See, for example, Sean Keilen’s book Vulgar Eloquence: On the Renaissance Invention of English Literature 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2006), esp. 2. 
12 The Works of Edmund Spenser, vol. 10: The Prose Works, ed. Edwin Greenleaf et al. (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1949), 82.  
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most aucthors, first entred this Island and named it Briteyne: there beginneth mine History of this 
Realme, and from thence lyneally I proceede to the reignes of all such as succeeded Brute in 
state of kings, euen to the tyme of Wylliam the Conquerour.” However, once Grafton begins his 
history and finishes recounting Brute’s founding, he includes a history of the name Britain. Here, 
Grafton turns to Thomas Cooper’s Cooper’s Chronicle (1549), itself a continuation of Thomas 
Lanquet’s Chronicle of the World, and summarizes Cooper’s rejection of Brute: “that the name 
came of Brutus (whome our wryters imagined to descend of Aeneas the Troyan) is no more 
lykely then that this Isle was called Albion of Dioclesians daughter.” He continues, “But neyther 
the Romaynes, nor the Grekes doe write of any man called Brutus before Iulius Brutus which 
expelled Tarquinus out of Rome.” 12F13 Grafton offers no comment on Cooper’s rejection—he 
grants neither approval nor disapproval—but simply continues with the historical narrative. The 
text inhabits an ambiguous epistemological space in which the desire for truth outpaces a 
commitment to it—an epistemological state in which early modern English culture generally 
found itself. 
It is odd, then, that much of the scholarship on the historical-genealogical tradition has 
attempted to answer the question of whether or not anyone believed in the Galfridian histories. 
Such approaches, similar to the humanist-centered approach, frame themselves around the 
progressive development of historiographical method form the medieval to modern period—in 
other words, they figure into a Whig history of disenchantment. 13F14 For example, in his survey of 
                                                          
13 A Chronicle at Large (London, 1572), 35. 
14 An important exception is Ian Archer’s “Discourses of History in Early Modern London”, Huntington Library 
Quarterly, 68: 1-2 (2005), 205-26, which seeks to account for the various uses of history in the period, which could 
account for seeming contradictions as seen in Grafton or, to a lesser extent, Spenser. Similarly, Bart van Es’s Forms 
of History in Spenser (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002) emphasizes the importance of genre in historical 
writing: the genre in which historical narratives appear dictate the shape that history will take: chronicles demand 
traditional retellings of Brute’s founding, whereas etymologies call for a more skeptical, humanist-philological 
treatment, for example. 
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views toward the ancient Britons in the seventeenth century, Graham Parry summarizes the 
period as split along two lines: “what one might call the Camdenian or authentically historical 
version, and the legendary version from Geoffrey of Monmouth.”14F15 However, as the chapters in 
this dissertation will show, this binary oversimplifies not only the historical patterns of thought 
in the period, but also the ways in which the “authentic” histories meld with the legendary in 
literary accounts of ancient Britain. Indeed, as Paul Veyne explores in his book Did the Greeks 
Believe Their Myths, the question of belief is, ultimately, impossible to answer—indeed, the 
wrong question. Tradition, which includes an uncertain mixture of authentic and legendary 
history finds purchase in consciousness in ways that do not fit into the category of belief or 
disbelief.15F16 Rather, tradition reframes one’s questioning from veracity to affordance: what could 
one do with this history? 
 In my study of how these legends gave rise to famed communities, I follow the lead of 
early modern historian Daniel Woolf’s category of “historical culture,” which eschews veracity 
and belief for a more capacious understanding of historical tradition as in Veyne. For Woolf, “A 
historical culture consists of habits of thought, language, and media of communication and 
patterns of social convention that embrace elite and popular, narrative and non-narrative modes 
of discourse.”16 F17 Such a scope understands that history encompassed more than what Parry calls 
the “authentic”—i.e., historical criticism as practiced by the humanists and as it is understood to 
be anticipatory of positivist historiography. The understanding of the past grew from a nexus of 
this humanist skepticism as well as the legendary medieval accounts, literary production, and 
                                                          
15 “Ancient Britons and Early Stuarts,” in Neo-Historicism: Studies in Renaissance Literature, History and Politics 
(London: D. S. Brewer 2000), 157. 
16 See Did the Greeks Believe in Their Myths? An Essay on the Constitutive Imagination (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1988), esp. chapters 1 and 2. 




classical reception. Sylva Frederico’s description of the view of Troy in the Middle Ages thus 
remains true for early modern England: “History opened specifically toward the political future 
through the adoption of [the] Virgilian perspective; its narrative is one of old empires lost, and 
more importantly, of new empires won. The return of Virgil, or of the Virgilian mode of 
historiography, allows for a self-consciously political present, one that looks backward at the 
past and forward to the future--and that images itself in relation to both.” 17F18 Historical culture, in 
other words, ballasted political thought. 18F19   
 Beyond the question of veracity and historicity, John E. Curran and Heather James have 
both written on the utility of the Trojan legends. Curran argues that they carried “anti-Roman 
significances . . ., which with Protestantism gained new purpose and nationalistic meaning: 
colored by the British History, the nation’s ancient past could express opposition toward Rome 
and revulsion at the concept of Roman dominion.” 19F20 Approaching the reception of the Trojan 
legends from a broader perspective—though her arguments remain limited to Shakespeare 20F21—
Heather James studies the use of the historical-literary tradition of the translatio imperii and its 
                                                          
18 New Troy, xv. 
19 As did the various historiographical practices that fall under Woolf’s umbrella term. For example, Hannah 
Crawforth describes the view of etymology, a crucial component of historiography in the period, as holding “the key 
to the past. It underpinned genealogies and descents: it allowed writers to trace a hierarchy of nations, to seek the 
derivation of a people in the derivation of their name. It bestowed the veneer of authority and scholarship. Most 
important of all, it offered the possibility of access to antiquity, that most elusive, that most sought after, period from 
the past. And, for writers in early modern England, that possibility appears to have been hard to resist.” Etymology 
and the Invention of English in Early Modern Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), 16. See also 
Agnes Vine, “Etymology, Names and the Search for Origins: Deriving the Past in Early Modern England” 
Seventeenth Century vol. 21 (2006), 1–21. Marian Rothstein, “Etymology, Genealogy, and the Immutability of 
Origins.” Renaissance Quarterly 43, no. 2 (1990): 332-47. Similarly, Lucy Munro has studied how poets utilized 
this historical culture toward affective ends: “Archaism's backward glance is not, therefore, purely nostalgic. 
Instead, the archaising writer seeks to reshape the past, to mould the present, and proleptically to conjure times yet 
to come; he or she creates a temporal hybrid that looks forward to its own incorporation into a national and literary 
future.” Archaic Style in English Literature, 1590–1674 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2014), 5. 
20 Roman Invasions: The British History, Protestant Anti-Romanism , and the Historical Imagination in England, 
1530–1660 (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 2002), 16. 
21 James explains that she turns to the Trojan legends in order to argue that Shakespeare drew upon "the political and 
literary tradition derived from imperial Rome to legitimate the cultural place of the theater in late Elizabeth and 
early Stuart London.” Shakespeare’s Troy: Drama, Politics, and the Translation of Empire (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1997), 1. 
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accompanying translatio studii (the inheritance of classical knowledge) in the late Tudor and 
Jacobean political imagination as found in Shakespeare. Turning from the Troy of the chronicle 
tradition to Troy of the literary tradition, though, James traces the various attitudes toward the 
Trojan inheritance as offered in Virgil and, as James demonstrates, its subversions in Ovid. In 
other words, James demonstrates the complexity of the Trojan legends and their reception: when 
approached from the viewpoint of representational politics rather than historiographical method, 
the legends—their classical sources and early modern British variations—become polyvocal. 
This dissertation thus takes Heather James’s lead and seeks to appreciate and understand the 
complicated, vexed, and contradictory attitudes English writers articulated about their inchoate 
national community through the Trojan-Briton legends.   
I argue that Troy provided a structuring fantasy of imperium for early modern England—
a historical myth to legitimize the “empire” that Henry VIII declared via Parliament in the Act in 
Restraint of Appeals (1529): “Where by divers sundry old authentic histories and chronicles it is 
manifestly declared and expressed that this realm of England is an empire, and so hath been 
accepted in the world.” Richard Helgerson articulates the problem thus: if “England was now 
calling itself an empire,” then “what were the signs of its imperial stature.”21F22 More than simply 
propaganda, the Trojan-Briton legends established a mythological origin story for the ethnos of 
England, an illustrious native identity that the claim of empire both confirms and by which it is 
glorified.22 F23 However, whereas these legends previously legitimized an elite, feudal class—who 
celebrate their distinction through the illustrious, famed bloodline of the Trojans—the legends, to 
become coextensive with the centralizing Tudor state, needed to transform. From the literary 
                                                          
22 Forms of Nationhood: The Elizabethan Writing of England (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1992), 4. 
23 For more on the use of the Trojan-British history in the articulation of English imperial identity, see David 
Armitage, The Ideological Origins of the British Empire (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), chapter 1. 
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expression of feudal cosmopolitanism, to the mythic vocabulary of national belonging, Troy 
changed in form and, to a lesser extent, content. I conclude this dissertation, however, with 
Shakespeare’s Cymbeline, which gestures toward what I call sympathetic cosmopolitanism. 
Different from feudal cosmopolitanism, but also not the cosmopolitanism of modernity, 
sympathetic cosmopolitanism allows for the bridging of territorial difference via imaginative 
association, e.g., the poetic re-creation of national exemplars to accommodate an international 
community. 
 The Trojan legends allow for a recalibration in the study of nascent English nationalist 
writing and a recalibration to the attending critical paradigm, derived from Imagined 
Communities, that has shaped this field. Applying Anderson’s approach, Richard Helgerson and 
Andrew Hadfield wrote foundational studies in the period, in which they argued that we see the 
nation not as an object writers discovered and then communicated to their readers, fully formed 
and ready to offer political-communal identification. Instead, writers invented the imagined body 
politic of the English nation: they erected and revised the nation through textual production that 
circulated in an emerging print public. 23F24 In this way, there is no singular nationalism to be 
recovered in this period, but rather, as Ralf Hertel describes it, a “style of thought”: an 
“‘organizing principle’ that binds those elements together”; as a result, the various discourses of 
nationalism, “rather than expressing the strength of the nation, . . . [express] the need for such a 
                                                          
24 Schwyzer, Literature, Nationalism, and Memory in Early Modern England and Wales (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press 2004): “British nationalism captured the sixteenth-century imagination not only because it served 
the needs of the Tudor state and church after the Reformation, and not only because it was rich in the stuff of literary 
craftsmanship, but because it answered to a very deep and probably timeless desire: the desire to believe that the 
past can be recaptured, that what is forever lost may yet be found, that the dead may in some sense live again. This 
is a yearning found in all historical epochs, and doubtless in all cultures; yet it is also a desire definitive of the 
Renaissance. We tend to think of the Renaissance in terms of a longing to recapture the glories of Greek and Roman 
antiquity. Yet those English and Welsh writers of the Tudor era who aimed at the restoration of British antiquity 
were . . . self-consciously following in the footsteps of Petrarch. The animating spirit of British nationalism was the 
quintessential mood of the Renaissance, the sense of nostalgia. To put this slightly differently, one mode by which 
Tudor writers gave expression to their culture’s increased susceptibility to nostalgia was British nationalism” (10). 
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communion.”24F25 The national community, in other words, is like masculinity—always in crisis 
and in need of defending from the moment of its enunciation.  
 That crisis points up what I seek to modify in Anderson’s approach: nationalism’s 
imaginary dialectical relation to an international imaginary. English writers’ appeals to their 
imagined Trojan ancestors betray an international longing through the nationalist myth. For 
example, in A suruay of London (1598), John Stow describes the origins of England’s capital; he 
does so by comparing his native city to Rome by way of the Trojans: “As Rome the chiefe Citie 
of the world to glorifie it selfe, drew her originall from the Gods, Goddesses, and demy Gods, by 
the Troian progeny. So this famous Citie of London for greater glorie, and in emulation 
of Rome, deriueth it selfe from the very same original.” 25F26 Later in his Survay, Stow claims 
London’s priority, historical and civilizational, to Rome, a fact he foregrounds by cataloguing 
how his city (inconceivably) served in antiquity as an internationally vibrant trading post: “At 
this citie Marchante strangers of all nations had their keyes and wharfes: the Arabians sent gold: 
the Sabians spice and frankensence: the Scithian armour, Babilon oile, Indian purple garments, 
Egipt precious stones, Norway and Russia Ambergrese, & Sables, & the French men wine. 
According to the truth of Chronicles, this Citie is ancienter then Rome, built of the auncient 
Troians and of Brute, before that was built by Romulus, and Rhemus.”26 F27 The seeming non 
sequitur with which Stow ends his description of London’s international trade—to Brute being 
older than Romulus and Rhemus—speaks to the national insecurity motivating Stow’s 
description: England’s isolation from the Continent and, more significantly, its lack of an 
overseas empire, which its closest neighbors France, Spain, and, in a different way, the 
                                                          
25 Staging England in the Elizabethan History (Farnham: Ashgate, 2014), 21. 
26 A suruay of London (London, 1598), 1. 
27 Ibid., 61. 
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Netherlands all possessed. 27F28 The Brute legend allows Stow to imagine London as possessing the 
commercial vitality that its continental neighbors possessed because of their empires—an 
example of the material historical processes that accompanied humanist exemplarity that 
rendered Trojan origin useful beyond a genealogical fantasy.  
 I want to avoid suggesting, though, that this transformation in use occurred suddenly. To 
appreciate the development of nationalist discourse through shifting international relations, I turn 
for a theoretical model from Anderson to early modern German historian Caspar Hirschi’s recent 
Origins of Nationalism (2011). In this reevaluation, Hirschi centers, even privileges, the 
international in the development of what Marxist theorist Etienne Balibar would call the “nation-
form.”28F29 He begins by working through a theoretical model that he develops by analyzing 
political history and theory in medieval and early modern Europe generally. Hirschi proposes a 
new model of nationalism that understands the nation as being as much of a product of external 
relations as the circulation of discourses internally. Put simply, political communities narrate the 
history and preeminence of their nation through and against an external identity, not by defining 
identity against but in competition with the other. Nationalism thus operates through externalized 
relations, within the discursive context of a plurality of nations: “the particular quality, territory 
and history of a nation are always a matter of negotiations and struggles between members both 
of different nations and the same nation. With national discourses being so closely interlinked, 
nations are to be seen as outward creations to a considerable extent.” 29F30  
                                                          
28 See Game, Web of Empire, chapter 1. 
29 See “The Nation Form: History and Ideology.” Review 13.3 (1990): 329-61. 
30 The Origins of Nationalism: An Alternative History from Ancient Rome to Early Modern Germany (Cambridge: 
University of Cambridge Press, 2011), 40. He gives a more abstract definition: “The nation can be understood as an 
abstract community formed by a multipolar and equal relationship to other communities of the same category (i.e., 
other nations), from which it separates itself by claiming singular qualities, a distinct territory, and political and 
cultural independence and an exclusive honour” (47). 
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To understand how this abstract claim played out in European history, Hirschi begins his 
narrative with the death of Charlemagne, the emperor whose kingdom represented the first united 
European empire after the fall of Rome. With the death of Charlemagne, power became 
decentralized, such that, “with the Empire legally reduced to a regional power, the competition 
between European kingdoms for ‘universal’ dominion was brought to a level of intensity 
unknown before, both politically and ideologically.” 30F31 A discursive auxiliary to the political and 
ideological competition over dominion was the transposition of the Roman vocabulary of 
patriotism—a vocabulary of universalism in the empire—to each individual European kingdom. 
For example, the notion of the patria became mapped onto the natio, permeating various aspects 
of civic life such as academic institutions (via the humanists) and religion.  
The discourse of the translatio imperii served as the first primary vehicle through which 
the universalism of the Roman Empire transferred—or translated—to each European kingdom 
and provided the grounds for the rise of nationalism. The political-historical concept of the 
translatio developed in the theological thought of the Middle Ages, but has its roots in ancient 
Rome. Sallust concisely summarized the schema of civilizational movement in a passage from 
his Bellum Catilinae that anticipates the movement in Virgil’s Aeneid. For Sallust, however, 
human will rather than any providential force drives this movement: “But if the mental 
excellence of kings and commanders were just as vigorous in peace as in war, human affairs 
would maintain a more even and steady course; you would not behold power shifting to and fro 
and everything in turmoil and confusion. For sovereignty is easily preserved by those practices 
which brought it into being in the first place. But when hard work is replaced by laziness, self-
restraint and evenhandedness by willfulness and insolence, there is a change in fortune 
                                                          
31 Ibid., 75. 
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accompanying the change in character. Thus sovereignty is always being transferred to the best 
man from the hands of his inferior.”31F32 This historical vision would receive its most important 
treatment in the eighth century in the spurious donation of Constantine, the document in which 
Sallust’s transferetur becomes translatio. In the donation, Constantine separates sacred and 
secular authority, relocating the latter in Constantinople and conferring the former onto the pope: 
the Roman empire becomes the Holy Roman Empire and the idea of Christendom spread across 
Europe—indeed uniting Europe against the non-Christian East—developed.  
The history of translatio imperii in the Middle Ages is the history of what I’m calling 
feudal cosmopolitanism, which begins in the ninth century. Then, the translatio made a return in 
the Carolingian court, in which Charlemagne saw himself as reviving Rome’s empire.  Pope Leo 
III (d. 816) crowned Charlemagne Roman emperor in 800, bestowing him with the title of 
Carolus serenissimus augustus a Deo coronatus magnus et pacifus imperator Romanum 
gubernans imperium, qui et per misericordiam Dei rex Francorum et Langordorum (“Charles 
most serene Augustus, crowned by God, great, pacific emperor governing the Roman empire, 
and who [is] also by God’s mercy king of the Franks and the Lombards”). Charlemagne’s title 
enacted the further movement west of imperium, to northern from southern Europe. It was also 
around this time that the European legends of origin began to gain authority and spread: the first 
European Trojan genealogy appeared in Fredegarius’s (d. 660) chronicle that included a history 
of Franks. Charlemagne’s father Peppin had this manuscript copied and preserved, in an effort to 
                                                          
32 “Quodsi regum atque imperatorum animi virtus in pace ita ut in bello valeret, aequabilius atque constantius sese 
res humanae haberent, neque aliud alio ferri neque mutari ac misceri omnia cerneres. Nam imperium facile eis 
artibus retinetur quibus initio partum est. Verum ubi pro labore desidia, pro continentia et aequitate lubido atque 
superbia invasere, fortuna simul cum moribus immutatur. Ita imperium semper ad optumum quemque a minus bono 
transferetur.” Sallust. The War with Catiline. The War with Jugurtha, ed. by John T. Ramsey, trans. J. C. Rolfe 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2013), 22-23. For a discussion of Sallust’s influence in the Middle 
Ages, See B. Smalley, “Sallust in the Middle Ages,” in Classical Influences on European Culture A.D. 500–1500, 
ed. R. R. Bolgar (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1969), 165-76. 
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fortify the deeds of the Franks. The text, however, provided historical justification for the 
translatio enacted in the donation of Constantine and coronation of Charlemagne. 32F33  
Fredegarius’s chronicle served as a model for many different, local variations on 
Charlemagne’s imperial theme (to which I’ll return in chapter 1)—including Geoffrey’s Historia. 
In tracing their origins to Troy in order to claim imperial ascendancy, these disparate political 
territories created a common “social imaginary” for the royal and noble elite of Europe. 33 F34 This 
feudal cosmopolitanism features into the ongoing reinventions of the transregional category of 
Europe. Here, I follow Bo Stråth in viewing Europe as a discursive invention much as Helgerson 
and Hadfield approach English nationalism: “Europe does not have an essence beyond one 
which is shaped by language. . . . It is . . . something under continuous negotiation and re-
negotiation. Both as politics and ideology, Europe must be seen in the plural, always contested 
and contradictory.”34F35 The translatio tradition, and its many competing manifestations, represent 
one of the media through which the question of Europe arises, and what interests me in particular 
are the ways in which a European identity formed separate from the tradition of Christendom.  
                                                          
33 For a discussion of Fredegarius, his chronicle, and its afterlife, see J. M. Wallace-Hadrill, “Fredegar and the 
History of France,” Bulletin of the John Rylands Library 40 (1958): 527–50. For the signicance of this history to the 
Carolingian court, see Tanner, Last Descendant of Aeneas: The Hapsburgs and the Mythic Image of the Emperor 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993), 75; Usher, Epic Arts in Renaissance France (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2014), 120. 
34 Fantasies of Troy, 3. Similarly, in a contribution to the history of Europe as discourse, Peter Burke describes the 
legends of Trojan origin as “myths of nations,” observing that “the sense of being European was less widespread and 
less deep than that of belonging to a national group.” This dissertation argues, however, via Hirschi’s model, that in 
the construction and expression of “myths of nations” there is a latent or often unstated urge toward a transnational 
belonging. Burke, “Foundation Myths and Collective Identities in Early Modern Europe,” in Europe and the Other 
and Europe as the Other, ed. Bo Strath (New York: Peter Lang, 2000) 118. Similarly, Colin Kidd surveys these 
ubiquity of these national myths, which he folds under the label of “ethnic theology”: “The early modern period 
fostered such a substantial literature on the Scriptural exegesis of racial, national and linguistic divisions that it 
seems reasonable to assume that sacred ethnology constituted an important branch of theology in its own right. For 
convenience this body of learning will be described as ‘ethnic theology’. This choice of shorthand illuminates the 
substance of the argument presented below – namely, that the study of ethnic difference in the early modern period 
was largely harnessed to religious questions, rather than vice versa.” British Identities before Nationalism 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1999), 11. Though this broader “ethnic theology” falls outside of the 
purview of this dissertation, they too also ground the elaboration of a European identity. 
35 Bo Strath, “Introduction: Europe as a Discourse,” 14. 
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 In drawing from Hirschi to contextualize the relation between the international and 
national in Tudor-Stuart England and the conflicting uses of the Trojan legend through which 
that relation was expressed, this dissertation also seeks dialogue with the recent global turn in 
early modern studies—Ayesha Ramachandran’s call to revise our understanding of “global 
belonging” in the period and its ramifications for the present. 35F36 More specifically, I’m interested 
in building on the thinking around cosmopolitanism that informed the turn to the global. The 
term cosmopolitan, as Tanya Agathocleous argues, signals a specific methodological approach: 
“Cosmopolitanism . . . differs from words like internationalism and globalization in its 
connotations of an individual ethos and an intellectual enterprise.” 36F37 In other words, 
cosmopolitanism assumes a liberal subject—is only thinkable once such a subject has been 
theorized. I thus qualify this term with feudal, however, to foreground how there existed an 
anticipatory, though different, pre-liberal cosmopolitanism, one in which the “ethos” and 
“enterprise” Agathocleous identifies are specific to royalty. 
 Feudal cosmopolitanism thus offers an expansion and revision to uses of cosmopolitan in 
scholarship on the period. It expands by allowing for a novel genealogy of the nation form. The 
term cosmopolitan as its original theorists understood it requires the existence of the discrete 
nation form in order to contrast to that form an international belonging—to theorize a different 
principle on which difference can be bridged (though, as those critical of its utopian use point 
out, liberal cosmopolitan bridges geographic distance by reconsolidating economic and racial 
categories, rather than national affiliation, as the basis of affiliation 37F38). For example, in Strangers 
                                                          
36 The Worldmakers: Global Imagining in Early Modern Europe (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2015), 18. 
37 “Cosmopolitanism and Literary Form.” Literature Compass 7, no. 6 (2010): 452. 
38 Agathocleous summarizes this split in the scholarship and theorizations of cosmopolitanism: A basic ideological 
tension can be detected across these various meanings: cosmopolitanism is locked in a tug of war between those, 
like Nussbaum, who want to reclaim it from Enlightenment humanism and recast it as an ethos attentive to 
difference, and those (like Timothy Brennan, discussed next) who see it as fatally tainted by the failures of 
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Nowhere in the World, Margaret C. Jacob begins, “Being cosmopolitan in Europe during the 
early modern age meant—as now—the ability to experience people of different nations, creeds 
and colors with pleasure, curiosity and interest, and not with suspicion, disdain, or simply a 
disinterest that could occasionally turn into loathing.” She continues, “From 1600 to 1800 writers 
in search of a universal fellowship and human rejuvenation, sometimes through medicine and 
alchemy, signed themselves ‘cosmopolite.’” 38F39 I thus use feudal cosmopolitanism to clarify my 
point of departure from such a reading as Jacob’s: to demonstrate that there were a plurality of 
what we might read as cosmopolitanisms (in as much as we can use the anachronism to identify 
forms of communal imaginaries). For example, in his study of the use of the term cosmopolite in 
the period, Alan Farmer excavates its multiple, contradictory, but mutually reinforcing meanings, 
as on the one hand learned traveler who participated in the Latin book trade, and on the other a 
sinner who delights in worldly pleasure. 39F40 
 This dissertation, however, is not a study of this feudal cosmopolitanism per se,40F41 but its 
fate in early modern England: how it bequeathed the legends of Trojan origin to the Tudor-Stuart 
age of emergent nationalisms. This requires an attention to form, a focus that “allows us to see 
the relationship between cosmopolitanism and literature as a dialectical one, wherein the study of 
                                                          
universalism, the depravities of global capitalism and imperialism, and the elitism of aesthetic distance. 
“Cosmopolitanism,” 454.  
39 Strangers in the World: The Rise of Cosmopolitanism in Early Modern Europe (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2007), 1–2.  
40 “Cosmopolitanism and Foreign Books in Early Modern England.” Shakespeare Studies 35 (2007), 58–65. 
41 Though this term isn’t used, see R. R. Edwards, “Cosmopolitan Imaginaries,” in Cosmopolitanism and the Middle 
Ages, ed. J. M. Ganim and S. A. Legassie (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), 163–80. Edwards specifies that 
he is interested in “the zones of contact and conflict I mentioned above multiply case studies of cultural exchange, 
which enrich and refine our understanding of specific contexts in which cosmopolitanism operates as a way of living 
and a form of historical consciousness. One way of addressing the question of whether we can talk about a medieval 
cosmopolitanism is to describe what I am calling medieval cosmopolitan imaginaries. Medieval sources include both 
imaginative works and figurative expressions within historical writing and other discursive modes (geographical 
works, encyclopedias, accounts of marvels). These sources witness cosmopolitanism explicitly as representation. By 
that I mean they describe ways of living and forms of consciousness at the same time that they make visible, at least 
indirectly, the stakes and investments behind those descriptions. (164) 
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cosmopolitanism gives us insight into literature – showing us how it often transcends or 
challenges the parameters of national life – while the study of literature sheds light on 
cosmopolitanism by illuminating the specific incarnations it takes over time, and identifying its 
circulation along global literary routes.”41F42 Approaching the Trojan origin legends as comprising 
a feudal cosmopolitanism in the late Middle Ages requires attention to how those legends 
textually formulate that geographical belonging. Furthermore, in my study of the early modern 
period, this means tracing how that form tracks in the sixteenth and seventeenth century. 
 As the title suggests, this form lies in the representation, competition, and claim of fame 
of and from Trojan origins. As Hirschi argues, national discourse grew from international literary 
competition over fame and honor. 42F43 A central concept underpinning Renaissance notions of 
identity, both collective and individual, fame in the Renaissance referred to reputation and rumor, 
that is, what was thought of a person (e.g., Queen Elizabeth has good fame) and how that opinion 
circulated (e.g., it is famed that Queen Elizabeth is a good queen). Moreover, fame was 
interconnected with antiquity, in that the source of a family or kingdom’s reputation (its fame) 
lay in its origins—the more ancient and illustrious, the greater the fame. 43F44 Chronicles thus 
reimagined British antiquity as tied to Troy, much in the same way that vernacular poetry 
                                                          
42 Agathocleous, “Cosmopolitanism,” 453. 
43 “Nations are thus products and producers of competitive culture and engage in endless contests about material and 
symbolic values, from Nobel Prize winners to beauty queens. At the centre of the competition lies the concept of 
national honour and national shame, in which all members of the community are supposed to have a share, 
according to individual status and merit.” Hirschi, Origins, 75. He offers as an example of early modern nationalist 
competition over fame the following passage from Erasmus’s In Praise of Folly: And now I consider it, Nature has 
planted, not only in particular men but even in every ation, and scarce any city is there without it, a kind of common 
self-love. And hence is it that the English, besides other things, particularly challenge to themselves beauty, music, 
and feasting. The Scots are proud of their nobility, alliance to the crown, and logical subtleties. The French think 
themselves the only well-bred men. The Parisians, excluding all others, arrogate to themselves the only knowledge 
of divinity. The Italians affirm they are the only masters of good letters and eloquence, and flatter themselves on this 
account, that of all others they only are not barbarous. In which kind of happiness those of Rome claim the first 
place, still dreaming to themselves of somewhat, I know not what, of old Rome. The Venetians fancy themselves 
happy in the opinion of their nobility. The Greeks, as if they were the only authors of sciences, swell themselves 
with the titles of the ancient heroes.” John Wilson, trans., 1668. 
44 See Rothstein, “Origins.” 
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celebrated it, even if in either genre both author and audience knew the history to be fiction. For 
example, William Vaughan celebrates England by recalling the legend of Brutus: “Here Brute of 
yore his golden time had led, / Whose bruit and fame unto the skies did mount: / . . . [and] / Hath 
made the Britaines through the world well known.” But national fame was tied up with the use of 
a vernacular, and so poets such as Vaughan established their own fame by using the vernacular 
as they celebrated their kingdom’s fame. In these formulations, poets use the Trojan past to 
project “Britain” or “England” as a singular unit of renown on a global stage. 
To understand the importance of fame and how it mediates identities, though, one must 
look to its use in the mundane. Social historians have studied the importance of the idea of fame 
in the context of microhistorical social relations, in which one’s “fame” constitued one’s social 
reputation and thus identity. However, this idea scales as well to the level of the community, 
fitting Hirschi’s model. Indeed, Phil Withington defines fame as a dynamic, a process that, on 
the one hand, “arbitrated . . . reputation, credit, honesty, custom, and other forms of socially 
constructed fact” and, on the other, constituted the medium “through which such facts were 
constructed: a complex and ‘collective process of gathering and exchanging information’ about 
issues of common concern within communities.” In short, “The power of fame lay in the 
apparent objectification of subjective opinion.” 44F45 Fame is thus a form of mediation through 
which opinion becomes social fact, reshaped and renegotiated as it circulates. 
Social historians’ granular analysis of fame in everyday life is consistent with the way 
fame operates in writing about nations and peoples in historiography and in the historical 
imagination generally. Diodorus Siculus articulates how history and fame are interlinked in his 
praise of historia in his Biblioteca Historia: “Now it is an excellent thing, methinks, as all men 
                                                          
45 Phil Withington, Politics of Commonwealth (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 203. 
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of understanding must agree, to receive in exchange for mortal labours an immortal fame. In the 
case of Heracles, for instance, it is generally agreed that during the whole time which he spent 
among men he submitted to great and continuous labours and perils willingly, in order that he 
might confer benefits upon the race of men and thereby gain immortality; and likewise in the 
case of other great and good men, some have attained to heroic honours and others to honours 
equal to the divine, and all have been thought to be worthy of great praise, since history 
immortalizes their achievements.” 45F46 History grants humans immortality through preserving their 
story and thus making them famous. Diodorus notes, here, though, that the fame achieved by an 
individual transfers to the group; the renown of Hercules’s labors “confers benefits upon the race 
of men”; this transferability of fame works for individual kingdoms. George Puttenham explains 
this dynamic in his Art of Poesy in his description of why poets draw genealogies back to the 
classical gods: 
 
Wherfore the Poets being in deede the trumpetters of all praise and also of slaunder (not 
slaunder, but well deserued reproch) were in conscience & credit bound next after the 
diuine praises of the immortall gods, to yeeld a like ratable honour to all such amongst 
men, as most resembled the gods by excellencie of function, and had a certaine affinitie 
with them, by more then humane and ordinarie vertues shewed in their actions here vpon 
earth. They were therfore praised by a second degree of laude: shewing their high estates, 
their Princely genealogies and pedegrees, mariages, aliances, and such noble exploites, as 
they had done in th’affaires of peace & of warre to the benefit of their people and 
countries, by inuention of any noble science, or profitable Art, or by making wholesome 
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lawes or enlarging of their dominions by honorable and iust conquests, and many other 
wayes. 46F47 
 
Whereas Diodorus tasks the historian with “trumpet[ing]” praise and reproach, here Puttenham 
charges the poet with the same responsibility. Poets originally learned to praise the gods, and 
then humans, through a “second degree of laud” that includes those praises central to the 
translatio tradition—“high estates” and “Princely genealogies.” The poet must recount these 
heroes in order that their “memorie was therby made famous to the posteritie for euer after.” 47F48 
This makes sense, however, considering that the end goal is not knowledge, nor—as in Sidney’s 
Defense—moral rectitude, but the increase of fame. 
 An important genre of poetry that enacts the work of fame Puttenham describes is epic 
poetry, especially what one critic calls the “dynastic epic.” The model for this tradition is, of 
course, the Aeneid, which also contains the most important classical passage on the topic of 
fame, found in book 4. Here, Virgil depicts his famous personification of fame through the 
monstrous Fama. Philip Hardie has recently thoroughly explored the multivalent, contradictory 
meanings of the Latin fama, the definitions of which can range from the obvious, such as renown 
and rumor, to the unfamiliar, such as things said, tradition, and legend. Thus Virgil’s 
personification manifests the central characteristics of his genre: a poem built on traditional 
legends narrated for the purpose of increasing Augustus’s renown. Fama herself serves as a 
sardonic double of Virgil. But as Heather James and Lucy Potter have argued, Virgil’s Fama 
became a textual figure whom subsequent poets, especially Ovid, could imitate in an attempt to 
                                                          




rewrite Virgil’s auctoritas as their own.48F49 Fame serves as the goal of poets as well as, through its 
textual representation, the means through which poets achieve that goal, acquiring renown for 
remaking a tradition. 
 Fame, then, is understood to be not simply a status someone or one’s work achieves. 
Rather, it is a dynamic, a process, and a discourse through which one constructs and negotiates a 
social reputation. Fame provides the discourse through which English writers reclaim for 
themselves and their constructed nationalism the claim of translatio imperii from non-English 
European writers and, in doing, create the famed community that is the nation. In his preface to 
his 1549 “enlargement: of John Leland’s Laboryouse iourney, John Bale makes a plea for 
constructing and preserving the fame of England by recording the kingdom’s antiquities, asking, 
“What els made ye auncyent Grekes & Romanes, famouse to the world, but suche vertuouse & 
necessary prouysyo[n]s in their commen welthes?” He goes on to admit that British antiquities 
might be “mixed wyth superstycyons” and “sumwhat beare with the corrupcyon of their tymes”; 
nevertheless, “the most noble conquerours of the worlde, haue euermore had in muche pryce the 
Antiquytees of storyes, and haue lerned of them the thynge which hath most incresed their 
worthy fame.” The link between national worth, the preservation of antiquities, and fame is made 
consistently in the period. 49F50 In this reclaiming, though, there is a shift from the feudal 
cosmopolitan to the nascent national: in the former the famed community is tied to the monarch 
or nobility, who shares that status with other royalty; in the latter, the fame of the Trojans is 
associated with a particular territory, its worth exemplified in the originary figure.  
                                                          
49 James, Shakespeare’s Troy, 25-27, 30; Potter, “Telling Tales: Negotiating ‘Fame’ in Virgil’s Aeneid, Ovid’s 
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50 This occurs most often visually, where Fama is portrayed as rising above a monument. 
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 I conclude this introduction, then, by tracing this form in the dynastic epic to introduce 
the dynamic between local and global inasmuch as they bridge the emerging nationalist and 
feudal cosmopolitan uses of Trojan origin. Furthermore, I turn to works by non-English writers 
to demonstrate how English writers are also responding to and thus participating in an 
international exchange, drawing from the foreign to construct a local nationalism. I end, then, 
with Boiardo’s Orlando Innamorato, Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso, and Ronsard’s Franciad. Each 
is a dynastic epic, a genre representative of feudal cosmopolitanism in that each is written in 
support of a particular noble or royal family; however, their authors turn to the vernacular, and 
this necessarily opens the text to a linguistically bound readership, allowing fame to be shared 
with a national community beyond the royal patron.  
Through their connection to the Holy Roman Emperor, “petty princes” of Europe—the 
Medici, Gonzaga, and Este dukes, e.g.—participated in the mythic genealogy, licensed by 
Charles, through being members of the Burgundian order of the Golden Fleece. 50F51 These courts 
were only mirrors to the emperor’s legitimacy, not competing claims, and as such, the fame poets 
at these courts won only redoubled Charles’s. The first of these is Orlando Innamorato by the 
Italian count Matteo Maria Boiardo, in service to the d’Este family in Ferrara. Boiardo printed 
the first two books of his epic romance in 1483, with the third book—unfinished when Boiardo 
died in 1494—appearing in 1495. The work, which scholars have credited as establishing the 
Renaissance model of the epic romance, adopts the material formerly incorporated into the 
Carolingian chansons de gest, i.e., dynastic romances. The epic looks back to the ur-myth of the 
European imagination: the confrontation of the Christian West and the Muslim East via the 
Crusades. This conflict represents the emergence of the idea of Christendom, defined through the 
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opposition, and united under the universal monarchy of Charlemagne. Yet, at the same time, 
Boiardo connects this medieval fantasy to the classical legends of Troy through the figure of 
Ruggiero, who, in book 3, recounts his genealogy, and by extension the genealogy of Boiardo’s 
patrons, the Este family, after battling Rodomonte and wooing Bradamante, who asks Ruggiero 
for his genealogical background:  
  
Rugiero started from the first  
Offense against the Greeks, the cause 
That led two kingdoms into war— 
Priam’s and Agamemnon’s. 51F52 
 
Once he’s done recounting the genealogy in full, tracing the line back to Hector rather than 
Aeneas, Ruggiero exclaims his line’s fame: 
 
I don’t say this from foolish pride 
But not another house on earth 
Has registered such valiant deeds— 
And I, to tell the truth, am one 
Of them. I am Rugiero’s son. 
 
However, Boiardo constructs this scene such that the genealogy not only constructs and 
promotes the fame of the Este—the renown and reputation such a descent provides. The knight 
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models an exemplary chivalry that one can imitate: the familiar “house” can thus become the 
nation. Immediately before this exchange, Ruggiero defeated the knight Rodomonte in battle, 
which came to an end when, having struck Rodomonte so forcefully the enemy knight lost his 
sword, Ruggiero ended the battle, refusing to dishonorably fight an unarmed enemy.  
 Once Boiardo wedded the matters of France, Britain, and Troy in his romance epic, 
drawing upon Virgil as a model for his “dynastic epic,” 52F53 his Orlando Innamorato established 
the textual standard to which other poets responded. Most famous of these was Ludovico 
Ariosto, whose Orlando Furioso essentially picks up where Boiardo left off. Like Boiardo, 
Ariosto wrote for the d’Este family, Ippolito d’Este specifically, to whom he dedicated his 
romance epic. Ariosto provides the same Trojan genealogy as Boiardo, but he does so at two 
different points in the text: the first is delivered through a prophecy Merlin renders to 
Bradamante; the British wizard tells her of “many a famous plant / And warrior, who shall issue 
from her womb,”53F54 later described as “a princely race [who from her womb] shall spring, / 
Whose name through Italy and earth shall ring.” 54F55 The prophecy continues with literary 
flourishes that outgo Boiardo’s relatively plain style: 
 
The noble blood derived from ancient Troy,  
 Mingling in thee its two most glorious streams, 
 Shall be the ornament, and flower, and joy 
 Of every lineage on which Phoebus beams, 
 Where genial stars lend warmth, or cold annoy, 
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54 Orlando Furioso, 3, proem. 
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 Where Indus, Tagus, Nile, or Danube gleams; 
 And in thy progeny and long drawn line 
 Shall marquises, counts, dukes and Caesers shine. 55F56 
 
In contrast to Boiardo, Ariosto here reimagines the Virgilian imperium sine fine in the Italian 
context. The empire extends across the world, marked here by rivers from India, the Iberian 
peninsula, Egypt, and Central/Eastern Europe—Tagus and the Danube marking the boundaries 
of Europe with the Indus and Nile metonymically representing Asia and Africa, respectively. He 
marks the return of a universal emperor through anachronistic juxtaposition of nobility 
(marquises, counts, dukes) to Caesars: i.e., Bradamante’s offspring will produce not only a new 
future of imperial rule, but will re-produce it through the model of the Roman emperors. Thus, 
when Ariosto writes that this race’s “name through Italy and earth shall ring,” he directly invokes 
the figure of Fama; however, here, Fama is not a figure of misinformation and distraction, but 
represents authority, obtained through renown, of the empire to come.  
Delivering the Trojan genealogy from the temporal perspective of prophecy is already 
both an innovation on Boiardo at the same time it is a return to Virgil. However, Ariosto 
innovates further by fracturing and dispersing the genealogical narrative across his work, 
dividing it by the gender of the character through whom it is conveyed. Whereas Bradamante 
receives a prophecy—the future-tense orientation of which is symbolized through the figure of 
her womb—that communicates to the reader that the present-day Charles V is descended from 
Trojans, Ariosto conveys a more detailed Trojan genealogy much later, in canto 36, of his work. 
Here, Ariosto rewrites more specifically the episode from Boiardo by having Rogero recount 
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how  “Of Trojan ancestors are we the seed, / Through famous Hector's line” (36.70). Like 
Boiardo’s Ruggiero, Ariosto’s Rogero recounts the narrative of “young Astyanax” escaping the 
destruction at Troy, and “after long and wide sea-wandering, gained / Sicily’s shore, and in 
Messina reigned.” He concludes, like Merlin’s prophecy, with the image of Fame: “Of our fair 
lineage many a noble deed / Shalt thou hear blazed abroad by sounding Fame” (72.5-6).  
 These models of the Renaissance epic romance circulated across Europe and attracted 
numerous imitations, but the final example I will end on is Ronsard’s unfinished Franciad 
(started 1549, for Henri II; printed 1572, for Charles IX). Taking up the dynastic epic, Ronsard 
uses the Italian model but replaces their heroes with the legendary figure of Francus, Trojan 
forefather of the Franks. According to Philip John Usher, this work responded to a specific 
moment of French history: Ronsard returned to the first chronicle that traced European origins in 
Troy, the Merovingian universal chronicle by Pseudo-Fredegarius, for the content of his 
narrative of Francus, a French Aeneas. Ronsard, too, includes a Trojan genealogy dedicated to 
his kingdom, but he suggestively invokes Charles, though Charles IX rather than Habsburg 
Charles V—a subtle example of rivalry—in a speech that Mercury delivers to Helenin, the uncle 
of the Trojan-Frankish hero:  
 
Hector’s offspring, to whom the friendly heavens 
Promised so many honours and sceptres. 
He must raise up Priam’s race 
And knock down the greatness of Jason’s descendants, 
He must defeat all, and he must be the 
Root and source of so many future kings 
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And above all of a certain Charles, who is to carry 
In his hand that round apple, our globe. 
 
Though much shorter, the image of the apple/globe succinctly conveys the scope of the empire to 
be ruled by Hector’s offspring: Charles IX’s rule will extend over the world like the globe in his 
hand. Across these three poems, there is a discernible intensification in the assertion of renown: 
in Boiardo, the “valiant deeds” of the line of Hector are praised; in Ariosto, the many rulers, 
from marquis to emperors (i.e., Caesars), to follow from Hector are celebrated; in Ronsard, the 
dominion of a single emperor over the world is foretold. More than this, Ronsard folds his 
models into this passage with great concision: valiant deeds (defeating Jason’s descendants) and 
abundance of “future kings” are celebrated, culminating in the image of global rule. 
 In these passages, we see how claims of fame, genealogy, and future conquest go hand-
in-hand. However, these works were written at a time when the relation between genealogy and 
conquest was being reconfigured: inheritance was losing its place as the sole means of 
legitimizing territorial rule, challenged by the new class structures and accompanying political 
demands emerging as a result market capitalism. The English writers to whom I will now turn  
looked to these continental poets as models for their own vernacular experiments, and similarly 
wrote in the midst of gradual alterations. I thus turn now to the Trojan materials and the long 







Death Unfamed: Trojan Europe and English Nationalism 
 
In act 1, scene 2 of Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida, Pandarus and Cressida, surveying the 
surrounding fields from atop the walls of Troy, await the return of the Trojan heroes from their 
daily skirmishes with the Greeks. 56F1 “Here, here, here’s an excellent place; here we may see most 
bravely,” Pandarus says. He has brought Cressida here in order to stoke in her desire for the 
Trojan prince Troilus and to play match-maker between the two: “I’ll tell you them all by their 
names as they pass by, but mark Troilus above the rest.” 57F2 The scene serves a dual function. In 
the narrative of the play, Pandarus introduces the Trojan warriors to Cressida: he describes each, 
providing their names and outlining their qualities. But the scene also serves the theater-going 
audience, who are put in an analogous, metatheatrical position as spectators along with Cressida; 
that is, Pandarus instructs them too. Practically, the scene connects stage actor to character, given 
that the long list of personae dramatis would have required doubling. But the scene also performs 
an informal eulogization of the Trojan heroes, the legendary forebears of the British, praise of 
whom Pandarus directs as much to the audience as to Cressida.  
Returning from battle, the heroes parade across stage as if in a triumph, with Pandarus 
announcing and praising each. His praise takes the form of rhetorical questions or imperatives, 
prompting both Cressida and the audience to respond in imitation of the older man’s admiration. 
When, first, Aeneas appears, Pandarus asks, “is not that a brave man?” 58F3 For Antenor, he tells 
Cressida that “he’s one o’th’soundest judgments in Troy whosoever, and a proper man of 
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person.”59F4 More excitedly Pandarus announces Hector: “Go thy way, Hector! There’s a brave 
man, niece. O brave, Hector! Look how he looks! There’s a countenance! Is’t not a brave man?” 60F5 
Less enthusiastically Pandarus asks Cressida, regarding Paris, “is’t not a gallant man too, is’t 
not?”61F6 A ranking emerges. Whereas Paris is made to seem as almost an afterthought, Pandarus 
ignores Helenus entirely until Cressida prompts him, asking “who’s that?”62F7 Pandarus replies, 
uninspired: “That’s Helenus. . . . That’s Helenus. I think he went not forth today. That’s 
Helenus.” If this momentary deflation undermines the otherwise enthusiastic encomia of the 
scene, Pandarus’s final description, of Troilus, doubles this anticlimactic turn. As Troilus 
approaches—the hero for whom the two characters ascended the wall in the first place—
Pandarus initially misidentifies him. He introduces him as Deiphobus, a name that much of the 
audience would have most likely met with confusion. “Where? Yonder? That’s Deiphobus. — 
‘Tis Troilus! There’s a man, niece! Hem! Brave Troilus, the prince of chivalry!” Pandarus 
corrects himself, but his initial mistake weakens, if not wholly undercuts, the building 
anticipation for Troilus in a moment of brief, yet comical, mistaken identity. 
 These Trojans form the cast of heroes to whom medieval and early modern chroniclers 
looked as the legendary ancestors of the European monarchies. Aeneas and Hector especially 
served as famous forefathers, their descendants comprising the European nobility; they served as 
the historical base of the famed communities in which the European elite saw themselves. Yet 
this scene threatens to undermine this special status. Beyond Pandarus’s mistake, the 
performance of these heroes itself upsets the status of these heroes. That is, the play must train 
the audience to link actor to character, with the actors doubling as other characters further 
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undermining the legibility of a famous ancestor on stage. William Prynne would later attack the 
mimetic nature of  theater as “counterfeiting”: the players, “alwayes acting others, not 
themselvese . . . vent notorious lying fables, as undoubted truthes: they put false glosses upon 
Histories, persons, virtues, vices, all things that they act, representing them in feined colours: the 
whole action of Playes is nought else but feining, but counterfeiting, but palpable hypocrisie and 
dissimulation which God, which men abhorre: therefore it must needs be sinfull.” 63F8 Pandarus 
calls attention to the “dissimulation” at the heart of theater; in the context of Troilus and 
Cressida—which dramatizes the ur-event of legendary Trojan-European history—this self-aware 
theatrical wink to the audience similarly calls attention to the invention of the heroes themselves. 
It forefronts the question of their fame: how does an audience, theatrical or textual, recognize 
them? To question their fame, then, is to question those communities to whom their fame 
traditionally transferred.  
 In this chapter, I train my attention not on Shakespeare’s play but the two 
historiographical-literary discourses, the chronicles and verse histories of the Trojan War that 
circulated throughout Europe, between which the play situates itself. Shakespeare drew from a 
dense web of sources that served as the textual basis of what in the introduction I called feudal 
cosmopolitanism: the medieval to early modern practice of claiming Trojan origins, the glory 
from which doesn’t necessarily serve to bolster identification with a territorial unit, the nation-
form, but instead confers an inherited ancient nobility from the classical past shared by the 
international European elite. At the same time, the Tudor English iterations of the Trojan origin 
narratives, arising from both Geoffrey of Monmouth and this European network of texts, became 
the basis of an emergent and developing nationalist discourse. By reading these two uses of the 
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Trojan legends, we glean how the foreign constitutes the native, to borrow A. E. B. Coldiron’s 
language: “Until very recently, [national literary histories] have not, by and large, set out to 
recount how the foreign enters and contacts the native tradition, nor how very formative the 
foreign is, either as a supporting structure of a given national literature, as a resonant echo, or as 
rhizome and residue underneath and within it.” 64F9 In Troilus and Cressida, however, Shakespeare 
interrogates and ultimately suspends that driving force through which this dialectic, between the 
foreign and the native, operates: fame. That is, the play dissolves the two possible means through 
which fame confers virtue: historical connection and exemplarity. That is, the play 
decontextualizes and unmoors the Trojan War from its place within the legendary-historical 
genealogy such that it renders death—the fall of Troy, the prophetic investment in the historical 
pattern of the fall and rise of civilization—unfamed: without renown, without tradition. But the 
play also, as we’ve seen, undermines the possibility of an exemplary reading of its staged 
classical heroes. 
 
Europe’s Troy  
In the introduction, I offered a brief overview of the historical theory of translatio imperii, 
which, in sum, interprets civilization moving westward as historical time passes. Here, I return to 
this tradition and, more specifically, its textual evolution after Charlemagne up to the 
Renaissance. We find in the translatio accounts a latent form of political association—what I’m 
calling feudal cosmopolitanism—an internationalist discourse similar to that which Lee Manion 
has analyzed in medieval romances about the Crusades. Though I won’t be discussing these 
romances, I begin with Manion because he reads in them an international associative function 
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that parallels and illuminates the cosmopolitanism that I read in the translatio tradition—indeed, 
these traditions are intimately linked inasmuch as Crusading literature grew out of the translatio 
tradition. Manion argues that one finds in romances about the Crusades “associational forms” 
that he describes as “anti-national” inasmuch as “they frequently opposed adherence to a single 
linguistic and geographic identity, and . . . they existed in parallel to protonationalistic impulses 
as an alternative method of organizing social relations.” 65F10 Manion explains that in their 
foundational opposition of the Christian West to the Muslim East, these romances allow for an 
identification beyond the regional, territorial, or monarchical: the European reader can identify 
with a spiritual Christian community that materially maps onto Europe. In other words, they 
carried with them a Christian, Western cosmopolitanism, the grounds for association being 
Christendom. This conceptual model, which we might call European Christian cosmopolitanism, 
elucidates feudal cosmopolitanism. The modifiers point to the crucial difference, however: the 
Crusading texts project a Christian community, whereas the translatio texts depict shared royal 
bloodlines. Furthermore, as this chapter will go on to show, the translatio texts aren’t as “anti-
national” as Manion describes the Crusading texts; rather, the content of translatio becomes the 
content of nationalist discourse through the mediation of humanist exemplary reading practices. 
 This history of intertextuality inherent to the translatio tradition, then, begins with 
Charlemagne in the seventh century. Rather than repeat the propagandistic language of revival in 
his coronation, I turn here instead to the historical writing produced at his court. Heralded as the 
new universal emperor of Europe in the mold of the former Roman emperors, Charlemagne 
claimed Trojan origin to solidify this connection. 66F11 In his 784 history, Paul the Deacon traced 
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Charlemagne’s descent to the Trojans, through Anchises, in a genealogy heavily drawn upon in 
the 800 CE coronation. 67F12 The Carolingian’s Trojan genealogy and assertion of imperium set the 
model for subsequent iterations of translatio claims across Europe that other monarchs, even 
competing ones, drew upon to stake their own claims. 68F13 For example, after the death of Louis V 
of France (last of the Carolingian line), Hugh Capet took the French throne in 979, a claim that 
the house of Hohenstaufen viewed as illegitimate. Contending that Frederick I possessed the 
right to the throne via genealogy, 69F14 the Hohenstaufen chroniclers invented the chronicles of 
Berosus the Chaldean in which the chroniclers united the biblical monarchs with classical gods. 70F15  
                                                          
12 For much of the historical survey that follows, see Tanner, Last Descendant, esp. 36-118. In Charlemagne’s court, 
Virgilian topoi flourished, with the Trojan legends used to project a Carolingian empire that covered the world. 
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ground when they are still visible from the sea to mariners. But when he had advanced thus far, God appeared to him 
by night, and commanded him to seek another site for his city” (qtd in Coleman, Constantine, 149); Robert Estienne 
printed the Life of Constantine in 1544. He brought the Palladium to to Constantinople, enacting the translation (70), 
which Pomponio Leto recounts in his 1499 Romanae Historiae Compendium. 
14 Otto of Freising (esp. his Chronica de duabus civitatibus) and Godfried of Viterbo (his Speculum Regum, written 
for Emperor Henry VI) were two chroniclers central to the development of the synchronization of legend with 
history for the Hohenstaufen line: he begins with Adam, identifies Janus as Noah’s grandson, and traces the 
Frankish genealogy back to Troy. 
15 Borchardt, German Antiquity in Renaissance Myth (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1971), 90-91. 
Berosus, who served as an important source in the later Middle Ages, was thought to be a Chaldean chronicler who 
recorded humanity’s descent from Adam up to his present, thus allowing for the integration of classical and biblical 
history; his text, however, was forged by the Italian scholar Annius of Viterbo in the fifteenth century. Annius’s 
Commentaries on Works of Various Authors Who Spoke of Antiquity is a monumental historical work, with as many 
glosses and marginal notes as body text: these included primary source material from which Annius worked, but all 
of it was forged such that he not only constructed a universal history, but crafted its documentary apparatus piece by 
piece. He also staged fake archaeological finds that would bolster his claim of authority (Stephens, Giants in Those 
Days: Folklore, Ancient History, and Nationalism [Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989], 102-3). From its 
first publication (it went through nineteen editions), his contemporaries were skeptical (see Stephens, Berosus 
Chaldaeus: Counterfeit and Fictive Editors of the Early Sixteenth Century [Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1979], 
1-20, on rejections of Annius’s work). “Underneath this apparent discourse on biblical history lay a revolutionary 
new mythos of European cultural development and political power” (103); namely, the return of a forgotten history 
to claim eminence (106, in this case, that Noah brought his Giant offspring to settle Italy, providing an originary 
source of Italian civilization that predated Troy or Rome); his was also an anti-Greek history, thus rendering the 
barbarians of Greek perception the true bearers of culture and the lying Greeks the true barbarians. This text was 
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 As the Middle Ages progressed, writers innovated, seeking more effective means of 
claiming imperium, which led to universal histories that syncretized biblical and Trojan histories. 
Crucial to this tradition after Charlemagne, however, was the claim of historicity: that the Trojan 
War actually occurred. To shore up Troy’s veracity, writers turned to Dares Phrygius’s Daretis 
Phrygii de excidio Trojae historia and Dictys Cretensis’s Dictys Cretensis Ephemeris belli 
Trojani, both prose histories of the Trojan War. These two works were widely popular, abundant 
in manuscripts that circulated throughout Europe in the Middle Ages. 71F16 These accounts lacked 
literary merit, but more than made up for it in their purported proximity to the war. Both 
accounts claimed to be first-hand accounts: Dares’s text following a traditional chronicle format 
and Dictys’s claiming to be a day-by-day journal.  
The experiential basis on which both texts staked their authority is foregrounded in their 
respective prologues, which are epistles written by those who claim they have discovered these 
ancient accounts. For example, the author of the prologue to Dares’s work emphasizes the 
account’s straight-forward accuracy, contrasting it to the fantastical, and thus fabulous narrative 
of Homer: “As its title indicates, this history was written in Dares’s own hand. I was very 
delighted to obtain it and immediately made an exact translation into Latin, neither adding nor 
omitting anything, nor giving any personal touch. Following the straightforward and simple style 
of the Greek original, I translated word for word. Thus my readers can know exactly what 
happened according to this account and judge for themselves whether Dares the Phrygian or 
Homer wrote the more truthfully – Dares, who lived and fought at the time the Greeks stormed 
Troy, or Homer, who was born long after the War was over. When the Athenians judged this 
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(108-9). 
16 See Nathaniel Edward Griffin, Dares and Dictys: An Introduction to the Study of Medieval Versions of the Story 
of Troy (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1907), 5n1. 
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matter, they found Homer insane for describing gods battling with mortals.” 72F17 The author of the 
prologue to Dictys’s text offers a similar provenance: “Dictys, a native of Crete from the city of 
Cnossos and a contemporary of the Atridae, knew the Phoenician language and alphabet, which 
Cadmus brought to Achaea. He accompanied the leaders Idomeneus and Meriones with the army 
that went against Troy. (Idomeneus and Meriones were the sons of Deucalion and Molus 
respectively.) They chose him to write down a history of this campaign. Accordingly, writing on 
linden tablets and using the Phoenician alphabet, he composed nine volumes about the whole 
war.” He goes on to explain that the work was buried with Dictys but, when during the reign of 
Nero an earthquake on Crete exhumed his crypt and exposed the work, the tablets were 
translated from the Roman emperor: “Nero, having received the tablets and having noticed that 
they were written in the Phoenician alphabet, ordered his Phoenician philologists to come and 
decipher whatever was written. When this had been done, since he realized that these were the 
records of an ancient man who had been at Troy, he had them translated into Greek; thus a more 
accurate text of the Trojan War was made known to all.” 73F18 While these texts were most likely 
written in the fourth or fifth century CE, these prologues stoked and fulfilled the desire to 
believe; their forgery or authenticity was beyond the point. They provided authoritative 
legitimization of the translatio tradition that swept Europe following the Carolingian empire. 
The perceived historical accounts of Dares and Dictys also allowed writers to link the 
Trojan translatio history to the biblical record. In the twelfth century, the Ottonian dynasty 
revived the right of universal empire by tracing their genealogy not only to the Trojans but back 
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to the Hebrew king David of ancient Israel. 74F19 These syncretic genealogies became the dominant 
form. After Pope Gregory IX attempted to halt Frederick’s imperial ambitions by 
excommunicating him in 1227, this event precipitated the Great interregnum of 1255-75: during 
this vacancy, the papacy shifted support from the Germans to the French: When the electors 
eventually selected Henry of Luxemborg in 1308, it was partly because chroniclers had traced 
the Trojan-Davidian ancestry of his uncle, John I, duke of Brabant. 75F20 His grandson, Charles IV, 
grew the territories through his marriage with Elisabeth, daughter of the Premyslide, and Charles 
relocated the imperial capitol to Prague, the new New Rome. 76F21 
 As the translatio tradition spread in Southern, Northern, and Eastern Europe, it 
disseminated with it an implicit idea of European community, yet continued into the fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries as integral to imperial propaganda. Indeed, after Charlemagne’s initial 
deployment of the genealogy, the second most significant use of the legends was in service of the 
Habsburg line. Maximilian I fostered the robust production of such histories through his 
patronage of humanists throughout Europe to pursue his ancestral claim. 77F22 Maximilian sought to 
unite the Carolingian, Ottonian, Hohenstaufen, and Burgundian iterations of the Trojan 
                                                          
19 The universal chronicle of Ekkehard of Aura presented a Davidian-Trojan genealogy for Emperor Conrad III (d. 
1152). 
20 Dante praised Henry VII as the inheritor of Trojan-Davidian-Roman imperium in his Epistle VII.1 and 3. 
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genealogy into a singular genealogy that ended in his reign. 78F23 Charles V continued Maximilian’s 
project, by commissioning after the rise of the printing press the reprinting of medieval 
chronicles that traced the Carolingian lines to the mythical past; at the same time, he 
commissioned new supplemental genealogical lore. 79F24 This Habsburg propaganda continued with 
Charles’s son, Philip II, becoming the most significant source of Trojan genealogical material in 
early modern Europe. The Habsburgs constellated the medieval tradition in their commissioned 
output, drawing precisely on the pan-European history of the tradition while also claiming 
Habsburg exceptionality through it. 80F25   
It wasn’t until the late fourteenth and early fifteenth century that more explicitly literary 
versions of the Trojan legends appeared. Writers adapted the Trojan story to the romance form. 
There are two important differences in these literary accounts, however. First, they become more 
invested in the pre-war narrative of Jason and the Argonauts, whose journey to Colchis for the 
golden fleece became allegorized as a Christian crusade in Asia. In bringing the fleece back 
west, Jason prefigured the westward movement of civilization that would become realized after 
the fall of Troy. 81F26 Second, paradoxically, some of the romances demystified the Trojan war, 
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visualized in Durer’s majestic Triumphal Arch of Maximilian I. 
24 For example, the Catalogo real de Castilla, which traces Charles’s lineage to Noah-Janus; and Pietro Mareno’s 
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26 These romances thus enacted the anti-Turkish sentiment expressed in Pope Pius II’s Europe: ““I note that many 
writers of our time, not only orators or poets, but even historians, are ensnared in the error of referring to the Turks 
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era, this race of people has grown so great that it controls Asia [Minor] and Greece and instills terror throughout our 
Latin Christendom” (72). 
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recasting it not as a providential event in the west’s history, but rather an exemplary tragedy of 
human error. Thus the romances about the matter of Troy foregrounded the associational 
transnational potential in the Trojan genealogy, specifically in the episode of the war, which 
produced the diaspora that gave rise to Europe. 
The first of these is Benoit de Sainte Maure’s Roman de Troie (ca. 1160–65), written in 
the court of Henry II Plantaganet and Eleanor of Aquitaine around the same time as Geoffrey’s 
Historia in England. Based primarily on Dictys and Dares, the romance consists of ca. 40,000 
octosyllabic lines of verse and constituted what is now known as the matter of Troy. In addition 
to casting the historical material in verse, the text explicitly Christianizes the Trojan narrative, 
beginning with Jason and the Argonauts, following Prudentius’s second century account of the 
Golden Fleece that allegorically interprets the episode as the Christian west as pitted against the 
pagan east. Benoit continues this theme up through the destruction of Troy, a providential event, 
but ends with Ulysses, not explicitly drawing genealogical ties between the ancient past and his 
present.  
Benoit’s Anglo-French romance became particularly important in the court of Frederick 
II of Sicily, who commissioned a translation of it—a translation that would become the basis of 
English accounts of the Trojan War, including Caxton’s Recuyell. Frederick was planning a 
Crusade to recapture the Holy Sepulchre, for whom the Trojan legends, specifically the pre-war 
episode of Jason and the Argonauts, provided justification for Frederick’s Crusading ambitions. 
Frederick II thus commissioned Guido delle Colonne to write the Historia Destructionis Troiae 
(completed in November of 1287). Guido followed Benoit relatively closely—claiming, like his 
model, to be relying upon Dares and Dictys—but significantly condensed Benoit’s elaborate 
French verse into concise Latin prose. (This led later readers to assume that Benoit’s text was a 
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translation of Guido’s, an error corrected in the eighteenth century. 82F27) His account of Troy, 
however, has a distinctly demystifying view, perhaps at the dismay of his patron; as James 
Simpson writes in his response to Ingledew’s important article, Guido’s text “is anti-Galfridian 
insofar as it makes no serious play with the genealogical potential of the Troy narrative; it is 
instead relentlessly exemplarist in its presentation. And (more actively) it is anti-Virgilian insofar 
as it holds out no hope whatsoever for the divinely sanctioned foundation of empire. In this 
tradition the victors of the Trojan war are destroyed no less completely than the Trojans 
themselves. This tradition is intensely historical, but history holds no promise of transition from 
catastrophe to empire; history is instead the story of societies imploding under the pressure of 
poor decisions and cumulative weight of events.” 83F28 Despite this, Guido’s Historia became 
popular across Europe, displacing Benoit’s as the authoritative account of the matter of Troy, 
becoming the source for many later literary accounts of the matter of Troy. 84 F29 
 Despite the anti-imperialism of Guido’s text, it nonetheless became the model for later 
adaptations of the Trojan narrative written expressly for imperial purposes. First, Raoul Lefevre 
wrote Recuyell of the Hisotries of Troye (1464) for Philip the Good of Burgundy, which provided 
literary accoutrement for his Order of the Golden Fleece, which undertook the fulfilment of the 
Argonatuic ideal originally articulated by Benoit: the order “identified their crusading objectives 
with the capture of the Golden Fleece that had been accomplished by their mythical 
prototypes.”85F30 Indeed, Philip not only collected elaborate tapestries that depicted the Argonautic 
                                                          
27 Stephens, Giants. 
28 James Simpson, “The Other Book of Troy: Guido delle Colonne’s Historia destructionis Troiae in Fourteenth and 
Fifteenth-Century England,” Speculum 73 (1998), 401. See also Alex Mueller, Translating Troy: Provincial Politics 
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29 Ibid., 407, “This [the Guido tradition of the Troy story], then, is the story of Troy that dominated the imagination 
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Troy narrative appeared.” 
30 Tanner, Last Descendants, 57. 
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history/conquests of Jerusalem, reinterpreting the translatio imperii tradition through a 
specifically anti-Turkish lens. Second, around forty-five years later in 1509, Jean Lemaire de 
Belges—the poet with whom I began this section— wrote his Illustrations; this work didn’t 
expressly endorse the crusading vision of Philip the Good, but it did forward an imperial claim: 
in it, Lemaire provides genealogies of the princes of Gaul back to Troy, and ultimately to Saturn, 
reconciling the Gallic claim of Trojan origin to the Habsburg claim and uniting the eastern and 
western Franks in one genealogical history. He also claimed that the emperor of the Roman 
Empire was a direct descendent of Aeneas, thus celebrating the Austro-Burgundian and Spanish 
royal houses via the future Charles V. Lemaire followed Annius of Viterbo, but re-forged the 
Chaldean historian Berosus not for the prominence of Italy but the Franks. 86F31 The translation of 
both texts and traditions that occurred on the continent surveyed here, which is well documented 
in the scholarship, provides the necessary context for understanding England’s engagement in 
the translatio tradition. 
 
The Rise of a Trojan Nation 
This quick survey demonstrates how the legend of Trojan origin developed and spread from the 
ninth century up to the sixteenth, imbricated within a complex network of ancient, medieval, and 
early Renaissance texts. The translatio tradition thus formed what Thomas Greene called the 
“semiotic matrix” of English literature. Every work of literature emerges from but also contests 
with this matrix, a drama of the text: “This drama of each individual history attaches itself also to 
literary language. The poetic word achieves its brilliance against the background of a past which 
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it needs in order to signify but which its own emergence is tendentiously and riskily shaping.” 87F32 
To return to Coldiron, nothing better demonstrates than the history of the matter of Troy in the 
English semiotic matrix just “how very formative the foreign is”: i.e., how the English “semiotic 
matrix” derives largely from an international, European imaginary—though in addition to the 
European context, English writers turned to Welsh traditions, which I turn to below. Robert E. 
Edwards thus calls the Troy story “a paradigmatic cosmopolitan narrative.” 88F33 Edwards goes on to 
identify, though, how the semiotic matrix of the Trojan legends facilitates the emergence of a 
national discourse that also mediates England’s relation with the rest of Europe.  
Edwards takes as his exemplary text John Lydgate’s Troy Book. Henry V commissioned 
this work, an English verse vernacular translation and expansion of Guido’s Historia, in 1412, 
which Lydgate completed in 1420. In the prologue to the verse history, Lydgate relates Henry’s 
commission of the translation in a passage that also communicates the work’s ambitions, i.e., as 
Edwards argues, to “secure an English presence in the major textual and cultural communities of 
the age” and thus participate in “the ambitious rivalry within international aristocratic culture” 89F34: 
 
In sothefastnesse, this no tale is, 
Callid Henry ek, the worthy prynce of Walys, 
To whom schal longe by successioun 
For to gouerne Brutys Albyoun— 
Whyche me comaunded the drery pitus fate 
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Of hem of Troye in englysche to translate, 
The sege also and the destruccioun, 
Lyche as the latyn maketh mencioun, 
For to compyle, and after Guydo make, 
So as I coude, and write it for his sake, 
By-cause he wolde that to hyȝe and lowe 
The noble story openly wer knowe 
In oure tonge, aboute in euery age, 
And y-writen as wel in oure langage 
As in latyn and in frensche it is; 
That of the story þe trouth[e] we nat mys 
No more than doth eche other nacioun: 
This was the fyn of his entencioun. 90F35  
 
Here, Lydgate explains that Henry commissioned him so that those “hyȝe and lowe” in England 
would “the noble story openly . . . knowe”: the narrative of the Trojan war would thus reach not 
only aristocratic but also literate audiences across social status. Lydgate’s prologue thus 
imagines, through reading this work, a “Brutys Albyoun”—England—united in in its knowledge 
of the Trojan history. He thus seeks to create a community of readers as has already been done 
“in latyn and in frenche”: “eache other nacioun” with a translation already possesses “þe 
trouth[e]” of this story, Lydgate writes. As is often the case with English iterations of the Trojan 
legends, both of the war and of Brute’s founding, Henry commissioned Lydgate so that his realm 
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might catch up, as it were, with the rest of Europe. However, through the intended readership 
“hyȝe and lowe,” Henry and Lydgate seek to elevate the realm and inhabitants of “Brutys 
Albyoun” to rival the French.  
The text thus represents an early example of the emergence of a nationalist literature from 
the feudal cosmopolitan tradition. It draws upon Guido’s Italian text, commissioned by Frederick 
II to represent his inherited nobility, but reframes the narrative specifically for a vernacular 
community of English. The feudal cosmopolitan context, in which nobility and authority derive 
from genealogical descent, renders the narrative significant, yet Lydgate’s vernacular translation 
invents a new audience united by language rather than blood. The translation displaces the fame 
from royal blood to a community of language-users. In this way, Lydgate’s “entencioun” here is 
mimetic rivalry: mimetic since it is a translation and imitation of a source text, rivalry since the 
purpose of the imitation is to compete on the plane of literary production with the kingdom that 
produced the original. By staging the competition through text, these writers compete for honor 
and fame, a work of cultural production (translatio studii) worthy of the imperii. Lydgate’s Troy 
Book, then, pulls in two directions. On the one hand, it relates an origin story, the fall of Troy, 
that kingdoms across Europe shared, but, on the other, claims the Englished version of it for 
(proto)nationalist ends.  
While Lydgate’s text represents an exemplary moment of negotiation between the 
cosmopolitan and national, the tradition of Trojan origin within England helps explain how this 
transition occurred. The historical practice of tracing one’s ancestors to Troy in order to shore up 
one’s imperial power found its way into England, and eventually became one pillar of early 
modern English nationalism, beginning with Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia Regum 
Britanniae. In a famous and influential article on Geoffrey, Francis Ingledew argues that the 
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Historia represents the reemergence of the Virgilian translatio imperii form, a rejection of the 
dominant Augustinian historiography written in the Middle Ages: “Troy emerges as a concept 
expressing a new historical consciousness, intimately associated with an aristocratic and lay 
cultural environment and at odds with the biblically oriented Augustinian-Orosian paradigm, 
which instead of claiming birth in Troy, confessed birth in the Fall.” 91F36 He goes on to more 
precisely describe this view of history, which he names the “Virgilian scheme,” as distinguished 
by its incorporation of genealogy, prophecy, and the erotic. In this new historical consciousness 
lies “a return to Virgil: in it reappear several defining features of the Virgilian philosophy of 
history, namely, the genealogical, the prophetic, and the erotic. These conceptual instruments 
combine to construct temporality itself. They allow Virgil to define the grounds of Rome’s 
imperial status not through a local myth but through a comprehensive appropriation of time 
(genealogy) understood as system (prophecy) and to bind eros to history through an abnegation 
(Aeneas’s of Dido) understood as tragic.” 92F37 This “Virgilian scheme” through which Geoffrey re-
shaped English historical consciousness represents a political logic of legitimacy premised on 
prophetic fulfillment in historical, secular time. Indeed, in his study of the prophetic structure of 
Virgil’s Aeneid and its reception and transformation in the Renaissance epic, Ander Fichter 
argues that the epic poet—or in Geoffrey’s case, historian—assumes the role of prophet, 
“reinterpreting tragic history as destiny, making Troy’s fall part of the larger plan that mandates 
that city’s resurrection in a new form.” Given how deeply the Galfridian account reshaped 
historical writing, it will be useful to consider the key moments of the Brut narrative—modeled 
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on Virgil’s Aeneas—in order to demonstrate just how Geoffrey fits his narrative into the 
“Virgilian scheme.”  
Two salient episodes derive from Geoffrey’s account of Brute’s life, while the last 
appears at the end of his Historia in the account of the last king of the Trojan Britons, 
Cadwalladr. Each moment carries prophetic import and, taken together, suggest the overarching 
prophetic frame of the Historia. The first episode is Brute’s birth. The legendary history opens 
with Silvius Posthumus, the son of Ascanius and grandson of Aeneas, who calls for soothsayers 
upon learning that his wife, the unnamed niece of Lavinia, has conceived. Though Posthumus 
asks only to learn the child’s sex, the soothsayer foresees that the child will be a boy and that he 
will kill both of his parents, eventually finding redemption after his disgrace. Silvius’s wife 
consequently dies in childbirth, and, fifteen years later, Brute accidentally slays his father during 
a boar hunting mishap, resulting in the fateful son’s exile from Latium. This opening establishes 
the legendary history as not only taking place within a providence-driven world — a familiar 
mainstay of English medieval histories at least since Bede — but as establishing a typological 
history. The opening episode contains in miniature the form of the translatio imperii history; the 
tragic end of the forebears prompts a transformation and renewal in the disgraced Brut, a 
repetition of the fall of Troy and its westerly renewal. 
 The parallels continue in the second prophetic episode of Brute’s narrative. Exiled, Brute 
travels east, first meeting and liberating fellow Trojans trapped in Greece, and then, after 
resuming his original route, happening upon the island of Leogitia. Here, Brute and his fellow 
Trojans find an abandoned temple to Diana. Brute prays to her for guidance and falls asleep at 
her altar, at which point Diana appears to him in a dream vision. She reveals that the Trojan exile 
“shalt find out / An euerduring seat, and Troie shall rise anew, / Vnto thy race, of whom shall 
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kings be borne no dout, / That with their mightie power the world shall whole subdew.” 93F38 
Diana’s prophecy to Brute repeats and expands upon the earlier prophecy delivered to Silvius 
while Brute was in the womb: the glory prophesied to Brute’s father is revealed as not merely the 
renewal of Troy, but an eventual global imperium—i.e., Geoffrey’s riff on the imperium sine 
fine. More specifically, Diana’s prophecy imitates book 3 of the Aeneid, in which Aeneas and his 
crew encounter the island of Delos on their journey, where they find the temple of Apollo. 
Appealing in prayer to Apollo for guidance, Aeneas falls to the ground and hears the god’s voice 
telling him that “your parent stock shall welcome you back to her fruitful bosom. Seek out your 
ancient mother. There the house of Aeneas shall lord it over all lands, even his children’s 
children and their race that shall be born of them.” 94 F39 Both prophesies offer a fantasy of the 
imperial rejuvenation of Troy—a renewal in both that will not only restore but surpass the 
original.  
 The third episode, Cadwalladr’s prophecy, follows the pattern of the first two, but in it, 
Geoffrey adapts the Virgilian motif to a British-specific context. In the Aeneid, Virgil narrates 
Aeneas’s settling of Alba and the beginning of an unbroken bloodline through Iulius (i.e., 
Ascanius) that would, with some help from Mars, lead to the fulfilment of Apollo’s prophecy in 
Augustus. Geoffrey, however, has to account for the multiple invasions of Britain and 
monarchical in-fighting that seemingly ended the British line and rendered Diana’s prophecy 
false. His workaround is Cadwalladr. Geoffrey reports that after Cadwalladr’s succession, famine 
and sickness swept across Britain, forcing the king and the remaining Britons to flee to 
Armorica, which allows the Saxons to take over the evacuated cities. In Armorica, an angel 
appears to Cadwalladr and repeats to him Merlin’s earlier prophesy to Arthur: the remnant of the 
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true Britons will someday return to their homeland and overthrow the Saxons, restoring their 
original reign. Geoffrey’s conclusion, which mirrors the Historia’s opening, uses prophecy to 
solve the problem that the Saxon and Roman invasions of the British isle posed: the fulfilment of 
Diana’s prophecy is to come, but remains a deferred eventuality. Indeed, incompletion is a 
feature rather than a flaw of imperialist visions: Fichter suggests that the Renaissance reception 
of Virgil (following the Christian allegorization of his Georgics and epic) sought to render the 
Aeneid incomplete, Maffeo Vegio’s “thirteenth book” being the most literal example. Geoffrey’s 
Historia needs no such reinterpretation: he displaces the conclusion to the unspecified, yet 
prophesied future. Indeed, the Brute legend serves as much of a prophetic as historical role: 
Brute reemerges as a useful figure inasmuch as the restoration of his line fulfills Cadwalladr’s 
prophecy. In political, propagandistic literature that uses the legend, then, Brute allows for a 
reconfiguration of the ancient past and present through prophecy and genealogy.  
 The prophetic structure of the translatio imperii kept the past forever open to 
reinterpretation in the present. Sylvia Federico describes this function of Virgil and the “scheme” 
that develop from him, in a passage redolent of Ingledew’s argument, as making history “opened 
specifically toward the political future through the adoption of this Virgilian perspective; its 
narrative is one of old empires lost, and more importantly, of new empires won. The return of 
Virgil, or of the Virgilian mode of historiography, allows for a self-consciously political present, 
one that looks backward at the past and forward to the future—and that imagines itself in relation 
to both. From this secular historiographical perspective comes the idea not only of nation but 
also of empire.”95 F40 This Virgilian perspective became particularly important in England, where 
Troy served an especially important role in the consolidation of the Tudor state from Henry VII’s 
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precarious ascension to the throne up to Elizabeth. The unfulfilled prophecies of Geoffrey’s 
text—Diana’s vision of Brute’s global domination and Cadwalladr’s of the avenging British—
allow them to be reshaped and applied in any given present. They make available a frame 
through which one can opportunistically claim historical legitimacy through prophetic 
fulfillment.  
 The Galfridian account—which itself was crucial to the feudal cosmopolitan tradition of 
romance abroad—took on a new importance for early modern England through its use in Tudor 
self-fashioning and the emergent discourse of English nationalism. In the years leading up to the 
Battle of Bosworth Field, Henry VII benefited from a coterie of Welsh poets who drew upon 
Welsh poetic traditions as well as the Galfridian prophecies in order to announce Henry as the 
hero prophesied by Cadwalladr: the mab darogan (son of prophecy): the one to emerge from the 
remnant of ancient Britons and reclaim the British throne from the Saxons. Henry’s claim to the 
English throne, however, was tenuous: Henry was the son of Edmund Tudor, and Edmund was 
the son of Catherine of Valois and Owen Tudor. Edmund’s legitimacy was questioned, however, 
since Catherine, after her first husband Henry V’s death, married Owen Tudor in secrecy. Henry 
VII thus needed a symbolic apparatus to secure his claim and supplement his otherwise tenuous 
claim.  
Having partially Welsh family origins allowed the young monarch to take advantage of 
Cadwalladr’s prophecy and its presence in Welsh poetic traditions in order to cast his rise to the 
throne as prophetic enactment. In the thirteenth century, a group of Welsh bards, Cywyddwyr 
(poets of the cywydd form 96F41), drew upon the legendary history for court performances of cywydd 
poetry. These poems downplayed the Trojan ancestry and, instead, emphasized the virtue of 
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native British blood, from Brute to Cadwalladr. Toward the end of the fifteenth century, the 
cywydd brud (prophetic poem), a subgenre of the cywyddwyr, rose in popularity amid the 
contestations over the English throne. These drew upon Merlin’s and Cadwallader’s prophecies 
that foretold the rise of the mab darogan, a Welsh hero who would emerge from Wales and 
usurp the Saxons from the English throne and restore the ancient British bloodline. In the late 
fifteenth century, Dafydd Llwyd ap Llewelen ap Gruffydd, the most prominent of these 
cywyddwyr, used the form to hail Henry VII as the mab darogan. In a cywydd brud written 
around 1483 while Henry was in exile plotting his return to usurp Richard, Dafydd Llwyd 
announced Henry as the heir to Brute’s line:  
Everyone speaks of a reckoning between our race and the foreigners, were we but 
to wait for one who will strike, a high-born Briton of the stock of Maelgwn, the 
peacock of Tudor, greatest of sires who will gild all with solid gold the knell of 
the Saxon, when we win, will give a chief judge of our race Cadwaladr shall come 
home, with his eightfold gifts, from his deeds. . . . Woe to the black host beside 
the wave! When ill fortune comes strangers! Jasper will breed for us a Dragon of 
the fortunate blood of Brutus.  
 
After Henry’s accession, Wales was celebrated as the source of true British identity and as many 
Englishmen who could claimed Welsh ancestry. Moreover, these prophecies secured a place in 
the repertoire of Tudor propaganda. For example, Bernard André — the court’s poet laureate — 
wrote a vita for Henry VII that emphasized his legendary and prophetic provenance. Even the 
skeptical Italian humanist at Henry VIII’s court, Polydore Vergil, reported Henry VII’s 
fulfilment of Cadwalader’s prophecy. The political efficacy of such a propagandistic use of the 
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legendary history may be, practically speaking, nil, but it nevertheless instituted a vocabulary 
that would continue to be used in Tudor nationalist discourse, 97F42 which often revived the name 
Britain rather than England to imagine the national community. This imagined Britain imposed a 
singular identity onto the island, effacing the geopolitical and cultural differences between 
Wales, Scotland, and England—not to mention regional English differences.  
Henry VII’s political use of Geoffrey’s history and the Welsh tradition of prophetic 
poetry that responded to the Historia constitutes an important revival of the Galfridian history in 
the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. However, two further developments, one literary 
and the other political, compounded its importance to early modern English nationalist discourse. 
First, a flurry of translations of Virgil, especially by Welsh writers, appeared over the sixteenth 
century. Second, the prophetic poems about Henry VII, along with the Virgilian translations, 
produced and circulated a discourse through which English national identity would be articulated 
up through at least James VI and I. In other words, from the early fifteenth-century on there were 
twinned efforts to English Virgil and to make England Virgilian. Mediating both, however, was 
the rise of exemplary reading that grew out of humanist readings of Virgil. 
The scholarship on Virgil’s place in early modern England is vast, but to summarize it 
briefly, the Roman poet served three primary roles. Pedagogically, every schoolboy was 
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expected to read and translate Virgil in grammar school. 98F43 Ethically, Virgil’s Aeneas provided 
the model of universal virtue, as the Italian humanist Cristoforo Landino argues in his preface to 
his commentary on the Aeneid, P. Vergili Maronis operum interpretationes (1488): “[Virgil] 
feigned and represented Aeneas—the perfect man in every way—so that we might all take him 
as the sole exemplar for the living of our lives.” 99F44 Literarily, he provided generic models for 
poetic practice, with the Aeneid being perhaps the most important in his oeuvre. 100F45 Landino’s 
ethical program of exemplarity redirects readerly interest in the Trojan past from its historicity to 
its pedagogic potential: how it mirrors virtuous or wicked behavior. As Montaigne put it, 
exemplars drove readers and audiences to “practice those great souls of the best ages,” which 
Timothy Hampton explains as defining “the self in relationship to ideal images from the past.” 101 F46 
Here, connection with the past derives not from descent but imitation. Similarly, fame thus 
confers not through blood and inheritance, but performance conforming to the famous model.  
Read as exemplars, the Trojan heroes could acquire a nationalist significance that the 
historical, genealogical tradition cut off. The genealogical relation still remains important, but 
exemplarity allows for nonnoble and noble alike to identify with the Trojan forebears. 102F47 For 
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example, in his dedicatory letter to John Norris and Francis Drake to the 1589 printing of A 
Farewell—a poem extolling the naval expeditions of Norris and Drake—George Peele explains 
that he has appended his Tale of Troy for the exemplary lesson the narrative provides: “I haue 
annexed an olde Poeme of myne owne, The tale of Troy. A pleasaunt dyscourse, fitly seruing to 
recreate, by the reading the chiualrie of England. To whom, as to your ingenious iudgements, I 
dedicate the same: that good mindes enflamed wyth honorable reports of their auncestry, may 
imitate theyr glory in highest aduentures. And my Countrymen famed through the worlde for 
resolution and fortitude, may marche in equipage of honour and Armes, wyth theyr glorious and 
renowned predicessors the Troyans.”103F48 In their defenses of the theater in the following decades, 
Thomas Nashe and Thomas Heywood use similar language to describe the virtuous imitation 
staging history plays occasions. Nashe describes English history plays as “a rare exercise of 
virtue . . . for the subject of them (for the most part) it is borrowed out of our English chronicles, 
wherein our forefathers’ valiant acts (that have lien long buried in rusty brass and worm-eaten 
books) are revived, and they themselves raised from the grave of oblivion, and brought to plead 
their aged honours in open presence, than which, what can be a sharper reproof to these 
degenerate effeminate days of ours?”104F49 Similarly, Heywood evinces the value of plays by asking, 
“what man haue you now of that weake capacity, that cannot discourse of any notable thing 
recorded euen from William the Conquerour, nay from the landing of Brute, vntill this day, 
beeing possest of their true vse, For, or because Playes are writ with this ayme, and carryed with 
this methode, to teach the subiects obedience to their King, to shew the people the vntimely ends 
of such as haue moued tumults, commotions, and insurrections, to present the[m] with the 
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flourishing estate of such as liue in obedience, exhorting them to allegeance, dehorting them 
from all trayterous and fellonious stratagems.” 105 F50 These exemplify the ways in which the practice 
of exemplarity rendered the Trojan heroes as models for a national character—a theme I’ll return 
to in the final chapter of this dissertation.  
The emphasis on exemplarity helps explain the significance of vernacular translations of 
Virgil in English—a rather convoluted history. Thomas Phaer, a translator and physician 
educated at Oxford and Lincoln’s Inn, undertook the first full translation of the epic on 9 May 
1555, as he explains in his dedication to Queen Mary, when he was most likely living on the 
Welsh border. From ca. 1547, Phaer served as solicitor to the council in the marches of Wales, 
soon after which he married Anne Revel, a wealthy widow from Pembrokeshire, a match made 
possible by Phaer’s patron, William Paulet, first marquess of Winchester, who was then master 
of the woods in England and the marches of Wales. 106F51 Phaer’s Seven First Bookes of the Eneidos 
of Virgill appeared in 1558, which rendered Virgil’s Latin into rhyming English fourteeners—the 
meter of choice for epic and/or heroic matters in English. He went on to complete translations of 
books 8 and 9 and started 10, but Phaer injured his hand in 1560, forcing him to stop. When he 
died in 1562, William Wightman—a friend to Phaer, his literary executor, and “protectour of 
Wales”—had his work published under the title The nyne fyrst bookes of the Eneidos of Virgil 
converted into Englishe vearse by Thomas Phaer doctour of phisike, with so muche of the tenthe 
booke, as since his death coulde be founde in unperfit papers at his house in Kilgarran forest in 
Penbroke shyre.107F52 The title, perhaps as directed by Wightman, thus rendered Phaer’s Welsh 
connection explicit. 
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Phaer’s personal connections to Wales, from his governmental post to his marriage and 
friendships, are suggestive of his potential interests in the place of Wales in the Trojan-British 
legends, but the posthumous association of the translation to Cilgerran Forest, Pembrokeshire, 
more concretely ties him to the Galfridian tradition. There existed a literary context that brought 
together Wales and the Trojan-Briton heritage in service of the Tudor court. In the 1540s, 
Richard Grafton printed two verse histories by the Shrewsbury poet and chronicler Arthur 
Kelton, A Commendacion of Welshmen (1546) and A chronycle with a genealogie declaryng that 
the Brittons and Welshemen are lineallye dyscended from Brute (1547). Loose vernacular 
adaptations of the Galfridian history, both works use the prophetic return of Brute’s descendants 
to justify Tudor monarchy, and build on this tradition by including in the prophecy of restoration 
Henry VIII’s Reformation; that is, along with the original “Brutons” returning to the throne in 
the person of Henry VII, his son, Henry VIII, restored their original religion. Kelton’s works 
served as sources for such later writers as George Owen Harry, a chronicler writing under James 
VI and I who similarly wrote prophetic genealogical histories to claim James as the Second 
Brute.108F53 Whether or not Phaer and Kelton had any connection during their respective lifetimes, 
the latter’s promotion of the prophesied Troajn-British remnant returning to England from Wales 
provided a legendary-historiographical frame through which to associate Phaer’s translation of 
Virgil’s Augustan epic with the Trojan-British origin story. 
The first full translation of the Aeneid did not appear until Thomas Twyne finished 
Phear’s translation, published as The Whole xiii. Books of the Aeneidos of Virgill in 1573, 1584, 
and 1596. Twyne, who received his MA from Oxford and MD from Cambridge, was, like Phaer, 
trained as a physician but also developed an interest in translation. In addition to his translation 
                                                          




of Virgil, however, Twyne’s chief work was his Breviary of Britayne (1573), a translation of the 
Welsh humanist and antiquarian Humphrey Llwyd’s Commentarioli Britannicae descriptionis 
fragmentum, which Llwyd wrote for Abraham Ortelius after meeting him on a trip to Antwerp. 
Llwyd intended the Commentarioli Britannicae to serve as a British chorography for the Flemish 
cartographer’s Theatrum Orbis Terrarum. While the Breviary/Commentarioli consists primarily 
of British chorography, it begins with an extended defense of the Trojan-British legends, directly 
countering Polydore Vergil’s skepticism, as well as a discussion of Britain’s etymological root as 
Brutus. 
Twyne’s translation of Llwyd’s chorography, printed by Richard Jones, foregrounds the 
translation as a restoration of originary Trojan-British virtue through several dedicatory verses 
that draw upon a similar language of renewal as the cywydd brud. One from Edward Grant, 
headmaster of Westminster School, praises Twyne’s translation as a book in which “Brutes 
worthy race is blazed”) and “whose glory thou dost rayse.” 109F54 Similarly, Thomas Browne praised 
Twyne’s renewal of Brute’s glory in a Latin verse — “Et nouus ille, nouis auxit faelicius vndis / 
Fontes, Annales, inclite Brute tuos” — while Twyne himself defends Llwyd’s defense of Brute 
by comparing Llywd’s memorialization to those of the Caesars: “If then Solinus merit fame, / 
that Caesars stirpe haue pende: / The same ought Lhuyd of right to claime / that Brutus line 
defende.”110F55 The textual apparatus the printer established for this text thus aligned Twyne’s 
translation with his furthering the association between Wales and the Trojan-Britons. It also 
provides a paratextual frame through which the completion of his translation of the Aeneid can 
be read: the completion as itself a restoration, inasmuch as Virgil’s epic is an origin story for 
Geoffrey’s origin story. Indeed, the same year that Jones printed Twyne’s translation of Llwyd, 
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Abraham Veale printed Twyne’s completion of the Aeneid. Thus the translation of Virgil into the 
English vernacular participated in the development of what Schwyzer has identified as the 
development of a British nationalism: the English use of the ancient name in order to subsume 
local and regional identities under a single name, for which Brute is the exemplary forefather—
though, of course, this constituted only one set of associations, perhaps quite minor at that, Virgil 
accrued. Nonetheless this specific association persisted.   
The nationalist use of Virgil and tradition of Trojan Brute remained significant through 
the Stuart monarchy. A generation after the vernacular translations of Virgil, an anonymous 
poem that explicitly linked Brute to Virgil appeared in Francis Davison’s Poetical rhapsodie 
(1608), titled “Vpon an Heroical Poeme which he had begun (in Imitation of Virgil) of the first 
inhabiting this famous Ile by Brute, and the Troyans.” Similarly, Ben Jonson, in his coronation 
masque for James I, begins the “speeches of Gratulation” with Genius. Addressing London, she 
exhorts the personified city to “reare / Thy forehead high” and reminds the city and the audience 
of “When Brvtvs plough first gaue thee infant bounds, /And I, thy Genivs walk’t auspicious 
rounds.”111F56 In the 1616 printed edition of this masque, Jonson glosses “Brvtvs” with the following 
note: “Rather then the Citie should want a Founder, we choose to follow the receiued storie of 
Brute, whether fabulous, or true, and not altogether vnwarranted in Poetrie; since it is a fauor of 
Antiquitie to few Cities, to let them know their first Authors.” 112F57 The gloss is telling. A former 
pupil of and close friend with antiquarian William Camden, Jonson knew the spurious historical 
status of the Brute legend. Yet the desire for a “Founder” overwhelmed the need for historical 
precision. Indeed, Jonson explains, recourse to the “fabulous” and that which is “not . . . 
vnwarranted in Poetrie” is necessary when antiquity has not favored one’s city with material 
                                                          




traces of its origins. Morover, in his one line about Brute, Jonson adds a significant detail to the 
Brute legend not found elsewhere: that the legendary founder ploughed a boundary around the 
newly settled Troynovant. He explains this innovation in a marginal gloss: it refers to “an ancient 
rite alluded to in the building of Cities,” and the precedent he provides is Virgil’s Aeneid: 
“interea Aeneas urbem designat aratro” (“Aeneas marks out the city with a plough and allots 
homes”).113F58 With this note, then, Jonson reimagines Trojan Brute as an Aeneas-like figure, whom 
Jonson would have known to be the product of Virgil’s fabulation. In this way, the line and gloss 
reinvent Brute in the epic, Virgilian tradition, making him, rather than Aeneas, the exemplary 
model.  Indeed, Jonson’s anxiety over a “Citie . . . [wanting] a Founder”  echoes the use to which 
the Trojan-Britons were often put: as names invoked to shore up support for the Tudor and 
Jacobean state.  
 The use of Brute as exemplary forefather served to consolidate the national community 
under Elizabeth and James. These uses most often took the shape of casting the Tudor monarch 
as a “Second Brutus.” John Dee, a close friend of Twyne’s, famously referred to Elizabeth’s 
kingdom as her “British Empire” in his manuscript treatise The limits of the British Empire, in 
which he wrote that Elizabeth could “[restore the empire] to the Originalls of BRVTVS” if only 
she pursued New World holdings. 114F59 The language of empire echoes the phrase of pamphleteers 
writing in support of uniting Scotland and England into an “Empire of Great Britain” during 
Henry VIII’s Rough Wooing of Scotland in the 1540s: William Patten wrote that the Scots 
should “laie doune their weapons, thus rashly received, to fight against the mother of their awne 
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nacion: I mean this realm now called Englande the onely supreme seat of thempire of great 
Briteigne.”115F60 Coincidentally, Dee was close friends with Twyne, from whom he may have also 
picked up on this language: Twyne refers to the waning of the “British Empyre” in the age of 
Cadwallader.116 F61 This theme of restoration of empire largely shaped references to the Trojan-
Britons, especially Brut. 
While the texts just discussed had very limited audiences, the trope circulated in public 
performances that, conversely, would have reached many Londoners, literate or not. References 
to Brut, or to London’s Trojan founders generally, appeared often in Lord Mayor Shows, 
especially after the accession to the throne of James VI and I (who, like Henry VIII, sought a 
restoration of the “British empire”). Anthony Munday, a popular writer and dramatist, wrote 
Triumphs of Reunited Britannia, the staging of which the Merchant Taylors funded in 1605. The 
Triumphs’s central device, “a Mount triangular, as the Iſland of Britayne it ſelfe is deſcribed to 
bee” floating on the Thames, presents a personification of “Brytania ſpeaking to Brute her 
Conqueror, (who is ſeated ſomwhat lower, in the habite of an aduenturous warlike Troyan).” 117 F62 In 
their exchange, Brute recounts  his settling of the island and concludes with propagandistic 
praise of James I and his desire for reunification: “The hand of heauen did peacefully elect / . . . / 
This ſecond Brute. . . . / Wales, England, Scotland, ſeuerd firſt by me: / To knit againe in bleſſed 
vnity.”118F63 Following this dialogue, a second device, a chariot bearing such Virtues as Tapeinotes 
(humility) and Eleutheriotes (liberty), recounts “what great grace each Maieſty, / Gaue to the 
Marchant-Taylors Company,” from Edward III to Henry VIII. 119F64 Munday’s Triumphs thus 
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celebrates the accession of the Lord Mayor, the Merchant Taylors and by extension the merchant 
class and robust commercial activity of the city, and the sovereign’s imperial aspirations; the 
figure of Brut thus serves to unite city and throne. Seven years later in 1612, after James’s 
unification efforts decidedly failed and the death of Prince Henry demoralized many, Thomas 
Dekker maintained the theme of present day London as the restored New Troy in his Lord 
Mayor’s Show, the title of which when printed was Troia-Noua triumphans London triumphing. 
This brief survey of Virgilian translation and Galfridian adaptation is by no means 
exhaustive but nonetheless outlines how the Trojan legends played a crucial role in the 
development of English nationalist discourse. Troy loomed large in the political-literary 
imaginary of early modern England, from popular to elite populations and discourses.  
 
Bastardizing Troy in Troilus and Cressida  
Near the end of Troilus and Cressida, the Greek Thersites—who has pestered and ridiculed the 
Greek heroes throughout—encounters his Trojan foil, Margareton, on the battlefield. “Who art 
thou?” Thersites asks, to which Margareton tells him, “A bastard son of Priam’s.” Thersites 
reveals that he too is a bastard, which leads him to deliver a brief encomium on the topic: “I love 
bastards. I am bastard begot, bastard instructed, bastard in mind, bastard in valour, in everything 
illegitimate. One bear will not bite another, and wherefore should one bastard? Take heed, the 
quarrel’s most ominous to us. If the son of a whore fight for a whore, he tempts judgement. 
Farewell, bastard.”120F65  In this proclamation of bastard identity Matthew Greenfield reads the 
formulation of an anti-nationalism, an identity constructed around the absence of forebears, the 
lack of genealogy, and the de-legitimization of origins: “His illegitimacy liberates him from the 
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ideological claim of the nation, whose central trope imagines citizens as brothers. Where [in 
King John] Faulconbridge functions as a synecdoche for the nation, Thersites stands outside its 
borders. Thersites emblematizes the project of Troilus and Cressida: much of the play’s 
continuing power to disturb derives from its relentless attack on nationalism’s narratives, its 
tropes, its strategic amnesia, and its assumptions about human character and agency.” 121F66 I want to 
build on his reading, especially in the context of my discussion of the Trojan War in medieval 
and early modern romance and history. Thersites’s lines directly oppose a feudal 
cosmopolitanism in which nobility derives from blood. Whereas the claim of Trojan origin is 
used precisely to legitimize the claim of royalty, here Thersites eschews any notion of 
inheritance and embraces illegitimacy. I want to read his embrace of bastardy, moreover, as the 
play rendering bastard-like the Trojan War: an event in history abstracted from the longer 
legendary history in which it traditionally featured as the crucial turning point in royal European 
history. 
 Bastardizing the Trojan War also undercuts fame, inasmuch as fame derives from 
illustrious origins—the basis of feudal cosmopolitanism. As we’ve seen, the rise of nationalism 
replaces literal genealogy with exemplarity: forebears modeling the national type. But, as 
Greenfield argues—and many other scholars who have written about the play122 F67—Troilus and 
Cressida actively undermines humanist exemplary reading practices. Indeed, as I’ll argue, its 
critique of both genealogical and exemplary uses of the Trojan War focuses on the use of fame 
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and honor—concepts that the play links. 123F68 The play reframes the conflict of the Trojan War as 
the result of petty squabbling over the Greek versus Trojan fame, with neither camp wanting 
their “death unfamed,” as Paris puts it.  
 This bastardizing begins at the level of the play’s sources. Shakespeare relied upon 
English translations of foreign medieval texts for his play. 124F69 To return to Coldiron, Troilus and 
Cressida bears the marker of the foreign giving rise to the local. One example of this is its 
closest source text, Caxton’s Receuyll, itself a translation of Raoul Lefevre’s Recuyell of the 
Hisotries of Troye (1464), a Burgundian account of the Trojan War. As Coldiron explains, 
“[Caxton’s Receuyll’s] francophone, Burgundian origins instead signal a crucial characteristic of 
early modern English literary culture: a constitutive foreignness established in translation, 
transformed by a new technology, and perpetuated in reprints. In a century better known for 
nation-formation, most of the first English printed books were ‘englished’ in this broader, more 
complex sense: through appropriative acculturation performed by means of verbal translation 
and material-mediation.”125F70 While Coldiron means translation in the textual sense here, it applies, 
too, in the early modern sense of translatio: the first printed book in England was a translation of 
a French work about the initiation of the translatio from East to West.  A key difference between 
Shakespeare’s play, however, and the medieval treatments of Troy lies in the revival of Homer 
that separates the two. With the recovery and translations of Homer after the fall of 
Constantinople, a third ancient source for the Trojan War entered the fray. This recovery 
foregrounded how mimetic rivalry was built into the originary Trojan texts themselves. Homer, 
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sympathetic toward the Greeks, provides an origin story of sorts for ancient Greece; Virgil, in 
contrast, reframes the war as a prophetic moment in the history of the rise of Rome. An 
international rivalry forms the very narrative itself, through which later writers would restage 
European rivalries. 
Fame, the object toward which such rivalries tend, becomes the focus of the play’s 
critique. When Aeneas arrives to deliver his challenge, the Greek camp is discussing, as 
Agamemnon puts it, “what grief hath set the jaundice on [their] cheeks.” 126F71 The problem, as 
Ulysses diagnoses it, is the breakdown of “degree” because of “pale and bloodless emulation,” 
the desire to be of higher degree than one actually is. As a result, Ulysses claims, “when degree 
is shaked, / Which is the ladder to all high designs, / The enterprise is sick.” 127F72 The problem more 
specifically is Achilles, who is upsetting degree by hoarding fame. Ulysses describes the “great 
Achilles, whom opinion crowns,” as “Having his ear full of his airy fame, / Grows dainty of his 
worth and in his tent, / Lies mocking our designs.” The verb crowns denotes the disordering 
effect of fame: whereas, according to Ulysses’s taxonomy of degree, the head of the “enterprise” 
should be crowned, “opinion”—another word for fame—has endowed Achilles with more 
significance. Adding to the offense of this insolence is the fact that opinion is an “airy fame”: 
there’s no substance—no material, political, or official endowment—to his status. Fame disrupts 
degree simply through “opinion.” Nestor subsequently repeats Ulysses’s phrase, but identifies a 
further threat: “And in the imitation of these twain [i.e., the imitation of Achilles and Patroclus 
by other Greek soldiers], / Who, as Ulysses says, opinion crowns, / With an imperial voice, many 
are infect.” The crown that fame/opinion bestows Achilles thus renders him an exemplar whom 
others emulate. Fame becomes an infecting agent that deteriorates degree. 





 The Trojans have their own dispute over fame, though theirs revolves around the question 
of whether or not to “let Helen go.” 128F73 Whereas in the Greek camp, the disruptive power of fame 
comes to the fore, in the Trojan city the tragic cost of preserving fame becomes the focus. Act 2, 
scene 2 opens with Hector attempting to persuade the Trojan princes to end the war by releasing 
Helen back to the Greeks. Hector argues using numerical “reason”; he presents his case for 
releasing Helen through an economic calculation: “If we have lost so many tenths of ours / To 
guard a thing not ours, nor worth to us / . . . the value of one ten” then “What merit’s in that 
reason which denies / The yielding of her up?” Hector here acknowledges the bloody 
senselessness of keeping Helen, but Troilus rejects his equation with the counterclaim of 
“Manhood and honour,” which “should have hare hearts, would they but fat their thoughts / With 
this crammed reason.”129F74 In other words, honor and masculinity conform to a different logic than 
“reason”—they are unreasonable. Rather, to be honorable is always to act according to a code 
despite the outcome, no matter how senselessly tragic. Troilus dismisses Cassandra’s prophetic 
warning, which would suggest the mistake of the Trojans, by arguing that “we may not think the 
justness of each act / Such and no other than th’event doth form it.” 130F75 Paris comes to his 
brother’s defense, telling Hector that his fight is all for naught, “nor none so noble / Whose life 
were ill bestowed, or death unfamed, / Where Helen is the subject.” To die for the Trojans in 
keeping Helen from the Greeks is to die a noble death, because it’s for—to the Trojan princes—a 
noble cause. 
 The play mocks this line of reasoning. Hector immediately calls out the princes for being 
“unfit to hear moral philosophy” because they are driven by “the hot passion of distempered 






blood” and lacking the ability “to make up a free determination / ‘Twixt right and wrong.” Honor 
and nobility, as Falstaff similarly decries it, is a foolish pursuit if one dies solely for either. 
Nevertheless, Hector concedes to the brothers and “propend[s]” to their opinion. Troilus 
reassures Hector he’s made the right decision, telling him that “I would not wish a drop of Trojan 
blood / Spent more in her defense. But, worthy Hector, / She is a theme of honour and 
renown.”131 F76 As such, she will “spur” the Trojans to “valiant and magnanimous deeds,” for which 
“fame in time to come [will] canonize us.” Paris predicts the place in historical and literary 
tradition the Trojan War would come to occupy, all because, in his eyes, they held on to Helen 
against the Greek forces (with an obvious irony that this decision ends up foregrounding the 
prince’s foolishness).  
In act 4, scene 1, the Greek Diomedes articulates the counterpoint of Paris’s claim when 
he answers the prince’s question, “who . . . merits fair Helen most?” 132F77 The Greek soldier 
responds by inverting Paris’s earlier assertion of Helen’s theme. He explains that either the 
Greeks or Trojans “merit” her if they “make no scruple of her soilure,” which, as he observes in 
a subtle insult, the Trojans seem to be “not palating”—i.e., not sensing—evinced by the fact that 
the Trojans are willing to brook “such a costly loss of wealth and friends” on her behalf. 
Diomedes intensifies his misogynistic screed against Helen, but in doing so makes clear the 
tragic cost of preserving masculine honor: “For every false drop in her bawdy veins / A 
Grecian’s life hath sunk; for every scruple / Of her contaminated carrion weight / A Trojan hath 
been slain.” Thus, not only is she the opposite of “honour and renown,” but, through her, the 
Trojans will “breed out [their] inheritors.” 133F78 Rather than canonizing Troy, they are, to return to 
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Thersites’s language, bastardizing it. Read through Hector and Diomedes, the war becomes not 
an account of exemplary deeds, but a tragic mistake born from foolish youth infected with fame.  
Returning to act 1, scene 2, with this critique in mind, we can read how the play similarly 
indicts the network of textual sources on which it is built. Aeneas visits the Greek camp to 
announce a proposed competition to settle the conflict between the Greeks and Trojans: 
 
[Hector] bade me take a trumpet, 
And to this purpose speak: “Kings, princes, lords, 
If there be one among the fair’st of Greece 
That holds his honour higher than his ease, 
That seeks his praise more than he fears his peril, 
That knows his valour and knows not his fear, 
That loves his mistress more than in confession 
With truant vows to her own lips he loves, 
And dare avow her beauty and her worthy  
In other arms than hers; to him this challenge: 
Hector, in view of Trojans and Greeks, 
Shall make it good, or do his best to do it, 
He hath a lady, wiser, fairer, truer, 
Than ever Greek did compass in arms; 
And will tomorrow with his trumpet call, 
Midway between your tents and walls of Troy, 
To rouse a Grecian that is true in love. 
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If any come, Hector shall honour him; 
If none, he’ll say in Troy when he retires, 
The Grecian dames are sunburnt, and not worth 
The splinter of a lance.” 134F79 
 
Hector, through Aeneas, challenges the Greeks to martial combat, but the language of the 
challenge associates it with the courtly romance tradition. In entreating the Greeks for a hero to 
battle Hector, he specifies that whomever they select should “[love] his mistress more than in 
confession,” and should “dare avow her beauty and her worthy / In other arms than hers.” By 
punning on “arms,” Hector’s invitation asks for a challenger who is as willing to express the 
worth of their lover through violence as they are in erotic embrace. On the one hand, this speech 
foregrounds how chivalric exemplarity rests upon a violent masculinism—an important theme of 
historical exemplarity that Shakespeare interrogates in many of his plays and to which I return in 
chapter 4—and, on the other, it calls our attention to the literary discourses that constituted 
national rivalry. 
 Aeneas’s exchange with the Greeks in act 1, scene 2, contributes to the warring 
kingdoms’ national characters, as it were. After Aeneas first greets the Greek heroes at camp, 
Agamemnon comments in an aside to the Greeks that “this Trojan scorns us, or the men of Troy / 
Are ceremonious courtiers.” 135F80 In contrast, Nestor responds to Aeneas’s challenge by describing 
the man born of “our Grecian mould” as “one noble man that hath one spark of fire / to answer 
for his love.”136F81 This scene foregrounds, then, how the play sets in conflict two literary traditions, 






the Greek emphasis on military virtue and the Trojan courtliness (in terms of the many medieval 
romances that developed the idea of courtliness through Trojan and Trojan-European heroes). 
George Chapman describes this distinction explicitly in his prologue to Achilles Shield (1598), a 
printed excerpt of the famous passage from Chapman’s earlier translation of seven books of the 
Iliad. Chapman explains that he decided to publish the excerpt on its own since it best 
demonstrated how, when evaluating “Virgill and Homer, [they] can be comparde in nothing.” 137F82 
Chapman goes on to elaborate, in language that seemingly anticipates Agamemnon’s in 
Shakespeare’s play, “that Homer’s Poems were writ from a free furie, an absolute and full 
soule—Virgil’s out of a courtly, laborious and altogether imitatorie spirit.”138F83 The Greeks are 
associated with immediate, natural, unaffected virtue, whereas the Trojans (by way of Virgil) are 
artificial, mediated, affected. The scene thus stages a conflict between (legendary) national types 
and, by extension, the literary traditions that became associated with those types.  
 The play stages an international competition, one as military as it is discursive. In this 
way, the stakes of this competition are fame. Nestor tells Ulysses as they plot to elect Ajax as the 
Greek challenger that “though’t be a sportful combat, / Yet in this trial much opinion dwells; / 
For here the Trojans taste our dear’st repute.” 139F84 The elderly Greek goes on to explain the logic of 
exemplarity and how it impacts national fame:  
 
Our imputation shall be oddly poised  
In this wild action; for the success, 
Although particular, shall give a scantling 
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Of good or bad unto the general, 
And in such indexes, although small pricks 
To their subsequent volumes, there is seen 
The baby figure of the giant mass 
Of things to come at large. 140F85 
 
Whatever the outcome of this single combat, a single “wild action,” a unifying reputation will be 
imputed onto all of the Greeks. The specific “success” will give a “scantling” to the “general,” 
with “scantling” deriving from scantillion, a tool used to measure and inscribe parallel lines on 
two mirrored surfaces. More interestingly, though, Nestor goes on to describe the singular event 
as an index, a table of contents, in which one can read, via the “small pricks,” the content to 
come—with sexual innuendo running through the image, echoing the imbrication of eros and 
violence. The textual metaphor is especially telling: in the writing of an exemplar or an 
exemplary event—a “wild action”—one can read of the “giant mass.” There is a temporal aspect 
here, too, that further modifies the metaphor. It’s not simply that the particular and the general 
are interchangeable, but that through the particular, the “baby figure,” one gleans the “giant 
mass” it will become. In other words, the logic and language of exemplarity operate as much by 
measuring a people by a single standard as asserting an aspiration: the exemplar projects a telos. 
However, in mocking both the Greeks and the Trojans, the play by extension mocks this very 
model of national exemplarity. It nonetheless foregrounds how exemplarity operates—how these 
literary traditions “give a scantling . . . unto the general,” compose the idea of a national 
character, a unifying image around which the nation can unite, as in Lydgate’s Troy Book, as 




well as how these literary traditions stage rivalries through the textual staging of competition, of 
projecting, through exemplars past, present, or future.  
 Troilus and Cressida thus rends the narrative from its genealogical telos. The Trojan War 
and its heroes become bastards; the Trojan War, and the deaths it caused, becomes not the event 
of Europe’s rise—neither the foundational city of a pan-European nobility or no exemplary 
national character—but instead an abortive war with no real winners—i.e., “unfamed.” The 
Greeks toil away outside of Troy’s walls, losing “degree” as heroic infighting eats away at the 
social order Ulysses famously describes. The Trojans ceremoniously—courteously—engage in 
daily skirmishes that seemingly stretch long before the play’s narrative beginning. It all ends in 
senseless violence. Agamemnon briefly expresses the play’s borderline nihilism after watching 
Hector and Ajax briefly battle one another in act 4, scene 5; the Greek general greets Hector but 
warns him that “What’s past and what’s to come is strewed with husks / And formless ruin of 
oblivion.”141F86 Agamemnon undercuts exemplarity in history, which is instead, like Walter 
Benjamin’s famous angel of history, the accumulation of “husks,” the material remainder of 
potentially significant acts—“ruins” that only signify their irretrievable origin, lost to “oblivion,” 
and without form that bears meaning. In this way, Agamemnon replicates Caxton’s anti-war 
message in the epilogue of the Recuyell: “[Troy’s] ruyne irreperable [serves as an] ensample to 
all men durying the world how dredefull and Ieopardous it is to begynne a warre and what 
hormes, losses, and deth foloweth.” 142F87 The pun on ruin here suggests both Troy’s fall and also the 
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ruin represented in Caxton’s narrative, which is “irreparable”: i.e., unlike the Galfridian tradition, 
Troy will not be revived. 
Nevertheless, Caxton’s text and the tradition of Trojan origin were central to English and 
European self-fashioning, respectively. It is thus useful to begin with Troilus and Cressida 
because Shakespeare signals what every writer who handles the Trojan genealogy at least tacitly 
understands: contra the distinction between history as what was and poetry as what should be, 
Troy allows writers to invent history as the foundational past that buttresses a political and 
imperial present they desire. This inherent license for play becomes constitutive of the translatio 
imperii tradition in the dialectic of feudal cosmopolitanism and emergent exemplary nationalism.
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Chapter 2  
Recollecting History and Recreating the Nation in John Higgins’s First part of the mirror for 
magistrates and Edmund Spenser’s Faerie Queene 
 
At the end of canto 9 of book 2 of Spenser’s Faerie Queene, Alma finishes the allegorical tour of 
her castle by leading Arthur and Guyon into the chamber of memory. Here, the knights 
encounter the aged Eumnestes, who maintains his library with the aid of the visibly much 
younger Anamnestes. The speaker describes the “chamber [as] ruinous and old.” 143F1 Evincing just 
how “ruinous” this library is, the speakers notes that the “rolles,” “old records,” “books,” and 
“long parchment scrolls” lying around Eumnestes’s chamber are “all worme-eaten, and full of 
canker holes.”144F2 Scholars have noted how this description, especially the last detail, echoes Sir 
Philip Sidney’s comment in his Defense of Poesy that historians “load” themselves with “old 
mouse-eaten records”145F3; the allusion, the argument goes, points to Spenser’s endorsement of 
poetry’s complementary role in perfecting history. 146 F4 Poets must fill in the holes. However, this 
reading passes too quickly over the contradictory descriptions given of Eumnestes’s library. 
While the speaker describes the physical decay of the materials containing history, he also 
describes Eumnestes as “a man of infinite remembrance” recording all events in his “immortal 
scrine” in which memory “for euer incorrupted dweld.” 147F5 Incorruptible but decaying, materially 
overcrowded yet infinitely capacious, Eumnestes’s library puts side by side the ideal of historical 
writing and its physical reality. This chapter uses this problem of memory and its relation to 
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recollection to understand how John Higgins—who versified the Trojan-British origin story in 
his addition to the Mirror for Magistrates—and Edmund Spenser recollected the past. 
I want to offer a re-reading of these “worme-eaten” records riddled with “canker holes.” 
Rather than reading these as markers of the material record’s inherent fallibility that the poet 
must inventively supplement, the descriptions more literally suggest disuse, inattention. The 
apparent contradictions find their resolution if we read Eumnestes’s chamber as marked by 
unmanageable overabundance: “infinite remembrance” inevitably produces a glut of material on 
which he records those memories. There are too many memories in this allegorical mind, too 
many records in the archive. As Ann Blair has recently shown, possessing too much information 
in any historical period posed as many challenges to readers and scholars as having access to too 
little; for her, this problem renders salient the question of how that information is selected and 
organized. 148F6 This shift in meaning leads, then, to a corresponding alteration in the implied role of 
the poet. The disrepair of Eumnestes’s records that the speaker describes provides not a 
straightforward repetition of Sidney’s view, but instead a slight emendation, manifesting even in 
the revision from “mouse-eaten” to “worm-eaten”: the timescale dilates from the animalistic to 
the geologic. Much like the humanist reference work as an emergent form of cataloging 
technology, the poet too functions to render information meaningful. The problem posed by the 
poet in Eumnestes’s chamber is that of selection, not invention—inasmuch as these can be neatly 
separated. Eumnestes’s name, i.e., good memory, communicates as much: he personifies not 
simply the ability to remember, but to remember well, which requires one to remember 
selectively. 
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Such a reading recalls two other sources with which Spenser must have been familiar and 
which this episode thinks through: Aristotle’s “On Memory” and Thomas Blenerhasset’s 
prefaces to his Second part of the Mirror for Magistrates.149F7 In his essay, Aristotle investigates the 
activities of “Memory and Recollection” (Mnemes and Anamneses). He begins by identifying as 
one of his motivating questions why it is that “Men who have good memories are not the same as 
those who are good at recollecting”? 150F8 He explains that, “indeed, as a rule, slow people have a 
good memory, whereas those who are quick-witted and clever are better at recollecting.” 151 F9 The 
ability to store does not necessarily accompany the ability to retrieve; in fact, these two abilities 
seem to exist in inverse proportion to one another. To understand this relation, Aristotle 
investigates the process of memory storage against memory retrieval as two separate, but 
interrelated processes. Aristotle states that a memory is “a state induced by a mental image, 
related as a likeness to that of which it is an image” 152F10; in other words, memories are impressions 
of experiences stored that reflect the original experience but are not that experience. Aristotle 
uses the word φαντάσμος for image, which conveys the aporetic gap between the event and its 
memory: “it must imply some originative principle beyond that from which we learn in the first 
instance.”153F11 In contrast, recollection is the ability not simply of recalling a single memory, but 
understanding that memory’s time-relation in the past and for oneself—when it happened, why it 
happened, etc.—allowing the memory to be useful. This requires interpretive work: “recollecting 
is, as it were, a kind of inference; for when a man is recollecting he infers that he has seen or 
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heard or experienced something of the sort before, and the process is a kind of search.” 154F12 
Anamnestes aids Eumnestes in selecting and contextualizing any given memory, which, because 
the memory itself is a representation, requires “inference” and therefore invention to perform 
effectively. Put into the context of national memory, the chronicler records and the poet infers. 
The second source Spenser draws upon for Eumnestes’s chamber, Blenerhasset’s Second 
part—a continuance of John Higgin’s First part for the Mirror of Magistrates, 155F13 which I will 
discuss at much greater length below—makes explicit Aristotle’s relation between memory and 
recollection for national history. Blenerhasset follows the complaint model of the Mirror genre, 
beginning his historical complaints where Higgins left off, the legendary British king Guiderius. 
However, before each historical person delivers his or her complaint, Blenerhasset introduces the 
persona through a dialogue between Memory and Inquisition (i.e., Aristotle’s memory and 
recollection). In their exchanges—especially the first, in which Inquisition introduces 
Guiderius—Memory fears the loss of British history to the oblivion of time, not through any kind 
of active erasure but an overaccumulation that leads to “filthy forgetfulnes.” Memory thus calls 
upon Inquisition to rescue the ancient figures from being forgotten. This theme finds its fullest 
expression in their first exchange: 
Diligent Inquisition (saieth Memorie) beholde in the bottomlesse pyt of 
blind Obliuion: there remayneth as yet a multitude, who although in their tyme, 
they were of all men most famous, and euen in this our time, their ensamples be 
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patternes passing singular, to refourme the deformities of this age, 
notwithstanding they are so couered and hidden with those mistie cloudes of 
fylthy forgetfulnes, that if thou Inqusitio[n] doest not with all dilygent inquiry, 
and I Memorye, (who haue howrded vp in my treasury the knowledge of all 
thinges) except wee with all our industrye, doo endeuour our selues, they are not 
lyke euer to come into the light. . . . See heere (quoth Inquisition,) with great and 
diligent Memorye, I haue founde out diuers, who with their continuall 
complayninges, haue euen for conscience sake made me their procleare, to 
exhibite vnto you in their behalfe a Supplycation, in which they complayne of the 
great iniurie they suffer, because they bee excluded out of the English Mirrour of 
Magistrates: their only desire is, that you would once agayne, by celebrating their 
decayed names, with a fresh Memoryall, geue them libertie to declare their estates 
themselues. 156F14 
 
Blenerhasset emphasizes here the investigative quality of recollection in Aristotle’s “Of 
Memory” by renaming recollection Inquisition, who must conduct “dilygent inquiry.” The 
challenge for Inquisition lies in just how much Memory has “howrded vp” in its “treasury.” 
Interestingly, this abundance itself leads to “blind Obliuion,” a word typically reserved to mean 
the complete loss of memory. Blenerhasset nonetheless depicts Inquisition has having the ability 
to recover the multitude in oblivion. More than this, Memory imbues the project of recovery with 
an ethical imperative: to restore the “ensamples” and “patternes passing singular” of the ancient 
Britons, who, as exemplars, will “refourme the deformities of this age.” As such, Blenerhasset 
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passes rebuke on Baldwin’s Mirror for ignoring the legendary kings—the historical personas in 
Blenerhasset “complayne of the great iniurie they suffer, because they bee excluded out of the 
English Mirrour of Magistrates.” The historical figures themselves don’t suffer alone, though; 
the English audience of Baldwin’s Mirror also suffer from not having those “ensamples” 
restored to active memory. 
 As the above passage from Blenerhasset suggests, and as I’ll develop below, recollection 
serves the purposes of exemplarity more than genealogical tracing: one recollects in order to 
model to the present the ideal to which it should strive. In this way, then, Higgins’s and 
Spenser’s texts both represent significant statements of exemplary nationalism. They do so by 
confronting the problem of historical memory and national identity in their works The first part 
of the mirror for magistrates and The Faerie Queene. Both poets build upon the Henrician use of 
the legendary Trojan past and its Virgilian imperialism (as surveyed in the last chapter) in the 
context of Elizabeth’s reign. On the one hand, they confront the problem of historiographical 
abundance: that is, the histories already written about ancient Britain, especially by the ancient 
Roman historians to whom English humanists turned for models of historiography and national 
identity. On the other, they paradoxically confront the problem of historical absence: the lack of 
substantive or credited records of the Trojan-Briton originals. The twinned problem of 
abundance and absence thus requires the poet to aid in the selective recollection and invention of 
that which best serves the national identity Higgins and Spenser seek to construct. Here, what I 
termed “the work of fame” in the first chapter mediates this re-construction: the fame one desires 
determines that which is recollected, which must be made either famous itself or have its fame 
projected onto it. Blenerhasset captures the cyclical nature of fame when Memory tells 
Inquisition that there are, paradoxically, “men most famous” that are forgotten in oblivion but 
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should be made famous to serve as “ensamples”; how such men can be both famous and 
forgotten Blenerhasset never clarifies. This circularity, and the paradox between abundance and 
absence, points to how the recollection and memorial of the past is a project of invention, the 
creation of a memory for which the corresponding experience never existed—nostalgia for a past 
one never lived. 
 Higgins and Spenser, however, have different approaches in recollecting the national 
past. First, John Higgins’s First part of the Mirror for Magistrates contributes to Baldwin’s 
Mirror project by extending its historical coverage back to the ancient British founders, 
beginning with Trojan Brute. His text, one of the earliest popular verse accounts of the 
Galfridian history, enacts self-consciously selective recollection, guided by fame. In this way, he 
writes what I call the primal scene of British history, which imperfectly constructs a national 
identity through imagining its origin. I then return to Spenser, who similarly re-creates the 
historical Trojan-Briton origin, but fragments its narrative into three different episodes. This 
fragmenting requires the reader to aid in the work of recollection, piecing together the various 
strands of the Trojan story and recontextualizing them. Moreover, the work of recollection 
demonstrates the usefulness of historical recollection for not simply the creation of fame, but the 
learning and demonstrating of particular virtues, temperance and chastity, which can direct the 
individual as much as the nation in achieving fame in the present. 
 
Re-collecting the Nation and Roman Historiography 
In the representation of the ancient British past, Higgins and Spenser had to wrestle with the two 
problems of absence and abundance. More precisely, they had to compensate for the absence of 
credible historical accounts of their Trojan-Briton origins and the abundance of non-native, 
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Roman historical sources that told their history from an invading, colonizer’s perspective. Henry 
VIII’s dissolution of the monasteries from 1536 to 1541 and the resulting spoliation of their 
manuscripts produced a crisis in England’s historical self-understanding. The spoliation enacted, 
as David Wallace has argued, a loss not only of texts, but of systems of knowledge and social 
production; 157F15 the monasteries not only contained historical records, but structured, ordered, and 
made sense of those records. This moment of loss, however, allowed for re-creation, to which 
Jennifer Summit has recently called our attention. 158F16 Protestant Englishmen saw the dispersion of 
Catholic libraries as a pivotal opportunity to reconstitute that body of knowledge into a 
Protestant national library—a collective cultural memory—that would reflect the post-
Reformation Tudor state. This reconstitution of knowledge started as early as when the humanist, 
antiquarian, and friend of the Tudor court John Leland petitioned Henry VIII to fund his 
research—traveling across England to study archeological remains and local histories—by 
pitching his work as increasing the honor of the king’s “noble reaulme.” 159 F17 This project of 
recollection persisted into the end of Elizabeth’s reign, when a group of antiquarians proposed a 
library to honor the queen and sold the idea with similar patriotic flair: they imagined and 
pitched a “Library of Queene Elizabeth. and the same will be well furnished with divers 
Auncient books and monuments of Antiquity.” 160F18 Eumnestes’s chamber acquires a particular 
political valence when placed within this context, as do the functions of remembering 
(Eumnestes) and recollection (Anamnestes). The spoliation of Catholic archives prompted 
                                                          
15 See his general preface to the Cambridge History of Medieval English Literature, gen. ed. Wallace (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1999), xvii.  
16 Memory’s Library: Medieval Books in Early Modern England (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008). 
17 The laboryouse iourney [and] serche of Iohan Leylande, for Englandes antiquitees (London, 1549), Bviiir. 
18 Cited in Summit, Memory’s Library, 107. 
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Protestant humanists to consider directly, as my introduction outlined, what history they wanted 
to recall, and thus reconstruct, for the Tudor state.  
Historians and writers put particular emphasis on recollecting the moment of 
emergence—when the ancient Britons came into historical being. Accompanying the emergent 
notion of nationhood during the reign of the Tudors was the desire to locate and establish the 
nation in time, the moment their community came into being. As Marian Rothstein describes, the 
impulse to recover origins was widespread across European Renaissance culture. She explains 
that “a sense of the living presence of the source is manifest in the Renaissance treatment of 
words, things, individuals, and institutions.” She continues, “in the Renaissance the identifiable 
(or identified) source of a thing is frequently taken as a principle defining the way it is to be 
understood and classified. Sources, origins, are then perceived as active guides to how a thing is 
to be regarded and how it may be expected to perform.” 161F19 But ancient Briton’s past was marked 
by historiographical absence: other than the then-debunked account of Geoffrey of Monmouth, 
no credible, authoritative accounts of the Trojan-Briton founding of Britain existed.   
This crisis, as it were, not only was the result of anxiety over a material loss of history 
that accompanied the dissolution of the monasteries, but was also compounded by extant 
classical histories that documented the ancient Britons. The recorded history of England begins 
with the Roman colonization of Britain, and if origins were understood to illuminate an 
immutable kernel of one’s identity, then the descriptions found in Roman historiography must 
have been troubling. 162 F20 From the ancient Roman perspective, Britain presented an ideological foil 
                                                          
19 “Etymology, Genealogy, and the Immutability of Origins,” Renaissance Quarterly 43.2 (1990): 332, 333. 
20 For overviews of how early modern English responded to such histories, see Catherine Nicholson, Uncommon 
Tongues: Eloquence and Eccentricity in the English Renaissance (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
2014), chapter 1; Sean Keilen, Vulgar Eloquence: On the Renaissance Invention of English Literature (Yale 
University Press, 2006). Mary Floyd-Wilson, English Ethnicity and Race in Early Modern Drama (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2003), 12–19. 
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to the Roman empire, encapsulated in Virgil’s famous description, “penitus toto divisos orbe 
Britannos” (“the Britons, completely separated from all the world”). 163F21 Concomitant with this 
construction of Britain as the civilizational other was the trope of the Britons’ lack of civilization 
altogether. For example, Diodorus Siculus described the ancient Britons as “simple and far 
removed from the shrewdness and vice which characterize the men of our day.” 164F22 Strabo 
dismissed them as not worth the empire’s time, writing, “although they [the Romans] could have 
held even Britain, the Romans scorned to do so, because they saw that there was nothing at all to 
fear from the Britons (for they are not strong enough to cross over and attack us), and that no 
corresponding advantage was to be gained by taking and holding their country.” 165 F23 The ancient 
Britons did not fare well in the Roman historical record. 
Perhaps the most damning Roman historiographical account of ancient Britain belonged 
to Tacitus. Translated into English by Henry Savile and printed along with his translation of 
books 1–4 of Tacitus’s Historiae in 1591,166F24 Agricola presents a short vita of the Roman general 
Gnaeus Julius Agricola, focusing largely on his efforts in the Roman conquest of Britain. In this 
text, Tacitus consistently foregrounds Roman wit, culture, and subtlety against British savagery, 
barbarism, and violence. Indeed, Agricola presents Roman colonization as the source of any 
culture or civility the ancient Britons might have obtained. For example, Tacitus opens his 
history by remarking that Vettius Bolanus, the governor whom Agricola would replace, was an 
inadequate ruler over the Britons because he was too mild for their savagery (feroci), 167F25 an 
                                                          
21 Virgil, Eclogues 1.66. Josephine Waters Bennett surveys in “Britain among the Fortunate Isles,” Studies in 
Philology 53 (1956): 114–40, a second way in which Virgil’s line signified: as designating the British isles as the 
fortunate isles of classical fantasy. Though more flattering, this tradition reconfirms my point, for the trope displaces 
Britain from the course of history, in some instances, rendering Britain where the dead end up. 
22 Library of History, 155. 
23 Geography, 445. 
24 The full title of the work is The ende of Nero and beginning of Galba. Fower bookes of the Histories of Cornelius 
Tacitus. The life of Agricola. 
25 Agricola, 1.8. 
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adjective Horace used a century earlier to describe the hostile Britons (“visam Britannos 
hospitibus feros”).168F26 Indeed, on the grounds of their barbarism, Tacitus denies the ancient Britons 
a history altogether: “"Now what manner of men the first inhabitants of Britannie were, forreyne 
brought in, or borne in the lande, as among a barbarous people, it is not certaynely knowen.” 169 F27  
The only real admiration Tacitus shows toward the northerners arises in his descriptions 
of their love of liberty. Yet here too Tacitus cannot but cast the Britons as barbarians. After 
describing Bonduca emerging as the rebel leader of the enslaved Britons, Tacitus describes how 
“first pursuing the souldiers which laye diuided in garrisons, and winning the fortes, they 
inuaded anone the colonie it selfe, as being the seate of their slauerie: in sacking whereof no 
kinde of crueltie was omitted, which either anger or the rage of victorie might induce a barbarous 
people to practise.”170F28 The Britons might have loved liberty enough to fight for it, but they 
displayed their truly uncivilized character through the “crueltie” with which they obtained that 
liberty. Moreover, it was precisely their liberty the Britons gave up in colonization in exchange 
for Roman civility: “For whereas the Britans were rude and dispersed, and therefore prone vpon 
euery occasion to warre, to induce them by pleasures to quietnesse and rest, he exhorted them in 
priuate and helpt them in common to builde temples, and houses, and places of publicke resort, 
commending the forward and checking the slow, imposing thereby a kind of necessitie vpon 
them. . . . Moreuer the noble mens sonnes he tooke and instructed in the liberall sciences. . . . 
After that our attire grewe to be in account, and the Gowne much vsed among tem: and so by 
little and little they proceeded to those prouocations of vices, to sumptuous galleries, and bathes, 
                                                          
26 Odes 3.4; similarly, Tacitus refers to the ancient Britains as barbarus throughout the Annals. 
27 Agricola, 243. 
28 Agricola, 246. 
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and exquisite banquetings; which things the ignorant termed ciuilitie, being indeede a point of 
their bondage.”171 F29 
In this historiographical context, early modern English historians faced the critical 
problem: reconciling their desire to portray a native virtue with this Roman past. Different 
historians had differing strategies. In his Description of England, William Harrison tried to 
incorporate the many sources, Roman, religious, and legendary, to present a modest yet still 
fabulous historical perspective. That is, he attempted “to reconcile [Britain’s] glorification by 
Geoffrey of Monmouth with the very different picture painted by the Roman sources (Caesar, 
Tacitus, Suetonius, and Dio Cassius), Bede, and Gildas” by “reacting against revisionist accounts 
such as Polydore Vergil’s.”172F30 In addition to his mélange of various sources, Harrison also 
described Britain’s origins as similarly variegated. He writes, “it must needs be that the Galles 
which invaded Italie and Greece were meere Britons, of whose likenes of speech with the Gréeke 
toong I need not make anie triall, sith no man (I hope) will readilie denie it. Appianus talking of 
the Brenni calleth them Cymbres, and by this I gather also that the Celts and the Britons were 
indifferentlie called Cymbri in their owne language, or else that the Britons were the right 
Cymbri, who unto this daie doo not refuse to be called by that name.”173F31 As Judith Mossman 
characterizes Harrison, his desire to assert Britain’s position on the classical map of the world 
exists in tension with his desire to proclaim its independent history and unique nature. 174 F32   
Other historians thought to jettison the British past altogether, the “memory” of Roman 
colonization being a source of shame. Sir Henry Spelman voiced such disgust with his barbaric 
                                                          
29 Agricola, 250-51 
30 Judith Mossman, “Holinshed and the Classics,” in The Oxford Handbook of Holinshed's Chronicles, ed. Paulina 
Kewes, Ian W. Archer, and Felicity Heal (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 305. See also Curran, Roman 
Invasions, 99, 103-04. 
31 1587: I, Desc., 12 
32 See Mossman, “Holinshed,” 308. 
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ancestors in a tract written in opposition to renaming England as Great Britain; such a return, 
Spelman pleas, “shall change the golden beames of the sun for a cloudy day, and drown the glory 
of a nation triumphant through all the world to restore the memory of an obscure and barbarous 
people, of whom no mention is made in any notable history [except] to their own disgrace or at 
least to grace the trophies . . . of their conquerors.” 175 F33 Spelman thus understands the writing of 
history as a process of selective recollection; Roman colonization is indeed a memory in the 
storehouse of England’s past, but it must offer something of value to warrant recollection. 
 
Higgins’s Virgil, Britain’s Recollection 
In 1572-74, the Oxford-educated humanist John Higgins worked on his First Part of the Mirror 
for Magistrates, in which he sought to provide the first authoritative recollection of the British 
past. 176F34 Higgins found his motivation for attempting the project after reading William Baldwin’s 
Mirror for Magistrates, which only reached back into the recent past, to Richard II—a mere two 
                                                          
33 Spelman, “Of the Union,” in The Jacobean Union: Six Tracts of 1604, ed. Bruce R. Galloway and Brian P. 
Levack (Scottish Historical Society, 1985),  
34 Despite the success Higgins achieved among his contemporaries, which I discuss below, Higgins’s efforts have 
not fared well in critical reception. His twentieth-century editor, Lily B. Campbell, knocked Higgins’s literary 
ability, calling him a poet only “by self-determination” (17). Similarly, C. S. Lewis describes Higgins as “a gnomic 
and pedestrian poet of no merit” (245). In terms of style, Campbell’s and Lewis’s assessments have been largely 
unchallenged—though Douglas Bush does refer to Higgins’s work as “worthy” (64). Campbell’s more serious 
criticism, however, targeted Higgins’s literary experimentation in the First part; she posits that Higgins’s addition 
“disintegrated” Baldwin’s original vision: “this disintegration may be seen in three aspects of Higgins’ work: in its 
change of purpose, in its change of method, and in its importance as poetry” (13). She argues that where Baldwin 
deftly matched historical tragedy to contemporary Tudor politics, Higgins clumsily moralizes; where Baldwin used 
verse to contemplate the ethical demands of political office, Higgins aimed at producing merely epideictic poetry. 
She concludes that “Higgins hoped primarily to gain fame by writing these tragedies” (16). More recently, Paul 
Budra has reached a similar evaluation as Campbell’s, arguing that Higgins “retreated” away from Baldwin’s more 
serious political engagement with the Tudor present and into the “much safer” territory of patriotic legends (26). I do 
not entirely disagree with Campbell and Budra. Higgins’s First part does significantly differ from Baldwin’s 
Mirror, in terms of genre, content, style, and purpose. But contra Campbell, these deviations are what make 
Higgins’s text worthy of critical attention. Furthermore, whereas Budra insists that Higgins’s “retreat took the 
Mirror out of the process of patriotic self-definition that directed so much of the intellectual energy of the late Tudor 
period,” I build on Paulina Kewe’s recent observation that arguments regarding Higgins’s “de-fanged” politics are 
inaccurate (131). Kewes observes that “The Mirror in Higgins’ hands remained, as always . . . a complex, 
multivalent text” (131). 
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hundred years prior to Higgins. He was nonetheless impressed and inspired. In the preface to the 
reader in his First part of the Mirror for Magistrates, Higgins explains that “seing Baldwine by 
these words moued mee” to write his own. He stresses his indebtedness to Baldwin, narrating in 
a verse “Induction” his visit to a printer’s shop where he purchased Baldwin’s Mirror and, upon 
reading, was enraptured: it so “set my heart on fire,” he writes, that “Not lefte with once” he had 
“to reade it once agayne.” 177F35 Higgins seized on one line in particular; Baldwin’s comment in his 
preface of his 1559 Mirror that “seing the printers mynde is to haue vs followe where Lidgate 
left,” Baldwin wished he had been able “to searche & discourse oure whole storye from the 
fyrste inhabitynge of the yle.” 178F36 Addressing Baldwin directly in his preface, Higgins writes, “It 
were (said thee) a goodly and a notable matter to searche and discourse our whole storye from 
the beginning of the inhabiting of this Isle. . . . On this, I tooke penne in hande, minding nothing 
lesse than to publishe them abroade.” 179F37 As a result, Higgins ended up writing a Mirror radically 
different from what Baldwin compiled. 
Despite the absence of the ancient past in Baldwin’s text and in the historical record 
generally, Higgins interestingly identifies as an accompanying problem the abundance of foreign 
material in native histories. Whereas Baldwin and his recruited poets covered the relatively 
familiar ground of the War of the Roses, Higgins wrote his addition in order to fill what he 
perceived as a gap in the historical record. He chalks the problem up, specifically, to the extant 
British histories being too saturated with foreign distractions (which he never precisely clarifies), 
writing in his preface to the reader that historians of the isle “are faine, in steede of other stuffe, 
                                                          
35 Mirror for magistrates: In Five Parts, Volume 1, Parts 1-2, ed. Joseph Haslewood (London, 1815), 4. 1 Unless 
otherwise specified, I have relied on Joseph Haslewood’s edition of Higgins rather than Lily’s, since Haslewood 
presents all of the variations across the different printings of Higgins’s text. 
36 Ibid., 70–71. 
37 Ibid., 9. 
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to talk of the Romains, Greekes, Persians, &c. and to fill our histories with their facts and 
fables.”180F38 Higgins’s history wouldn’t simply relate a national history, though, but would 
represent the “perfect sort” of chronicle: it would establish an exemplary model of native British 
virtue: “But surely methinkes, and so do most which delite in histories, . . . if one chronicle wer 
drawne from the beginning in such a perfect sort, that al monuments of vertuous men (to the 
exalting of God’s glory) and all punishments of vicious persons (to the terrour of the wicked) 
might be registred in perpetuall remembraunce.”181F39 Higgins anticipates, however obliquely, the 
problem of memory and recollection Blenerhasset and Spenser worked through. The perfection 
for which Higgins aims will trace the British back to their founding by Brute as well as erect 
“monuments” of that history for “perpetuall remembraunce.” His Mirror, then, will reconstruct a 
national type along the lines of John Barclay’s Icon Animorum. This anticipates Blenerhassett 
inasmuch as Higgins resolves the question of what matter from the storehouse of national 
memory should be recollected: those British figures who exemplify either virtue or wickedness 
to showcase British identity as well as train readers to fit that example and national type. 182 F40   
 Higgins’s contemporaries took notice of his First part. His printer, Thomas Marshe, saw 
Higgins’s text as financially successful enough to reprint it, both on its own and bundled with the 
preceding Mirrors, in revised and expanded editions. In the 1587 edition of the Mirror that 
                                                          
38 Haslewood, Mirror, 7. Higgins does admit, however, that he had to fill in narrative gaps: “in wryting the 
Tragedies of the first infortunate princes of this Isle, I was often fayne to vse mine owne simple inuention, yet not 
swaruing from the matter,” especially where chronicles “wrate one thing, and that so brieflye” (8). He thus invented 
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Englyshe chronicles (1565), Matthew of Westminster’s Flores historiarum (1567, 1570), Richard Grafton’s 
Chronicle at large (1568/69), Thomas Lanquet’s An epitome of chronicles (1569) — but these offer little more than 
the names of the legendary kings and the order of their succession: see Campbell’s “Introduction” to the Parts added 
to the Mirror for magistrates, ed. Campbell (Huntington Library Press, 1946). 
39 Haslewood, Mirror, 8. 
40 The First Part should instead be read as a text with its own internal logic that emerges independently from, 
though in response to, Baldwin’s Mirror. Scott Lucas makes this claim for the original editions of Baldwin’s text, 
reminding us that, “although it has long been read as a work of Elizabethan literature, A Mirror for Magistrates is 
Marian in origin, not Elizabethan” (9). 
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included both Higgins’s First part and Baldwin’s original (renamed the Last part), Marshe 
included a dedicatory poem from Thomas Newton, who praises the work of Higgins as 
“thundred with such maiestie, / As fitteth right ech matter in degree.” 183F41 Blenerhasset expressed 
his anxieties about writing in the shadow of Higgins, whose verse Blenerhasset describes as 
comparable to “Homer’s hawtie heroycal style.” 184F42 Finally, in his Apologie for poesie, Sir Philip 
Sidney constructs an exemplary canon of vernacular English poetry that begins with Chaucer 
and, next, “the Mirror of Magistrates meetly furnished of beautiful parts”—the parts referring to 
Higgins’s First part and Blenerhasset’s Second part.185F43 Thus, more than a mere sourcebook for 
Shakespeare, 186F44 as Andrew Hadfield has described how scholarship has treated him, Higgins’s 
First part found a wide readership and praise among his contemporaries. 
 Though Higgins’s contemporaries mostly praise his style, I will focus on how he 
constructs the national type in his effort to write the “perfect” chronicle. To do this, I will draw 
on critical theories of the primal scene, beginning with Jean-Luc Nancy’s description of the 
national poet-mythmaker, which he describes in his essay “Myth Interrupted.” Imagining the 
self-appointed poet of a people, Nancy describes the scene of such a poet at work: “he recounts . 
. . their history, or his own, a story that they all know, but that he alone has the gift, the right, or 
the duty to tell. It is the story of their origin, of where they come from, or of how they come from 
the Origin itself—them, or their mates, or their names, or the authority figure among them.” 187F45 In 
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an essay explicating Nancy’s “Myth Interrupted,” Julia Reinhart Lupton summarizes Nancy’s 
description of the poet narrating to an audience their origin as “the primal scene of socialization 
through literature,” “the dream of the fusion of [a community’s] members in a single voice or 
general will.”188F46 What I want to emphasize here, however, is Nancy’s insistence on origin: the 
primal scene occurs through the story of origin. This rings true especially for the Renaissance 
understanding of the explanatory power of origins, specifically for Higgins’s text, in which the 
longest tragedy is the first, King Albanact’s narrative of his father Brute. But I also want to pick 
up on Reinhart Lupton’s use of the concept of the primal scene, which foregrounds the anxiety 
over historical representation and the creation/representation of national identity that permeates 
Higgins’s text. 
 In his case history of Rat-Man (1907), Freud took up the question of the role of childhood 
memories in the formation of identity, drawing an analogy between these memories and the 
function of legendary history to the formation of national identity: childhood memories, Freud 
concludes, function in “a complicated process of remodeling analogous in every way to the 
process by which a nation constructs legends about its early history.” 189 F47 Freud spent the following 
years refining this idea, eventually naming the kind of memories studied in the 1907 case as 
primal scenes (Urszenen) in his case history of Wolf-Man in 1910; it was at this time Freud 
expounded upon the primal scene’s ontological uncertainty hinted at in the Rat-Man case. He 
argued that primal scenes differed from other memories in that a primal scene imposes itself on 
other memories through deferred action — i.e., a cause made known through its effects, an origin 
manifested by its symptoms. Thus the primal scene structures the individual’s self-conception of 
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identity, but unlike other memories, the primal scene cannot itself be directly remembered, only 
recollected—to use the language of Aristotle. The analyst must work with the analysand in 
therapy to reconstruct the primal scene from the analysis of other memories and dreams. As Peter 
Brooks explains, the problem is one “of an understanding which must both trace narrative 
evolutions and preserve a sense of structures [i.e., Urszenen] which resist the passage of time, 
which maintain their covert force into the present.” 190F48 Thus the primal scene is supplemental: it is 
a necessary fiction that provides the grounds for the scene of analysis.  
Insisting on the applicability of the primal scene beyond the clinical, Ned Lukacher 
argues that we must abandon the notion that the primal scene refers specifically to the scene of 
parental sexuality; rather, Lukacher posits, Freud intended the concept to encapsulate an 
originary event in the emergence of subjectivity. Extending the use of the primal scene, then, 
Lukacher argues that its significance lies in its response to the “crisis of interpretation,” a crisis 
in which “the question of the origin becomes at once unavoidable and unanswerable, when the 
origin must be remembered but memory fails utterly, when all the evidence points toward an 
origin that nevertheless remains unverifiable.” 191F49 The construction of the primal scene becomes a 
“strategic answer” to a vexed question that “maintains the impossibility of moving beyond 
interpretation to a discourse of truth but . . . has not forgotten that the burden of truth continues to 
make itself felt.”192F50 Writing at a moment when England’s legendary Trojan past was not only 
called into question by the rise of humanist scholarship, but also denigrated by Roman histories 
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printed and dissimenated, John Higgins’s First part responded to the sort of “crisis” of identity 
Lukacher describes. 193F51 
Understood as an attempt to reconstruct the primal scene, Higgins’s imaginative 
invention of what he claims to be an historical origin makes sense: its narrative is more 
expressive of a desire to be more than a desire to know. Humanists were intent upon separating 
the fictive chaff from the verifiable wheat in their historiographical practice, and many occupied 
a similar position when it came to legendary origins. Indeed, Ben Jonson argued that “Rather 
then the Citie [London] should want a Founder, we choose to follow the receiued storie of Brute, 
whether fabulous, or true, and not altogether vnwarranted in Poetrie; since it is a fauor of 
Antiquitie to few Cities, to let them know their first Authors.” 194F52 Thomas Heywood similarly 
defended the theater by arguing that plays depicting events “from the landing of Brute” could 
show the legends’ “true vse.” 195F53 Jonson’s and Heywood’s arguments have precedent in Livy and 
Plutarch. In the preface to book 1 of the Ab urbe condita (ca. 27–25 BCE), Livy writes that 
narratives of origin “belong to the time before the city was founded, or rather was presently to be 
founded, and are rather adorned with poetic legends than based upon trustworthy historical 
proofs. . . . It is the privilege of antiquity to mingle divine things with human, and so to add 
dignity to the beginnings of cities.” 196F54 Two centuries later, in the opening to his account of 
Theseus, Plutarch repeats Livy’s admission that fictive origins are necessary. 
Perhaps at the risk of reductive analogy, the primal scene can be understood as a modern 
reworking of Aristotle’s essay on memory and recollection. The origin establishes a normative 
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interpretive criterion by which the self manages identity. In the language of Aristotle, the primal 
scene, an inferentially reconstructed origin, directs the recollection from memory. The moment 
of origin, being necessarily fictive and interpretive, belies not only the fictive nature of the 
identity arising from that origin but also the schema by which that identity has been 
constructed—the faculty of recollection. At the heart of this process is repetition—as both 
Higgins and Spenser foreground. Paul Kottman’s discussion of the “scene” is helpful here. For 
him, a scene is a “particular horizon of human interaction, inaugurated by the words and deeds of 
someone or some group, here and now, with the result that a singular relationship or web of 
relationships is brought into being, sustained, or altered among those on the scene.” 197F55 Most 
importantly for Kottman, however, is the “anticipatory temporality” of the scene, i.e., the 
originary scene anticipates its own remembrance, thereby orienting the community toward a 
particular web of relations such that “the memory of a shared scene were not only a matter of 
recalling to one’s mind or heart a past event but rather, anachronistically, of anticipating a 
‘future’ scene.”198F56 Read through this theoretical frame, then, Higgins’s First part not only offers, 
as Louis Zocca describes the text, “the very stuff for which Englishmen were clamoring, the 
foundation of the Tudor hold upon the imagination of the people and the answer to the English 
yearning for a national history,” 199 F57 but it also enacts the scene of (imagined) historical relations 
that shape the present’s orientation toward its future. 200F58  
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 In this discussion of memory and recollection, then, the origin as primal scene operates as 
a third, intermediary term: that which mediates what from memory is recollected. The three 
terms thus comprise the dynamic of tradition through which fame is conferred and re-conferred: 
i.e., tradition structures memory through valuation but is always under revision given the 
present’s shifting relation to its understood origin. The mediation of a third term between 
memory and recollection is the work of fame (fama, sometimes translated as “tradition”), which I 
described in the last chapter: the dynamic through which one’s identity is manifested and thus 
reputation is projected for circulation. Indeed, one translation of the Latin word fama is 
“tradition.”201F59 In what follows, then, I will look at two formal literary methods through which 
Higgins constructs tradition in his text—first, his use of prosopopoeia and, second, his explicit 
imitation of Virgil’s Aeneid—and then conclude by turning to Higgins’s tragedy of Bladud, in 
which he takes up the question of fame directly.  
In the verse “Induction” to his First part—which I will return to later—Higgins 
structurally revises Baldwin’s Mirror, specifically Thomas Sackville’s “Induction” to his tragedy 
of Buckingham. 202F60 In Sackville’s “Induction,” the speaker is led through Hades and encounters 
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I thought my selfe at reste, / Reuiued all my fancyes fond before” (18). Somnus calls on his servant Morpheus and 
orders him to give Higgins a vision: “On Higins here thou muste . . . attende; / The Britayne Peeres to bring . . . / 
From Lethian lake, and the’auncient shapes them lead” (19). Morpheus obliges and resurrects a host of bloodied 
ancient Britons, who appear before Higgins in succession to tell him their tragic falls. Higgins emphasizes the 
Britons’ grisly disfigurements — the fact that they are indeed dead — and ends the induction with a description of 
the first narrator, Albanact, who approach Higgins with “broade wounded brest” and “bloud that freshly trickled 
from his wounde” (20).  
 It’s worth noting that Higgins would have probably been familiar with Sackville through his play dramatizing an 
episode from legendary history, Gorboduc, coauthored with Thomas Norton, performed for Queen Elizabeth at the 
Inner Temple in 1561, and printed in 1565, 1570, and again in 1590.  
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such personifications as Sorrow, Remorse, and Dread. This induction provides a moralizing 
rubric by which Buckingham’s and the other tragedies should be read, at the same time that it 
restages book 6 of Virgil’s Aeneid, in which Aeneas is led by the Sybil through the underworld 
to encounter the shade of his father Anchises. Higgins retools Sackville’s “Induction” so that his 
dream vision also restages Aeneas’s descent: just as Aeneas meets Anchises and, with his 
father’s shade, surveys Aeneas’s progeny, Higgins meet his legendary forefathers. Higgins even 
repeats specific images from Virgil’s text, such as the detail that the shades are led “from Lethian 
lake.”203F61 Explaining to Aeneas the process of metempsychosis while Aeneas views the shades of 
his own future descendants, Anchises tells him, “All these that you see, . . . the god summons in 
vast throng to Lethe’s river, so that, their memories effaced, they may once more revisit the vault 
above and conceive the desire of return to the body.” 204 F62 But the allusion does more than form a 
parallel, it’s exemplary of Higgins’s poetic method. The shades will return to the plane of the 
living once again, but without the personalities they once possessed. Metempsychosis thus serves 
as an analogue to prosopopoeia, in as much as both foreground the question of identity, the 
relationship between the voice and appearance of the speaker—that is, the trope blurs the line 
between resurrection and impersonation. 
If in the Roman historiographical record the ancient Britons appear as savage foils to 
Roman civilization, then prosopopoeia allows Higgins to re-create the British originals in the 
image of himself. Impersonation becomes a civilizing process. When he describes his initial 
encounter with his ancient forebears, he not only describes them as alien to himself but does so 
through the same tropes that ancient Roman writers deployed. For example, once Morpheus 
leads the undead throng to Higgins, he observes that their “bodyes were / Distaynde with 
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woade.”205 F63 The image of their stained bodies is borrowed directly from the Roman writers who 
characterized the ancient Britons as barbaric. Caesar described how the ancient Britons would 
“dye their bodies with woad, which produces a blue colour.” Pliny remarks that the wives and 
daughters-in-law of the Britons “stain all the body” with woad, and Propertius warns his 
mistress, in painting her own face blue, not to imitate the British. Martial, too, describes “woad-
stained Britons” and “painted Britons.” 206F64 Similarly, and perhaps more striking, Higgins goes 
beyond the tropes used by Roman writers to barbarize the British by describing the legendary 
kings as wearing “turkishe beardes,” thus associating his ancestors with England’s civilizational 
“other.”. In the encounter with who are supposed to be the British originals, Higgins cannot but 
imagine them through an othering logic reflective of the Roman perspective. But Higgins also 
seemingly acknowledges the alterity with which he imagines these British kings. After Higgins 
describes Albanact’s bleeding wounds, he writes, “halfe his wordes confounde, / That scar[c]e a 
while the sence might playne appeare. / At last, mee thought, hee spake as you shall heare.” 207F65 
Derived from the distant past and bodily marked in the text by the tropes of barbarism in Roman 
historiography, the originals cannot fully speak the English of Higgins. These final lines 
conclude the “Induction,” and the tragedy of Albanact immediately begins, with the eponymous 
king speaking to Higgins and the reader in the next lines of verse. That is, Higgins begins his 
prosopopoeia, his impersonations, of the legendary figures. In so doing, he not only speaks for 
the ancient Britons—they are otherwise illegible to his contemporary English readers—he 
renders them available to contemporary readers as civil exemplars of England’s past.   
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In this transition from the undead kings to Albanact’s tragedy, Higgins resolves what 
Friedrich Nietzsche called the “primal confusion”—the state before the assumption of a voice. 
Anticipating Freud’s concept of the primal scene of the subject, Nietzsche describes the problem 
of origins as mimetic: “it is on tropes and not on unconscious reasonings that our sensory 
perceptions rest.” 208F66 He describes this prehistory of the self as a “primal phenomenon,” 
characterized by a “confusion [that] presupposes the act of seeing the forms.” 209F67 If the initial 
encounter with the ancient Britons is read as such a “primal phenomenon,” when the originary 
British tongue itself is “confused,” then the significance of Higgins’s impersonation becomes 
clearer: though the initial encounter with the ancient Britons is self-alienating, Higgins’s 
speaking as Albanact rectifies this confusion, and through his prosopopoeia achieves the effect 
Claire McEachern attributes to the trope: “the prosopopoetic gesture cultivates the intimate affect 
constitutive of corporate feeling.” 210F68 That is, speaking for Albanact in a language familiar to his 
readers, Higgins makes the figure’s alterity intimately familiar. But more than this, as Nietzsche 
insists, is that prosopopoeia also manifests the tropology, what I referred to above as the mimetic 
apparatus, through which one understands oneself. Albanact’s tragedy does just this. In his 
narration of Brute’s founding Britain, Albanact represents not only the moment of origin—he 
narrates Brute’s founding of Britain—but he also makes clear that this narrative, both its content 
and its form, is distinctly Roman, modeled specifically after Virgil’s Aeneid. The greater 
implication is that the English chronicle tradition—originally referred to simply as Bruts in the 
late Middle Ages—conceives of British history within this Virgilian form as well.  
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From the start of Albanact’s narrative, the speaker alludes to Virgil in the narrative form 
through which the founding is related: “Doe marke mee here. . . . / And when thou well my 
wounded corps has scand, / Then shalt thou heare my hap to penne the same / In stories calde 
Albanactae by name.” Albanact’s name for his own narrative, his self-mythologization, imitates 
the archaic naming convention of Homer’s and Virgil’s epics, i.e., Iliados and Aeneidos. Thus, 
the ventriloquized Briton not only relates the founding event of (legendary) British history but, in 
so doing, transforms it into an English literary tradition appropriate to that event’s representation. 
In addition to the name, the content of the Albanactae similarly re-casts British history within the 
epic form. Albanact begins with a seven-line epitome of Virgil’s Aeneid — swiftly rehashing the 
burning of Troy, the travels of Aeneas, his defeat of Turnus in Latium, and the settling of his 
own kingdom — and then moves on to the story of Brute, the great-grandson of Aeneas. Brute 
kills his mother during childbirth and then accidentally slays his father in a hunting accident, 
which results in his exile from Latium. Banished, he rounds up some fellow Trojans and heads 
west — enacting the translatio imperii — stopping off at Greece where he encounters the tyrant 
Pandrassus, who holds enslaved Trojans acquired from the war. Brute frees his countrymen, 
overcomes Pandrassus, takes the tyrant’s daughter Innogen for his wife, and continues on to 
Albion, where he clears the island of giants, founds New Troy, or Troynovant, has three sons 
(Locrine, Albanact, and Camber), and divides the island among them. The narrative serves as an 
etiological account for the divisions of Britain into England, Scotland, and Wales. 
But more than merely imitating the epic form, Albanact rewrites the narrative of Britain’s 
founding as the resolution of the Trojan War. In Albanact’s telling, the war serves as a key 
moment inasmuch as Brute’s skirmish against Pandrassus, and his clemency toward the Greeks, 
inverts the Greeks’ cruelty against Brute’s Trojan ancestors. In this way, Higgins supersedes his 
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classical models by structuring the narrative of the Albanactae as a chiasmus. Before Albanact 
provides a detailed account of Brute’s defeat of Pandrassus, he provides a summary:  
 On this, to Greece Lord Brutus tooke his way, 
Where Troians were, by Graecians, captiues kept: 
Helenus was by Pirrhus brought away 
From death of Troians, whom their friends bewept. 
Yet hee [Brute] in Greece this while no business slept, 
        But by his facts, and feates obtayn’d such fame, 
        Seauen thousand captiue Troians to him came. 211F69 
 
Albanact’s summary frames Brute’s martial exploits in Greece as a reversal of the Trojan War: if 
the Greeks conquered Troy with the help of the unlawful kidnapping of Helen, one result of 
which was the capture of Helenus, Hecuba’s son, by Pyrrhus who took him to Greece, Brute 
conquers the Greek King Pandrasus to save Helenus’s progeny. The summary introduces Brute, 
his fellow Trojans, and their descendants as superior to the Greeks, as well as Aeneas (who never 
adequately avenged Troy). 
Throughout this narrative response to the Trojan War—using it to put into relief Brute’s 
generous heroism—Albanact emphasizes the founding Trojan-Briton’s character in contrast to 
the Greeks. Where the Greeks slew as many Trojans as they could in the war, Brute, when he 
defeats Pandrassus, shows mercy: Albanact states that “The Troians all th’ vnarmed Graecians 
slew, / Went through their campe, none could their force deny”; in contrast, when “Lord Brutus 
tooke their King that night” he “sau’d his life as seem’d a worthy wight.” 212F70 Brute’s fellow 
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Trojans share his benevolent nature, signaling Higgins’s interjection of a Christian ethic into the 
pagan past. Brute’s fellow Trojan Mempricius counsels his leader not to destroy Pandrassus’s 
kingdom as the Greeks did Troy, for “wee ought by clemency to raise / Our fame to skie, not by 
sauage guise, / Sith Gods and men both, cruelty despise.” In an anachronistic act of Christian 
charity, Mempricius continues, “Though hee [Pandrassus] the quarrel with vs first begon, / And 
though wee owe the fall of Troyes requite, / Yet let reuenge thereof from gods to lighte.” 213F71 
Mempricius advises Brute to follow a Christian model of justice. 
Perhaps Albanact’s most striking reversal, however, regards Pandrasus’s daughter, 
Innogen. When deciding what to do after capturing Pandrasus, Mempricius advises Brute against 
killing the king, ransacking his treasures, or attempting to colonize the Greek kingdom as a 
Trojan settlement. Instead, Mempricius urges Brute to ask for Innogen and a large enough dowry 
to allow them to continue their westward venture. But when Mempricius describes Innogen, he 
emphasizes her superiority to Helen:  
The Princes fayre, his daughter, who surmounte 
For vertues rare, for beautie braue, and grace, 
Both Helen fine, of whom they made accountes, 
And all the rest that come of Graecian race. 214F72 
 
If Helen’s beauty sparked the Trojan War, Innogen’s virtue brings about its resolution. Through 
his final act of mercy, Brute thus avenges his Trojan ancestors of the Greek’s violence, brings 
closure to the war, and establishes his — and the future Britons’ — superiority. Therefore, once 
he arrives in Albion, with Innogen and his fellow Trojans, and clears it of its monstrous 
                                                          




inhabitants, “Hee builte new Troy, them Troian lawes assignde, / That so his race, to his eternall 
fame, / Might keepe of Troy the euerlasting name.” Indeed, the virtue of Innogen that contrasts 
Helen becomes here a legal structure that renders this “new Troy” both admirable and 
permanently famous. 
In rewriting the Virgilian narrative as the founding of ancient Britain, Albanact’s 
Albanactae, like New Troy and Brute’s law, bring England “eternall fame” by preserving “of 
Troy the euerlasting name.” In other words, Higgins has established the tradition (fame) that will 
engender the “perpetuall remembraunce” of the British origins, rendering via prosopopoeia and 
the familiar Virgilian form the alien originals into exemplars of English identity. This founding 
narrative thus authorizes what from memory should be recollected: the vision of the original 
Britons as virtuous, liberty-loving warriors, in contrast to the barbaric, subjugated people of the 
Roman tradition. 
There is, however, a glaring omission in Higgins’s text that is felt by the end of the 
Tragedy of Albanact: the tragedy of Brute. That is, Higgins chose not to give the legendary 
founder his own scene, but instead made Brute the subject of his son Albanact’s narrative. Brute, 
the originary king that Higgins advertises in the full title of the First part, is absent, inasmuch as 
Higgins chooses to mediate the reader’s encounter with the Trojan founder through another 
legendary king. Paradoxically, then, this recollected account of the originary hero, Brute, 
exemplifies Paul Kottman’s understanding of the scene as possessing an “anticipatory 
temporality”: the absence requires the founding to be recalled, which instantiates the tradition 
and fame that preserve that memory.  
Albanact models this temporal relation, serving as the poet-figure who reinvents the 
Brute narrative as detailed above. Toward the end of his narrative, Albanact recounts Brute on 
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his deathbed. Unaware of the founder’s condition, “His sonnes and Counsaile all assembled” at 
Brute’s request, so that “with sight of vs his eyes he fed.” 215 F73 With everyone gathered, Brute 
briefly recounts the narrative of his westward venture that Albanact just relayed, explaining that 
“Antenor’s friends on Tuscane shores I sought, / And did them not my promist land deny.” 216 F74 
Finally, Brute explains his intent for the gathering: “Therefore I will declare before you all, / . . . 
my whole intent and will.” He goes on to explain, though, that this declaration must be recorded, 
remembered, and repeated: “Which if you keepe, and wrest it not to ill, / There is no doubt 
euermore with fame / You shall enioy the Britans Realme and name.” Crucial for Brute, 
however, is that it is recorded accurately: he issues the conditional “if you keepe, and wrest it not 
ill,” then Britain and its inhabitants will enjoy an eternal fame, i.e., a lasting imperium. By 
recollecting Brute’s command to not “wrest it . . . ill,” Albanact implicitly establishes the 
authority of his version of the tradition, i.e., he has kept it as Brute told. Moreover, Higgins, who 
impersonates Albanact impersonating Brute, acquires to himself the authority conferred by 
Brute. That is, Brute’s command mirrors the imperative with which Albanact began his tragedy: 
“marke mee here, that first in presence stand,” Albanact commands Higgins, so that “thou heare 
my hap to penne the same.” He reiterates this command in the subsequent stanza: “Leaue of on 
mee with fearefull lookes to gaze, / Thy pen may serue for such a tale as myne.” 217F75 Thus, Higgins 
not only reinvents a tradition, then, but casts it is as the authoritative account, directly from the 
lips of Brute. 
However, the innate problem of tradition is that it cannot be bounded by national 
territory—i.e., in our contemporary critical discourse, national literary history is never actually 
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contained or delimited by the nation. Fame spreads. Immediately after Brute’s death, Albanact 
begins to recount King Humber’s invasion of Britain. He begins the narrative, however, with a 
description of Fama that draws heavily on Virgil. “Then straight through all the world gan Fame 
to fly,” he says, followed by the tropes associated with the goddess of rumor and renown. “She 
blazde abroade perdy a people small, / Late landed heere, and founde this pleasaunt Ile.” But not 
only does Brute’s story spread, so too does his division of the island, which thus “might within a 
while / Bee won by force.” 218F76 In addition to moving the narrative of the legendary kings forward 
— King Humber eventually kills Albanact in battle — the placement of this allegorical episode 
is thematically significant, about which the role of fama in the Aeneid is illuminating. Discussing 
the interplay of the words infandum (unspeakable), fatum (what has been said, i.e., fated), and 
fama in the Dido story, Ronald Macdonald observes, “It is striking that the immediate price both 
Aeneas and Dido must pay for succumbing to this erotic snare, for protesting in all truth the 
discourse of fatum, what has been said, is the abandonment of the self not to that which is 
unsayable, infandum, but to that which is all too readily sayable, to fama, to that which is being 
said.”219F77 This conflict allows for Aeneas’s reclamation of his bona fama, which he must 
accomplish by bringing fama back “under the control of fatum or within its purview.” 220F78 This 
occurs through repetition—Aeneas must reenact the voyage toward Italy, but the second time 
avoid erotic diversion—and thus a second narration of the event in order “to master it by 
repeating it in a futile attempt to revise it.” 221F79 Another way to phrase Macdonald’s argument is 
this: the process of rendering infandum as fatum—correcting the unsayable, an abomination and 
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rendering it a sign of authority—through the repetitive mediation of fama, a description that also 
fits the work of the primal scene. For Higgins, that discourse is the Virgilian epic form, which, as 
the Humber episode anticipates, harbors its own threats. 
 After concluding the tragedy of Mempricius (the great-grandson of Brute, not his general 
quoted above), Higgins includes an autobiographical “l’envoy”: short verses following each 
tragedy that serve as segues from one legendary figure to the next, to break from the dream and 
convey information about himself to the reader. 222F80 In it, he explains that, after Mempricius 
“vanisht quite away,” Morpheus re-appeared to him, whom Higgins requests to make the rest of 
the kings appear. After a brief digression in which Higgins catalogues his literary and scholarly 
achievements, placing himself within a literary genealogy, he returns to the sequence of 
tragedies: he falls asleep again, and was by “Somnus prest, whom I desyrde to sende / His 
Morpheus ayde, these Tragedies to ende.” Thus, having rebuffed the attacks on his poetic ability 
with a list of his achievements, Higgins returns to the completion of his poem. Morpheus appears 
to him again, and manifests Bladud, though at first disguised: 
 And therewithall he set forth one like Fame. 
 In fethers all with winges so finely dight, 
 As twere a birde, in humaine shape of flight. 
 
 Yet twas not Fame that femme of painted plume, 
 He rather seemed Icarus deceau’de, 
 With winges to flye nighe Phoebus did presume. 
 At length in deede I plainly well perceau’de, 
                                                          




 It was some king of vitall breath bereaude, 
 From flight he fell presuming farre to hye: 
 Giue eare take heede and learne not so to flye. 223 F81 
 
Through Bladud, Higgins reenacts Chaucer’s and Skelton’s encounters with Fame. But whereas 
for Chaucer the eponymous house of fame reveals the arbitrary election of the goddess, and 
whereas Skelton must earn his laurel by proving his worth, Higgins uses the figure as a means of 
self-chastisement. Immediately after defending his poetic achievement and his scholarly pursuit, 
Fame manifests as an object of authorial desire. Higgins immediately corrects his 
misrecognition, though misrecognizing Bladud a second time as Icarus, famous for his hubristic 
belief in his own invention. The shuffling between Fame and Icarus recalls Higgins’s preface, in 
which he explains that what drives the falls of kings is an intemperate “desire of fame, glorye, 
renowne, and immortalitie (to which all men well nighe by nature are inclined, especially those 
which excell or haue any singuler gift of fortune or the body)”; this desire “moued them to such 
daungerous, great, and hardy enterprises, which must needes be confessed as an infallible 
veritie.”224F82  
 Fame and Icarus meld in this moment of (mis)recognition as an emblem of intemperate 
desire. However, the lesson to be learned from Bladud seemingly lies in his emulation of foreign 
traditions. The tragedy of Bladud that follows describes his shameful fall (a literal fall from atop 
a Greek temple) after pursuing learning in Athens and bringing back its foreign wisdom to 
Britain. Bladud became so delirious with his own knowledge that he convinced himself that he 
could craft artificial wings that would grant flight. When the king introduces himself, he 
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describes himself much as an Icarus after Fame: “I was Prince Bladud, pregnant as the best / Of 
wisedome, and of wealth, and learning I had store, / Of regall race I came what neede I craued 
more?”225F83 Higgins’s misrecognitions and Bladud’s confession create an identification between the 
two figures. Both err in their application of knowledge. This oscillation between Fame, Icarus, 
and Bladud suggests that Higgins’s text, his perfect chronicle from Britain’s origin, is itself a 
“daungerous, great, and hardy [enterprise].” 
 As with the fame of Britain that enticed Humber, it is, Bladud says, “the fame [I] heard” 
about Athens that attracted the legendary king. These instances foreground the interpersonal 
nature of fame, which is both necessary — to be famous implies a community within which one 
gains renown — and threatening. In contrast to the danger fame poses in the episode of Humber, 
which makes Britain a target for Humber’s imperialism, the threat Athens poses is one of 
emulation. While Bladud admits that “Britayne . . . had full well / the artes,” he explains that his 
underlying desire for emulating Greece was “renowne and fame and nothing elze.” 226 F84 This led 
Bladud to bring philosophers from Greece back to Britain to found a university, Oxford—where 
Higgins studied—and undertake a Hellenization of London, resulting in the rise of occult 
learning in Britain and the Apollonian temple from which Bladud took his fatal flight.  
The king asserts that the most dangerous import from Greece was “th’abuse / That comes 
by magicke arts of imagery, / By vile inchauntments, charmes, and pampestry.” 227F85 Bladud 
describes this threat slightly differently. Describing those who employ magic, Bladud tells 
Higgins, “For that that reason nills, nor nature sowes / They take in hand, on science far to bold, / 
Deceiu’d by suttle snares of diuelish shows.” 228F86 Bladud’s descriptions of magic echo the language 
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of Puritan antipoetic discourse or tirades against the influence of foreign traditions as 
exemplified in Roger Ascham’s Scholemaster.229F87 Where Bladud chose to test his artificial wings 
foregrounds these resonances: during his Hellenization of Britain, Bladud constructed a temple 
to Apollo in London, the roof of which he chose to attempt flight. The lesson, then, seems 
intended for Higgins directly — especially after Higgins’s misrecognition of the king. Indeed, in 
the 1574 edition, Higgins has Bladud describe his obsession with foreign learning leading to 
necromancy and “darke dreames deuisde.” Thus whereas Brute’s founding and its commanded 
repetition establishes a tradition and the basis for a fame that guides recollection in the 
construction of national identity, Bladud’s complaint warns against the incorrect selection of 
foreign influence. Higgins text thus models a recollection of the British past that seeks to purify 
it of foreign matter—to render the Trojan origin a distinctly English tradition. 
 
Virtuous Recollection and National Identity in Spenser’s Faerie Queene 
In the opening stanzas of book 2 of the Faerie Queene, Spenser addresses the relation between 
fame and memory—both of which will contribute to his construction of Gloriana’s “fair 
mirrhour” via her genealogy—a relation he probes in the episode with which this chapter began, 
Eumnestes’s library. The speaker wishes his “famous antique history” to be deemed a “matter of 
iust memory” despite setting it in the fantastical “happy land of Faery.” 230F88 Like Higgins, Spenser 
turns to history to construct a textual image, or mirror, of national identity, figured in the Faerie 
Queene by Gloriana / Queen Elizabeth. 231F89 As I argued at the opening of this chapter, Eumnestes’s 
library represents the problem with memory—abundance and absence—and its resolution, 
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proper recollection, driven by fame. Spenser chooses to retell “antique history” that is famous in 
order to project the “immortal fame” of Elizabeth and, through her, England. As in Higgins, Troy 
figures as a primal scene to which Spenser returns in his epic when cataloguing ancient Britain’s 
past—Troy serving not only as the legendary genealogical origin of the ancient Britons but also 
as the textual locus for thinking through fame. However, Spenser shatters the Trojan-British 
history into three parts, scattered across books 2 and 3. This dispersal requires the reader to enact 
the process of recollection, to piece the narrative back together, and to acquire through this 
process the virtues exemplified by each book. 232 F90 
 Spenser follows Higgins in attaching an ethical imperative to his poetic construction of 
national identity. Spenser famously described this intent in his letter to Sir Walter Raleigh, 
appended to the 1590 edition of his poem. The letter describes the purpose of the work as “to 
fashion a gentleman or noble person in vertuous and gentle discipline,” 233F91 thus rendering the 
recollection of the Trojan-British origin in books 2 and 3 part of the book’s instruction, teaching 
temperance and chastity, respectively. The Trojan material, however, exceeds and particularizes 
how these virtues signify. Thus, while Higgins turned to the founding of ancient Britain and the 
subsequent line of ancient kings as a store house of exempla, modeled on Virgil, Spenser trains 
his readers in the production and use of history in fashioning the ideal English reader, through 
learning, for this specific history, temperance and chastity. He isolates these narrative units and 
represents them through three different genres, chronicle, prophecy, and courtly romance, 
respectively. The dispersion of the narrative calls attention to the necessity of invention in the act 
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of recollection, but more importantly Spenser demonstrates how temperance and chastity interact 
with fame in the relay between memory and identity. Put simply, if Higgins turns to the Trojan 
origin to construct an inward, insular national identity, famous for its inheritance of Roman 
imperium through the Virgilian tradition, then Spenser imagines a more fluid national identity, 
delimited not by territory but the virtues of the ideal Englishman. 
 Spenser makes clear in his letter to Raleigh that his primary source for understanding the 
virtues is Aristotle. He originally aimed toward representing the twelve virtues “as Aristotle hath 
devised” them. In turning to Aristotle’s definitions of temperance and chastity specifically, we 
can better understand Spenser’s textual strategy of interspersing the Trojan-British history in 
order to habituate readers into these virtues.  Aristotle elaborates temperance as a chief virtue 
that governs both the actions one commits as well as—and more importantly—the state of mind 
in which one commits those actions. He defines the temperate person as one who “craves for the 
things he ought, as he ought, and when he ought.” That is, temperance trains one’s desire so that 
it manifests always in service of virtue, which requires the instruction of one’s preconscious 
predilections: 
acts done in conformity with the virtues are not done justly or temperately if they 
themselves are of a certain sort, but only if the agent also is in a certain state of mind 
when he does them: first he must act with knowledge; secondly he must deliberately 
choose the act, and choose it for its own sake; and thirdly the act must spring from a fixed 
and permanent disposition of character. For the possession of an art, none of these 
conditions is included, except the mere qualification of knowledge; but for the possession 
of the virtues, knowledge is of little or no avail, whereas the other conditions, so far from 
being of little moment, are all-important, inasmuch as virtue results from the repeated 
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performance of just and temperate actions. 234F92 
 
For Aristotle, virtue—and the virtue of temperance specifically—arises from repetition, training 
oneself so that one is pre-disposed toward acting virtuously. As opposed to arts, the possession 
of which relies upon specialized knowledge, virtue reveals the interior of one’s character. Cicero 
restates and condenses Aristotle’s definition of temperance as “the ability to restrain the passions 
(which the Greeks call πάθη) and make the impulses (ὁρμαί) obedient to reason.”235F93  Here, too, to 
obtain temperance one must train one’s mind and body such that impulsive acts arise not from 
reflection on the knowledge one has but instead from the habituation in which one is trained. In 
other words, temperance should reside in the subconscious, a regulatory mechanism that works 
without conscious imposition.  
 Aristotle defines chastity similarly to temperance. In John Wilkinson’s translation of 
excerpts drawn from the Nicomachean Ethics, chastity is defined as the “meane betwene 
folowyng al the delectacio[n]s of the body or not to folow. For a man to delight hymself in 
thynges conuenient: where and when, and how muche, there nedeth no Chastite.”236F94 However, in 
the early modern writing on the topic, the virtue of chastity extends beyond simply the regulation 
of the self to the regulation of the self with and among others. As Bonnie Johnson explains, “For 
early moderns, chastity was not only one of the most important Christian virtues, both doctrinally 
and culturally, but one of the key conceptual frameworks through which individual men and 
women understood their relationship to their own bodies, to their community, to the wider 
Christian world, and to God.”237F95 Crucially, then, chastity was a virtue that was radically gendered. 
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While the ideal of chastity applied to men as well as women, it was overwhelmingly used to 
discipline women. Spanish humanist Juan Luis Vives foregrounds this gendered quality of 
chastity and uses the negative example of the unchaste woman to foreground the virtue’s 
inherently social quality:  
Lette her / that hath lost her virginite / turne her whiche way she will / she shal fynde al 
thynges sorowfull and heuy / waylyng / & mournyng / & angry / & displeaserfull. What 
sorowe wyll her kynnes folkes make / whan euerye one shall thynke them selfe 
dishonested by one shame of that mayde? What mournȳg / what teares / what wepynge of 
the father and mother and bringers vp? Dost thou quite them with this pleasure for so 
moche care and labour? Is this ye rewarde of thy bryngyng vp? What cursyng wyl ther be 
of her aquayntance? what talke of neighbours / frendes / and companyons / cursynge that 
vngratious yonge woman? what mockynge and bablynge of those maydens / yt enuyed 
her before? What a lothyng & abhorrȳge of those yt loued her? What fleyng of her 
company and desertnes / whā euery mother will kepe nat only their doughters / but also 
theyr sonnes from the infection of suche an vnchrifty maide? And woars also / if she had 
any / all fle away from her. And those yt before sembled loue with her / they openly hate 
her: Yea and nowe and than with open wordes / wyll cast the abominable dede in her 
tethe: that I woūder howe a yonge woman / seyng this / can eyther haue ioye of her lyfe / 
or lyue at all / and nat pyne a way for sorowe.238F96  
 
One’s chastity determines one’s reputation, one’s social identity, and as a result one’s feeling of 
self-worth. Whereas Vives describes the unchaste woman as subjected to the ridicule of her 
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community, the poet Thomas Churchyard describes how chastity imbues one with imperial 
power. In Churchyard’s Entertaynemente of the Queenes Maiestie into Suffolke, and Norffolke 
(1578), Chastity personified speaks, proclaiming, “Yea Kings and Queenes by me worke 
wonders still, / Do conquere Realmes, and VVisedome do attayne.”239 F97 
Important for Spenser, Cicero adds to Aristotle’s description of chastity the necessity of 
memory. In the context of explaining the orator’s ability to “reclaim from vice with greater 
energy,”  “reprove the bad with more asperity,” and “break the force of unlawful desire by more 
effective reprehension,” Cicero identifies that this power to reform lies especially in “history, the 
evidence of time, the light of truth, the life of memory, the directress of life, the herald of 
antiquity.”240F98 One’s memory, and analogously the nation’s history, is crucial in fashioning the self 
as virtuous. It is within this context, then, that we should understand the importance of 
Eumnestes, who frames the first segment of the Trojan-British history encountered in the Faerie 
Queene—the first rehearsal of the national past in the training of virtue. Canto 10 relates the 
contents of the books Arthur and Guyon find, the Briton moniments and Antiquities of 
Faeryland. The juxtaposition reaffirms the analogy Spenser draws between individual memory 
and national history, but also crosses these lines: the importance of national history to the 
individual, specifically, in this context, in the training of temperance. 
Scholars, however, have not always read canto 10 as fitting as coherently into book 2. 
Cambridge edition of The Faerie Queene Lilian Winstanley dismisses the canto as a misstep, 
writing that “the canto containing the list of British kings is one of the longest and certainly one 
of the dullest in The Faerie Queene, and it has not the least bearing on the subject of the legend 
— the virtue of Temperance — while in all other respects the book is admirably planned and 
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keeps very carefully to its main theme.” 241F99 More recent critics have revisited the question and 
have reached different conclusions. Joan Warchol Rossie has suggested that we read the British 
history relayed in the Briton moniments according to Renaissance exemplarity: British history is 
itself the history of an island-kingdom attempting to maintain its identity through temperance: 
“In Briton moniments Spenser translates an abstract virtue into the pragmatic active governance 
which he believes a real and sinful world demands.” 242F100 Similarly, John Watkins links the 
histories to the overall book by considering the significance of their placement within Alma’s 
allegorical castle. Both Rossie and Watkins thus conclude, as Watkins states, that “the Legend of 
Temperance reaffirms Britain’s capacity for an unassailable future imperium by insisting that 
each subject can learn to master his or her nature.” 243F101  
At the same time that the inclusion of the British and Faery histories in book 2 requires 
the reader to consider the relevance of these pasts to the virtue of temperance, Spenser poses the 
problem of intemperance. After the Briton moniments ends “abruptly . . . / Without full point, or 
other Cesure right,” Arthur loses his autonomy, his ability to speak voluntarily, for “wonder of 
antiquitie long stopt his speach” until, “at last quite rauisht with delight” he “cryde out, Deare 
countrey.”244 F102 After reading his own primal scene, Arthur loses control of his voice: first he 
cannot speak and cannot but cry out. Guyon’s response to the histories is not as intense as 
Arthur’s; he is merely “beguild . . . with delight of nouelties.” The word “beguild,” never 
positive in The Faerie Queene, makes clear the malign subtext of Guyon’s pleasure. He and 
Arthur both lose themselves in their enjoyment: “So long they red in those antiquities,” the 
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speaker states, “That how the time was fled, they quite forgate.” 245F103 One achieves temperance by 
striking a balance between two poles, and even the consumption of history—even when read, per 
Rossie, for its moral exempla—can become intemperate.   
Spenser thus reconfigures the importance of history/memory to temperance: history 
tempers the individual, but the history told must also be tempered—in both senses of the word. 
Rossie and Watkins have argued for how the history itself conveys the ideal of temperance 
through the historical narrative of the Briton moniments, but I want to supplement this claim by 
focusing on how the history directs, and thus tempers, the reader. The speaker first achieves 
historical tempering by establishing a temporally comparative mode of approaching history. The 
historical narrative of ancient Britain appears through its relation to the present of Spenser’s 
England. For example, the Moniments opens with a description of the land [that] “warlike 
Britons now possess, / And therein haue their mightie empire raysd.” Within the chronology of 
the history, the description opens with a reference to England’s endless empire—prophesied by 
Diana to Brute in the original narrative, which Spenser, which introduces a comparative 
hermeneutic that sets the past and present in relation to one another that Spenser continues 
throughout the Moniments. 
 The narrative technique allows for Spenser to engage and respond to the Roman 
historiography, and the trope of ancient British savagery specifically. 246F104 Spenser deploys the 
language of barbarism found, for example, in Tacitus, but projects it back onto the island before 
Brute’s arrival, casting the island as primordially savage before the original Britons cultivated it. 
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The speaker describes the land of the island as a “saluage wildernesse” that was “Vnpeopled, 
vnmanured, vn’prou’d, vnpraysd.” 247F105 Though “vnpeopled” there nevertheless existed a “saluage 
nation,” as the speaker states in stanza 7, inhabiting the land: “hideous Giants . . . halfe beastly 
men” and “like wild beasts lurking in loathsome den.” Spenser thus re-creates the Roman 
historiographical perspective—the Romans civilizing an uncivil territory—but renders pre-
Trojan Britain as the wilderness and the Trojan-Britons as civilizers. Indeed, in his equation of 
the inhabiting giants with the land itself (both the wilderness and the nation of giants are 
“saluage”), Spenser redeploys the Roman descriptions of the ancient British. His description of 
the giants repeats Tacitus’s description of the ancient Britons as both bold and brave, yet cruel 
and barbaric; the speaker describes the giants as “of stature huge, and eke of courage bold, / That 
sonnes of men amazd their sternnesse to behold.” 248 F106 Half-human and half-animal, savage and 
courageous, the giants represent a wild civilization that Brute had to temper so that the Britain 
inhabited by the “warlike Britons” of Spenser’s present could establish their empire; similarly, 
just as Brute tempers the savage island, Spenser tempers the Roman and native historiographical 
traditions. The speaker thus rewrites the ancient Britons as the civilizers rather than the civilized: 
the speaker registers this shift by recounting the killing of Goemot, whose death at the hands of 
Corineus serves a kind of sacrifice. The speaker then highlights again the temporal comparison 
by identifying a memorial for Goemot’s death at Hogh, “besprincled with [his gore],” which one 
can “well witnesse yet vnto this day.” 249F107  
 In his characterization of the origin of Britain, then, Spenser triangulates between the 
present—the fulfilment of the prophetic past—the Roman tradition, and the founding narrative in 
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a way that rewrites the historiographical tradition of ancient British barbarism (via civilizing the 
savage territory)—a tempering of the model of originary British identity that serves as the 
exemplar for temperate English national identity. Moreover, Spenser links the process of 
civilizing the barren territory to his own craft of imbuing Britain with fame—making it 
famous—when, in his catalogue of pre-settlement Britain’s barbarity, the speaker says that it was 
“vnpeopled, vnmanurd, vnprou’d, unpraysd”: “vnpraysd” marking the land and its beastlike 
giants as truly without history, as the Romans cast the British. The speaker doesn’t simply 
indicate that no historical records survive, but that, more specifically, no celebration of the land 
exists; it is without fame and therefore without recollection.  
 In contrast, Spenser marks the fame of Britain as precisely what leads to Rome’s 
attempted invasion. When the speaker arrives at the episode of Caesar’s first invasion in the 
historical narrative of the Briton moniments, the speaker identifies the spreading international 
fame of the Britons as driving Caesar toward invasion. After briefly summarizing the reign of 
Cassibalane, who “goodly well long time [Britain] gouerned,” the speaker states that he 
“disquieted” the “prowd Romans”: 
And warlike Caesar, tempted with the name 
Of this sweet Island, neuer conquered, 
And enuying the Britons blazed fame, 
(O hideous hunger of dominion) hither came. 250F108 
 
Interestingly, in his characterization of what caused the Roman invasion, Spenser offers a very 
similar explanation of the motivation driving foreign invasion as Higgins: Humber responded to 
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Fame who “blazde abroade perdy a people small.” But this transposition from Humber to Caesar 
furthers Spenser’s response to the Roman historiographical tradition. Spenser directly confronts 
the threat of ancient Britain’s erasure in the circulating Roman histories by reimagining Britain’s 
fame as that which prompted Caesar’s conquest.It also identifies the Romans as driven by the 
intemperate desire of conquest: it is Caesar’s “hideous hunger of dominion” that led him toward 
the island, from which the Britons “repulsed” him twice. (It is only because of the betrayal of 
“Androgeus, false to natiue soyle,” that the Romans eventually succeed.) In Spenser, then, 
fame—and praise, which creates fame and furthers it—gives rise to identity, but it also embroils 
one in a larger community for whom fame can be appreciated or emulated. That is, national 
identity necessitates the work of fame, but that work also necessarily brings the nation into an 
international relations, in which the threat of intemperance might drive others to conquest.    
 The Briton moniments end with the introduction of Uther Pendragon—Arthur’s father—
and the narrative of book 2, canto 10 switches to the Antiquities of Faery Lond, an abbreviated 
universal history of Faery lond from creation to the present. The British history is severed, 
leaving the reader at an historical loss along with Arthur. Spenser picks the narrative back up, but 
in book 3—the book of Chastity, which focuses on Britomart, as much a forebear of the Britons 
as Arthur (as her name suggests)—and in a different generic mode: prophecy instead of chronicle 
history. In book 2, canto 10 the chronicle form allowed Spenser to reimagine the legendary 
Trojan origin of the British by recollecting its founding via repurposing Roman historiographers 
who relied upon tropes of barbarism to describe the ancient British. In book 3, Spenser furthers 
the imaginative construction of ancient Britain by turning to the prophetic mode, which draws on 
the past as the basis to project a glorious future.  
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This shift tracks to the virtues embodied in the respective books. As a virtue, temperance 
guides the maintenance and preservation of identity against any deviation that distorts from the 
virtuous norm. The histories of book 2 fit within a larger allegorical framework of the human, 
Eumnestes’s chamber figuring memory (and the tension between all that which is stored in 
memory and the ability to recollect that which is worthwhile); good memory is to the temperate 
individual what chronicle history is to the national collective. Chastity, as in the survey above, 
owes much to thought about temperance, but differs in its prescribing an ethics not only of 
maintenance but of reproduction: the chaste man and chaste woman recreate in accordance with 
God’s will. The genre in which the legendary history unfolds thus modulates in book 3, to 
prophecy: a vision of Britomart’s “wombe” and the “famous Progenee / [that] shall spring, out of 
the auncient Troian blood.” 251F109 Chastity guides the expansion of the family, as Merlin’s prophecy 
will foresee the expansion of the nation, by encoding that expansion into the character of the 
national identity itself. 
 Yet here, too, Spenser configures the role of prophecy in the matrix of fame and the 
problem of recollection. The British history of book 2 opens with an invocation to an unnamed 
muse; however, Calliope is invoked through the reference to the “Moeonian quill,” which frames 
the histories in canto 10 as part of an epic project. Spenser repeats the conventional invocation at 
the opening of book 3, canto 3, but changes the addressee:  
Begin then, O my dearest sacred Dame, 
Daughter of Phoebus and of Memorye, 
That doest ennoble with immortall name 
The warlike Worthies, from antiquitye, 
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In thy great volume of Eternitye: 
Begin, O Clio, and recount from ence 
My glorious Soueraines goodly auncestrye, 
Till that by dew degrees and long protense, 
Thou haue it lastly brought vnto her Excellence. 252F110 
 
As Thomas Roche observes, this is the first time Spenser identifies a muse 253 F111—a choice made all 
the more striking in that Clio would seem more appropriate for book 2, canto 10, which is 
straightforward history rather than a prophecy. So what does one do with the invocation to Clio? 
Her parentage and the meaning of her name provide an answer. The speaker identifies her as the 
“daughter of Phoebus and Memorye” who possesses a “great volume of Eternitye”—a detail that 
recalls Eumnestes’s “immortal scrine.” Clio, then, is thus put in parallel to Eumnestes, but the 
two are not equated: her father is Phoebus, or Apollo, who is the god of prophecy. In 
highlighting this parentage, then, Clio—who enacts like Anamnestes a recollection, though one 
delivered through Merlin that is as much a divination as it is a remembrance—points to the way 
in which these two practices are deeply imbricated: to remember is to forecast. Furthermore, 
Clio’s name is an anglicization of the Greek κλέω, which is the Greek word translated as fama in 
Latin and means “to tell of, make famous, celebrate.” 254F112 Thus the activity of Clio, the muse of 
history, exemplifies the (circular) dynamic between recollection and fame: her act of recollection 
bestows fame, which is recollected because it is worthy of fame, which guarantees its 
continuance in time. 
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 Later in canto 3, Merlin articulates this tautological relationship in his prophecy to 
Britomart. He begins by telling her that “For so must all things excellent begin.” 255F113 The meaning 
of this clause oscillates between two potential readings: all things that are excellent (such as the 
British lineage) must begin so—i.e., with someone or something as virtuous as Britomart is—or 
all things must begin excellently. The origin and ending become interchangeable. This 
abstraction becomes concrete as Merlin continues: “enrooted deepe must be that Tree, / Whose 
big embodied braunches shall not lin, / Till they heuens hight forth sretched bee.” Taking the 
metaphor of the genealogical tree literally, the deep roots mirror the trunk and branches above 
the ground: in terms of ancestry, the roots will be mirrored in the progeny and the progeny will 
continue to mirror those roots without “lin,” or end—Spenser repeating himself from the 
invocation to book 2, canto 10 (“Yet doth it selfe stretch forth to heuens hight”). Finally, the 
stanza closes by predicting the inverse of Merlin’s current prophecy: those progeny “shall reuiue 
the sleeping memoree / Of those same antique peres.” Spenser, in other words, imagines via 
Merlin’s prophecy his own recollection of this past event in which Merlin forecasts “that Tree” 
from which Spenser will spring. Book 3, canto 3 quite literally depicts the work of fame. 
The recollection of this history—the construction of fame by fame—leads to a 
transformation of Britomart’s character, imbuing her with the desire to seek an active, militant 
chastity. Immediately after Merlin ends his prophecy, Britomart and her Glauce to “their home 
retird,” where they “plot” to determine how Britomart will fulfill her purpose as described by 
Merlin. Glauce advises her to disguise herself as one of King Uther’s soldiers and make herself a 
“mayd Martiall.”256F114 To encourage her, Glauce catalogues exemplars to which Britomart should 
look: Bunduca, Guendolen, Martia, and Emmilen. She then recalls a “Saxon Virgin,” Angela, 
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who was “No whit lesse faire, then terrible in fight” and inspired in the other Saxons such “loue, 
themselues of her name Angles call.” This Saxon warrior thus immediately registers as parallel to 
Britomart: a forebear to the English. More than the British exemplars, Saxon Angela inspires 
Britomart to follow Glauce, whose “words so deepe into the mynd / Of the young Damzell 
sunke, that great desire / Of warlike armes in her forthwith they tynd.” 257 F115 Merlin’s prophecy 
followed by Glauce’s brief history of Angela “tynds” (i.e., sets fire) to Britomart’s mind, an 
image that recalls Arthur and Guyon in book 2, canto 9, who anticipating reading their respective 
histories were “burning both with feruent fire.” Though whereas Arthur’s and Guyon’s fervor 
possibly shades into intemperance—Alma’s castle comes under siege while they read—
Britomart’s fervor becomes part of her example of chastity. 
This ideal of chastity, however, is an integrative one, preserving and reproducing an 
imperializing identity. Britomart incorporates the Saxons into her identity—embracing a Saxon 
hero as an exemplary model—as she prepares to engage in battle. The ideal of Angela sinks 
“deepe” into Britomart. Angela becomes an immaterial model that Spenser renders concrete: 
Glauce and Britomart learn that a band of Britons acquired treasure from some defeated Saxons, 
treasure that included Angela’s armor, which the Saxon king Ryence had hung in a church as a 
memorial—a material prompt to recollection. Britomart puts on her armor, but also finds in the 
Briton’s armory the spear of Bladud, who made it “by Magick art of yore,” and an accompanying 
shield and harness. Geared up, Britomart becomes an emblem of British identity, but of a very 
different nature than Arthur: she unites the (Anglo-)Saxons and the British. She emblematizes an 
imperial chastity and figures a national identity that is composite.  
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A significant difference between the acts of recollection in book 2, canto 10, and book 3, 
canto 4, lies within sociality driving recollection. Good memory becomes a group activity in 
book 3. Arthur quietly reads; he disappears from the text of the canto until his passivity comes in 
to focus when his book ends abruptly, as if he is woken by some “wicked hand.” In contrast, 
Glauce and Britomart converse with Merlin; they ask questions and request clarification. Both 
the genres—chronicle and prophecy—of these histories and the virtues they give rise to explain 
the differing modes of engagement. Chronicles encode identity, just as temperance guides its 
preservation—change must be avoided. Prophecy necessitates transformation of identity, a 
futurity shaped by rupture, just as chastity guides the reproduction of the self. But these two 
genres, these two virtues, are complementary, both genres of Clio—both part of the work of 
fame. Recollection re-creates identity by selecting and reimagining origins, but how that which is 
recollected is put to use is also of crucial importance. 
 The integration of a back-and-forth in the unfurling of history continues in the final 
section of the Trojan history recounted in the Faerie Queene. In book 3, canto 9, the knight 
Paridell relates his Trojan genealogy, tracing his descent to Paris, but is goaded on by Britomart 
to tell more of the Trojan legend and to recall her own forefather, Brute. Unlike the previous 
pieces of the history, this final one represents a reproof of the history’s misuse; the structure of 
the epic invites such a reading. Canto 9 of book 3 mirrors canto 9 of book 2 in several 
illuminating ways. In canto 9 of book 2, Arthur and Guyon tour the House of Alma, which 
allegorically figures the perfect, temperate human. In book 3, the knights Paridell, Satyrane, and 
the squire attempt entrance to Malbecco’s castle, but are denied entrance; Malbecco’s castle, 
moreover, is characterized by “loose incontinence”—embodied in the figure of Hellenore, 
Malbecco’s wife—and the speaker opens the canto following Ariosto’s apology to his female 
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readers: “Right sore I feare, least with unworthy blames / This odious argument my rimes should 
shend, / Or ought your goodly patience offend.” Thus whereas canto 9, book 2, exemplified in 
allegorical miniature the virtuous ideal of the book—temperance—canto 9, book 3, exemplifies 
the opposite of the ideal of book 3—chastity. This structural contrast informs, then, how we 
should read the Trojan history that appears in book 3. 
 The contrast between them continues in that, in book 3, the relation of the Trojan history 
becomes bound up in an amatory game in which Paridell attempts to seduce Malbecco’s wife 
Hellenore (thus repeating Paris’s rape of Helen). After Paridell intentionally spills his wine to 
reveal his desire for Hellenore and she responds in kind, she prompts the knights to tell of their 
“deeds of armes, which vnto them became, / and euery one his kindred, and his name.” 258F116 
Several stanzas earlier, the speaker describes Paridell as knowledgeable in the “lewd lore” of 
courtly love, that “art he learned had of yore.” Thus when Paridell responds to Hellenore’s 
response, his genealogy becomes part of this game. That is, like the spilled wine, Paridell’s 
descent becomes one of the “close signes” that serve as “secret way” to manifest his desire 
without Malbecco’s notice. The genealogy Paridell relates serves the opposite purpose of 
buttressing chastity, and instead engenders “loose incontinence.” Recollection in and of itself 
does not necessarily promote virtue: the purpose of recollection matters. 
 Britomart, either aware of Paridell’s misuse of history or not, interrupts the knight’s story 
by asking him to continue the narrative of Aeneas. The effect of his story has the opposite effect 
on her than Hellenore: Paridell’s “pitifull complaint,” as Britomart calls it, causes her to be 
“empassiond”—a word that echoes but contrasts the speaker’s description of Paridell 
“empoisned with privy lust” by Hellenore’s “firie dart,” her gaze. In other words, Paridell and 
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Hellenore aim to seduce each other through their courtly exchange—the context in which 
Paridell tells his history—intending to “empoisn” each other with lust; Paridell, however,  
excites Britomart, who interjects and corrects Paridell’s course. Once Paridell satisfies 
Britomart’s request, she seems all the more “empassiond,” responding “There there . . . a fresh 
appeard / The glory of the later world to spring,” referring to the resurrection of Troy in Rome 
and then in Britain. She maneuvers the knight away from his original purpose and leads him to 
recount her history. Indeed, her responses act as a corrective on a higher textual level: as the final 
segment of the Trojan history, Paridell’s Parisian genealogy digresses from the British-Trojan 
legend; Britomart directs Paridell back to the history’s proper focus. The recollection of history 
itself can become unchaste in its “incontinent” digressions. 
 In this way, Britomart engages in her own discursive game with Paridell, who responds 
either annoyed with her interruptions, and/or wanting to prove himself to Hellenore. He not only 
affirms Britomart’s comment about Troynouant, but expands upon it—repeating an abbreviated 
version of the opening episodes of the Briton moniments.” Before he begins, though, he 
acknowledges to Britomart his “ouersight”: “Pardon I pray my heedlesse ouersight, / Who had 
forgot, that whylome I heard tell / From aged Mnemon.”259F117 The reference to Mnemon—referring 
to the Greek μνήμων, meaning either “mindful” or “remembering”—recalls Eumnestes’s library 
and the, more specifically, the dynamic between memory and recollection that that episode 
foregrounds. That is, Britomart leads the knight toward eumnestes, good remembering, by 
correcting his anamnestes, what he recollects; she gets him to recollect her personal fame via the 
history of Brute and leads him away from the infamy of his dalliance with Hellenore, if only 
temporarily. Despite Paridell’s turn to Troy’s third rise via Britain, Hellenore is, like Arthur and 
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Guyon after reading their respective histories, transfixed: “Upon his lips hong faire Dame 
Hellenore, / . . . / fashioning worlds of fancies evermore / In her fraile wit, that now her quite 
forlore.”260 F118 Hellenore’s response thus retrospectively glosses for the reader the significance of 
Arthur and Guyon’s reading as intemperate. 
This final installment of the Trojan-British history serves as a warning against the abuse 
of recollection. It warns against the infamy rather than fame that may drive memorialization. At 
the same time it continues the dialogic exchange at the heart of recollection—Merlin and 
Glauce/Britomart, Paridell and Hellenore/Britomart—to which Spenser calls our attention in his 
decision to populate the library of Alma’s house with two figures. Interestingly, Paridell and 
Hellenore reenact the central cause of the Trojan War and resulting diaspora—Paris’s rape of 
Helen—which confirms, as in Merlin’s prophecy, the determinative power of origins on their 
genealogical descendants: Paridell cannot resist Hellenore. But Britomart’s patriotic fervor for 
her branch of the Trojan genealogical tree returns the genre of the history back to prophecy and 
away from courtly romance, which Paridell introduces. Spenser thus not only represents the 
abuse of history and its dialogic character, but also its reconfiguration—how to correct its 
misuse. Britomart reorients the focus of recollection back onto the imperial future the Trojan 
War and its diasporic heroes prefigured—from illicit eros to chaste reproduction.  
 Through his collapse of national memory, embodied in Eumnestes’s library, and personal 
psychology, represented by Arthur, Guyon, and Britomart, Spenser foregrounds the importance 
of recollection in the virtuous construction of identity. Fame drives this process. Recollection 
makes the past famous in the present, making the past a virtuous exemplar that either chastises 
the vice or mirrors the virtue of the present. But recollection also selects from memory that 
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which is famous: the exemplary past is thus constructed based on the present of the poet. Thus 
the figure of the poet intervenes at each interval in this circular process. We find in Spenser a 
more complex elaboration of what I described earlier in this chapter as the primal scene of 
identity: Higgins imposes upon the history a Virgilian epic model that determines an insular 
national identity, folding the Roman back into the discursive DNA of the British. Spenser instead 
portrays the importance of how that history is recollection—both the means through which it is 
recollected and purpose to which it is put. Both, however, center the poet as supplemental to the 
historian, and represent the Trojan-British history as supporting an insular and imperialist 
national identity. 
 Higgins’s First part and Spenser’s Faerie Queene thus represent arguably the two most 
important verse accounts of the Trojan-British past put toward the end of constructing nationalist 
identity—though not without qualifications. Through such tragedies as Bladud’s, Higgins calls 
attention to how British culture grew out of its interactions with the foreign. Similarly, Spenser 
casts Britomart as representing not an ideal of ethnic purity, but integration. In both, though, 
there is an underlying nativism: Bladud’s turn to Greece is what brings about his downfall—the 
very “facts and fables” of other nations that Higgins complains contemporary historians include 
too much of. Britomart may integrate the British with the Anglo-Saxon, but she does so to the 
end of subsuming the latter into the former: an imperialist drive undergirds her “mayd Martiall” 
identity. Though both texts represent the use of the Trojan-British legendary material to construct 
a national identity, each also demonstrates how the foreign always impinges on that local 




Universal History and Countering the Cosmopolitan in William Warner’s Albions England, 
William Slatyer’s Palae-Albion, and Michael Drayton’s Poly-Olbion 
 
In the previous chapter, I argued that John Higgins and Edmund Spenser both recollect the 
exemplary national past through their recounting of the legendary Trojan-British histories—
inventive memorializations driven by fame toward the end of increasing the fame of the nation. 
Their works, the First part of the mirror for magistrates and the Faerie Queene, recursively 
responded to a historiographical crisis—the dissolution of the monasteries and their libraries and 
the proliferation of Roman histories that depicted the ancient Britons as barbaric. In doing so, 
their works drew on the corpus of legendary histories surveyed in chapter 1 to consolidate an 
insular, national identity. In this chapter, I turn from these inward-looking nationalist accounts of 
the ancient British past to three works that, in contrast, confront the international: William 
Warner’s Albions England (first printed in 1586 261F1), William Slatyer’s Palae-Albion (1622), and, 
briefly, Michael Drayton’s Poly-Olbion.262F2 These works defy easy generic categorization; they are 
verse chronicles, but manifest epic tendencies, containing accounts of national legendary heroes 
and forebears. Most importantly for this study, however, they broaden their scope from the 
national to the international. In doing so, they owe much to the classical and Christian 
                                                          
1 Thomas Cadman published the first edition of Albions England in 1586, which included only four books; Warner 
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historiographical tradition of the universal history and, through their engagement with this 
tradition, represent a step toward a new formulation of cosmopolitanism that differs from its 
feudal iteration dependent upon common genealogical descent. Rather, they give expression to 
an understanding of transnational belonging and identity that are anticipatory of eighteenth-
century cosmopolitanism. These accounts assume the nation-form as the basis of history, through 
which the idea of international relations (as opposed to sanguine, or class-based affiliations) 
appear, though still inchoate. Yet, in response to their texts’ own latent cosmopolitanism, Warner 
and Slatyer, to varying degrees, articulate in kind what I call a counter-cosmopolitanism, a 
retrenched national chauvinism that specifically curtails transnational identification. These verse 
histories thus tap into the international, cosmopolitan possibilities of the body of legendary 
Trojan histories and genealogies that comprise a shared European imaginary in the Middle Ages 
and Renaissance (as described in chapter 1), yet their respective historical-political contexts lead 
Warner and Slatyer to foreclose their realization of this transnational imaginary. I conclude by 
reading Drayton’s Poly-Olbion and Selden’s accompanying Illustrations as offering an 
alternative model of universal history presented in, paradoxically, a chorography. 
 What’s striking about Warner and Slatyer is how the international emerges as a 
constitutive concern of their works, despite, especially for Warner, their nationalist intentions. 
For example, before describing his intention in Albions England to distinguish the Scottish from 
the English, a distinction Warner uses to shore up English exceptionalism, he acknowledges in 
an otherwise typical apologetic “To the Reader” the international circulation of literary works 




Well knowe I, that Pearles low-prised in India are precious in England: that euen 
Homer was slightly aucthorised in Greece, but singularly admyred elswheare: and 
that, for the most part, the best Authors find at home their worst Auditors how 
beit whatsoeuer Writor is most famous, the same is therefore indebted to his 
natiue Language: Neither preferre I aboue three speeches before ours, for more 
sententious. Onely this error may be thought hatching in our English, that to runne 
on the Letter, we often runne from the Matter: and being ouer prodigall in 
Similies, wee become lesse profitable in Sentences, and more prolixtious to 
Sence. 263F3 
 
Warner begins by using an economic metaphor, the circulation of goods, to describe how the 
analogous circulation of authors and their texts increases their value and thus their fame. Albions 
England thus begins with a concession to the poverty of tradition when it remains local, 
providing a literary variation on the cliché that familiarity breeds contempt: a writer’s native 
audience proves to be their “worst Auditors.” Warner, however, refuses to see through to the 
conclusion of this train of thought. Continuing the economic metaphor, he quickly acknowledges 
his “indebted[ness] to his native Language.” Indeed, he offers a mild censure to English. Being 
“ouer prodigall” in figurative language, English writing becomes “lesse profitable in Sentences”; 
its wisdom is not easy to extract and circulate (as in commonplace books) but rather proliferates 
and confuses meanings being “prolixtious to Sence.” Warner thus glances toward his text’s 
embeddedness in an international context but, rather than embracing this relation, takes it as an 
opportunity to increase the value, or “profitab[ility],” of the vernacular—the local and national.  
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 The historical context in which these texts emerged help account for their conflicted 
engagements. Warner and Slatyer face a geopolitical context in which, as Ayesha Ramachandran 
observes, in early modern Europe, “the oikoumene could no longer be mapped onto the imperium 
as seamlessly as in the Aeneid, where the Roman Empire seemed to swallow up the known 
world.”264F4 The vision of a global empire originally expressed by Virgil, revived by Charlemagne, 
and renewed by Charles V appears by 1580 in England especially elusive. England found itself 
in variously compromised international relations, as I’ll show. In my readings of Warner, 
Slatyer, and Drayton, I read the interplay of cosmopolitan and counter-cosmopolitan figurations. 
By cosmopolitanism figuration I mean textual representations of historical identity that 
“decomposes” the “apparent solidity of the national container”; these narratives, figures of 
speech, or textual moments undermine the mystificatory process that ties an ethnic identity tied 
to a territorial, geographical state. 265F5 The dialectic of the cosmopolitan and counter-
cosmopolitan—which I will define below—manifests in the tensions and continuities arising 
between, on the one hand, Warner and Slatyer’s historical and political contexts and, on the 
other, their generic investments and formal structures and strategies. Before turning to the texts 
themselves, though, I quickly trace the development of the universal history in order to show 
how this historiographic genre encoded within itself a tension between the national and 
international. 
 
Universal History and Counter-Cosmopolitanism 
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The nationalist histories considered in the previous chapter are limited not only in their 
geopolitical scope, but also their chronological range. Higgins and Spenser train their historical 
focus on the parallel events of the fall of Troy and the rise of New Troy in Britain—a 
civilizational parallelism that foregrounds the two key events, the fall and rise, in the translatio 
imperii for their nationalist purposes. In this way, they both follow in the epic tradition of Virgil. 
However, the translatio view of history took on different, more expansive, and more 
internationally attentive forms. Alongside the epic genre, universal histories traced the drift of 
civilization westward, though often with less narrative structure, following instead a 
genealogically guided historiography. The poems I turn to in this chapter, Warner’s Albions 
England, Slatyer’s Palae-Albion, and Drayton’s Poly-Olbion each participate in this latter form, 
the universal history—though, as a genre that could only emerge through the aegis of empire, it 
can never be totally separated from epic. Indeed, as I’ll go on to show throughout this chapter, in 
lending the poems a wider international scope, the universal historical effect on these Albion 
poems is to paradoxically intensify their nationalist commitments. 
 Universal history serves a useful purpose for these early modern writers: it not only 
allows for a broader geographical scope, but more importantly for deeper historical roots. The 
older the ethnos, the more glory and authority it confers. We can see this at work in the opening 
of Warner’s Albions England. Warner reaches back to the postdiluvian past, which he reimagines 
as a time in which the biblical and classical blur. Here he sets this engine of imperium in motion 
—which will unfurl itself in history, leading up to the emergence of England—at the beginning 
of time. In the first book, he describes the first translation of empire. Warner opens book 1 with 
the narrative of Belus, the legendary king of Babylon who is identified in Berosus as Jove or 
Jupiter. When Belus’s son, Ninus, spreads his father’s empire, the narrator describes it as the first 
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instance of the translatio imperii: ““Ioue Belus,” then his son Ninus, “From Caldea to Assyria he 
translates the empire quite.” However, from this translation, Warner explains, arose the historical 
means through which providence could usher in the future establishment of Britain: 
 
Whereof (omitting manie things) my muse alonlie say 
How Saturne, Ioue, and Hercules did fill the world with same 
Of iustice, prowesse, and how they both men and Monsters tame: 
And so from these deriue the meane how Brute to Albion came. 266F6 
 
In this appeal to his muse, Warner establishes a historical link between Saturn and Albion—
“omitting” the details so as to shore up the connection. The brevity reinforces the content: he 
collapses the temporal distance between, on the one hand, the euhemeristic heroes of classical 
mythology and the biblical past and, on the other, national heroes from Brute to the present. This 
deep historical view displaces the agency of history from an individual national hero—Hercules, 
Aeneas, Francus, Brute, etc.—as in the epic and romance traditions (though certainly these 
figures remain important), and instead reinvests that agency into the force of history itself, via, 
e.g., Fortune or Providence. In this new figuration, a central motif of universal history, history 
itself tends toward the establishment of England’s empire. 
 Warner (and Slatyer) would have encountered this historical model in their classical 
studies. The classical model of universal history encodes within the genre this imposition of 
imperial drive into history. The genre flourished after the rise and spread of Alexander the 
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Great’s empire, when Greek writers came into contact with more barbari.267F7 Though the names of 
many historians survive, their histories do not. 268F8 Those that are extant, however, all describe a 
similar historiographical method and purpose. David Quint describes this historiographical 
model as arising from empire and, in turn, furnishing the historical theory that undergirds later 
epics: “Epic takes particularly literally the axiom that history belongs to the winners. Imperial 
conquest of geopolitical space—the imposition of a single, identical order upon different regions 
and peoples—becomes a process of history making. . . . Polybius, the Greek historian of the 
second century BC, argued that Rome’s emerging empire had for the first time made such a 
history possible.”269F9 In other words, empire gave rise to the genre of universal history, which in 
turn legitimized empire and imperialism. 
An early Greek historian of the Roman empire, Polybius (264–146 BCE) articulates this 
view in the preface to his Historiai, in which he outlines what would become a commonplace for 
the pedagogical utility of history. He describes history as preparing readers for an active, public 
life: “the soundest education and training for a life of active politics is the study of History, and 
that the surest and indeed the only method of learning how to bear bravely the vicissitudes of 
fortune, is to recall the calamities of others.” 270F10 The most pedagogically effective history, 
Polybius continues, is one that is comparative, describing the whole of humanity through as 
many of its parts as possible: “Special histories therefore contribute very little to the knowledge 
of the whole and conviction of its truth. It is only indeed by study of the interconnection of all 
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the particulars, their resemblances and differences, that we are enabled at least to make a general 
survey, and thus derive both benefit and pleasure from history.” 271 F11 Thus far, Polybius’s 
privileging of comparison seemingly anticipates a potential cosmopolitan perspective; however, 
he undermines the valuation of difference by introducing a governing historical agency, Fortune: 
“Fortune having guided almost all the affairs of the world in one direction and having forced 
them to incline towards one and the same end, a historian should bring before his readers under 
one synoptical view the operations by which she has accomplished her general purpose.” Here, 
the imperialism of the Historia comes against the cosmopolitan: Fortune possesses a singular 
vision for the course of history, and the “interconnection of all particulars” work out its plan, 
which is the rise of Rome: Polybius asks his readers, “For who is so worthless or indolent as not 
to wish to know by what means and under what system of polity the Romans in less than fifty-
three years have succeeded in subjecting nearly the whole inhabited world to their sole 
government — a thing unique in history?” 272F12 
 Later universal histories that follow Polybius’s model render Rome into a civilizational 
ideal against which the reader learns to compare all other peoples. In his Bibliotheca historica 
Sicilus Diodorus (90–30 BCE) follows Polybius in his pedagogical aim and names the genre 
“κοινή ίστορια” (common history): “It is fitting that all men should ever accord great gratitude to 
those writers who have composed universal histories [κοινή ίστορια], since they have aspired to 
help by their individual labors human society as a whole; for by offering a schooling, which 
entails no danger, in what is advantageous they provide their readers, through such a presentation 
of events, with a most excellent kind of experience.” 273F13 Diodorus similarly understands history to 
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be driven by a historical force, though Diodorus names this Providence rather than Fortune. 
Reading becomes useful because one obtains “a schooling” in the civilizational ideal that 
Providence furnishes—what Diodorus calls “the mother-city [metropolis] of philosophy.” 274F14 
Contrary to his claim of universal history, Diodorus focuses on the rise of Rome, which he 
understands to be the actual instantiation of the abstract ideal: “For the supremacy of this city, a 
supremacy so powerful that it extends to the bounds of the inhabited world, has provided us in 
the course of our long residence there with copious resources in the most accessible form.”275F15 One 
should learn “common history” in order to adequately appreciate the superiority of Rome. This 
strand of historical thinking manifests most explicitly in the Antiquitates Romanae of Dionysius 
of Halicarnassus (ca. 60 BCE–after 7 BCE): “That I have indeed made choice of a subject noble, 
lofty and useful to many will not, I think, require any lengthy argument, at least for those who 
are not utterly unacquainted with universal history. For if anyone turns his attention to the 
successive supremacies both of cities and of nations, . . . he will find that the supremacy of the 
Romans has far surpassed all those that are recorded from earlier times, not only in the greatness 
of its empire and the splendour of its achievement.” 276F16 In these histories, then, Rome serves as a 
universal measure for both time and space: history before Rome tends toward Rome, and the 
lands that fall outside of the current Roman imperium are awaiting its civilizational cultivation. 
This genre thus provided Warner and Slatyer a model of universal history that puts in 
tension a potential cosmopolitanism (the importance of comparison that Polybius and Diodorus 
claim) with imperial proclamation (the instantiation of the abstract civilizational ideal in 
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historical reality). For these English writers, though, England replaces Rome, both historically 
and conceptually: historically, the imperium of Rome translates to England; conceptually, 
London serves as the model “metropolis” in history. The long historical view of the genre 
facilitates this English supersession. Universal history allows Warner and Slatyer to trace the 
historical roots of England back to the biblical past, providing themselves with a rich ancient 
history not reliant upon Roman colonization. However, the tension between the cosmopolitan 
and imperial at work in the Roman histories persist, largely as a result of the interaction of the 
Christian and pagan Roman traditions. 
In addition to the Roman historians, Christian writers developed their own iteration of the 
universal history. Whereas the secular historiographies traced the unfolding concretization of the 
ideal in history (i.e., the rise of Rome), the Christian universal histories flip the temporality: the 
universal existed at the beginning of time, with creation, and then fell subject to corruption, 
dispersion, and variation. Only with the end of history, at Christ’s return, will that ideal return. 
Christian universal histories traced this devolution, so that the present could be understood in 
light of providential history as both inferior and anticipatory. While Augustine’s City of God 
provided theological justification for this view, Orosius applied that theological schema to 
history in his Historiarum Adversum Paganos Libri VII, which proved to be a monumentally 
influential model for historical writing throughout the Middle Ages. 277F17 In sum, Christian thought 
saw salvation as an opportunity for all peoples to attain the universal ideal, as opposed to the 
Roman model, in which that ideal was reserved to the geopolitical unit of Rome or subjection to 
Rome.  
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The Christian historical vision and its soteriology, envisioning the universal ideal 
potentially available to all, further complicates the cosmopolitan-imperial tension. The tension 
paradoxically reappears in the work of the Enlightenment philosopher Immanual Kant, who 
reintroduced universal history and its utility in his 1784 essay “Idea for a Universal History with 
a Cosmopolitan Purpose.” Kant seems to wed the Roman and Christian approaches, limning a 
universal human ideal by comparing peoples and then subtracting contingencies of place, culture, 
nation: “However obscure their causes, history, which is concerned with narrating these 
appearances, permits us to hope that if we attend to the play of freedom of the human will in the 
large, we may be able to discern a regular movement in it, and that what seems complex and 
chaotic in the single individual may be seen from the standpoint of the human race as a whole to 
be a steady and progressive though slow evolution of its original endowment.” 278F18 Kant’s 
definition presupposes a Stoic view of a shared, common humanity. Seneca, for example, 
prescribed introspection as a practice of revealing to oneself one’s participation in a common 
humanity. 279F19 Yet, as Kant’s disciple Friedrich Schiller discloses, Kant’s ideal for the human 
remained the “European family”: Schiller describes the “refined European” as having reached a 
civilizational level not yet achieved by the “red Indian” or “ancient Celt.” Kant thus asks, 
according to Schiller, “What conditions of life did man traverse in ascending from that extreme 
[savagery] to this, from the unsociable life of the cave dweller to the life of the thinker, of the 
civilized man of the world?” 280F20  
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 I turn briefly to universal history’s reemergence in the Enlightenment because Kant’s 
theorization and Schiller’s response distill the tension that I argue runs throughout the genre’s 
history. Indeed, Schiller identifies what I would like to call the counter-cosmopolitan in universal 
histories. I use counter here not as simple opposition, but as a corrective or answer to. More 
specifically, in the Roman histories, praising comparison contains a cosmopolitan potentiality, 
but identifying Rome as the ideal introduces that which is counter. In Christianity, a soteriology 
that posits a common humanity across all peoples (albeit a fallen humanity) possesses a 
cosmopolitan kernel, yet the requirement of institutional mediation of salvation (e.g., via the 
Catholic church) imposes a counter-cosmopolitanism. In other words, this is a new kind of 
nationalism, one articulated from the vantage of the international or universal in order to delimit 
it.  
The Marxist theorist of nationalism Etienne Balibar describes what he calls a “projective” 
nationalism that helps clarify my term. As he explains, this conception of the nation is premised 
on a particular exceptionalism, a universalism, or as he puts it, “a messianic claim to 
universality,” which can only be claimed through the context of a larger community. 281F21 Yet even 
in this act of projecting universality lies a tension: a desire for self-knowledge and belonging 
motivates this projection. Balibar uses the model of individual psychology to describe how this 
counter-cosmopolitanism or projective nationalism takes shape and forges an ideological 
“relationship between self to self, conscious and unconscious, involving both the individual 
personality and the community.” 282F22 Self-definition arises through a relation with the other—a 
common-enough component of the theory of self-fashioning—yet this self-definition is then 
projected back onto the other. As a result, national identity remains fundamentally ambiguous for 
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Balibar, inasmuch as it arises through practices of identification: “there is no given identity; there 
is only identification.”283F23 Counter-cosmopolitanism returns to and celebrates the local through an 
identification and a rejection of that identification with the foreign.  
At the same time, I use counter-cosmopolitanism rather than simply nationalism or 
imperialism in analyzing the geopolitical engagements of these texts because I don’t want to lose 
sight of the original, even founding, cosmopolitan potential before its erasure. In other words, as 
I describe in the first chapter, English writers are engaging with an international tradition, and 
the universal historical mode allows for extra-national identifications: Christendom, Europe, etc. 
While these become first terms against which a second term defines itself as exceptional (e.g., 
Europe versus England), this dynamic becomes overly reductive if identified as only nationalism. 
In what follows, then, I argue that Warner’s and Slatyer’s verse histories deploy the counter-
cosmopolitan, though to differing degrees: Warner traces an international genealogy for England, 
yet uses this to project English superiority locally (over Scotland) in Britain and internationally. 
Slatyer’s history comes closer to endorsing the cosmopolitan potential through his theory of 
ethnic identity based on translation, yet nevertheless theorizes translation through an idea of 
poetry that preserves English exceptionalism.  
  
 
Warner’s Spanish Scots 
Born in London in 1558/9, William Warner was the son of a voyager who travelled 
internationally (e.g., to Russia in 1553). Warner might have studied at Oxford, but there is no 
hard evidence; he did, however, become an attorney and served in the court of common pleas. In 
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the 1580s, Warner worked on Albions England, which appeared in 1586 as an unfinished verse 
history containing four books that told the history of English descent from Noah to the rise of the 
Tudors. It begins by summarizing the antiquity of the Near East and then, following the 
trajectory of the translatio imperii tradition, the historical narrative moves west, describing the 
exploits of England’s mythical, legendary, and historical forebears.  
The work enjoyed a significant degree of popularity in early modern England. In 1599, 
the writer William Scott placed Warner in a literary genealogy of epic poets in his Model of 
Poesy, labelling the work an example of “epopoeia.”284F24  Earlier in 1589, Thomas Nashe praised 
the verse chronicle, writing that “As Poetrie hath beene honoured in those her forenamed 
professours . . ., so it hath not beene any whit disparaged by William Warners absolute Albions 
England.”285F25 Nine years later, Frances Meres echoed Nashe’s language: “Warner in his absolute 
Albions England hath most admirably penned the historie of his own country.” 286F26 Interestingly, 
both describe the poem as “absolute,” a word in the same semantic register as perhaps the more 
fitting descriptor universal, but this word choice is telling; it points toward Warner’s literary and 
political goals in writing this work. Etymologically, universal and absolute are antonymic: the 
former meaning, literally, “turned singular” (versus unus) and the latter “having been loosened, 
                                                          
24 “Afterward the like acts of virtue and valour were undertaken in a larger manner, whether the poet list to amplify 
some true story or feign some invention of his own, to deliver (as it were) the images of the virtues themselves in the 
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(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013). 
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1:320. Michael Drayton also praised Warner, referring to him as “my old friend,” and praising passages in Albions 
England, “which I protest haue taken me, / With almost wonder, so fine, cleere, and new / As yet they haue bin 
equalled by few.” “Of Poets and Poesie” in Critical Essays of the Seventeenth Century, ed. Joel Elias Springarn 
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untied” (i.e., absolutus being the past-participle of absolve). Semantically, however, they are 
proximate. To be universal implies not only completeness, but perfection, which is the idiomatic 
meaning of absolutus, having been made independent—and thus perfect—by separation. For 
Warner, the bounded, singular kingdom of England—embodied in the figure of Queen 
Elizabeth—possesses a universal significance, warranted not by its territorial but its temporal 
origins. 
 Albions England depends upon a territorially specific nation-form, evidenced by 
Warner’s insistence on the definitiveness of England’s border with Scotland—i.e., England’s 
ethnic and geographic distinction from Scotland. We can glean Warner’s intentions in his 
dedication to Henry Carey, later the Lord Chamberlain, in which he glosses the title he’s chosen 
for his work: “This our whole Iland, aunchiantly called Brutaine, but more anchiantly Albion, 
presently contaynyng two Kingdomes, ENGLAND, and SCOTLAND, is cause (right Honorable) 
that to distinguish the former, whose only Occurrants I abridge, from the other, remote from our 
Historie, I intitell this my Booke ALBIONS ENGLAND. A Subiect, in troth (if self conceit 
worke not a partiall Iudge) worthie your Honorable Patronage.” 287F27 Warner thus opens his 
“absolute” history by demarcating the border, both national and historical, between England and 
Scotland. Even though the entire island may have once been referred to with the names 
“Brutaine” and “Albion,” Scotland does not share in England’s genealogy. This distinction, I 
argue, is crucial to understanding Warner’s use of history in Albion’s England and how the work 
develops and deploys its counter-cosmopolitanism. He uses the international roots of the 
“Brutaines” distinct from the Scots to make clear the latter’s “remote[ness] from our Historie.” 
We find here, then, a development from the British nationalism studied in the previous chapter: 
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the ancient and foreign serve as the basis of English identity (hence the title Albion’s England). 
Warner introduces this as his narrative strategy in the opening lines of the poem: “I Tell of things 
done long agoe, of manie thinges in few / And chieflie of this Clyme of ours, the Accidents 
pursue.”288F28 At the same time, he uses the universal scope of his history—the “manie things,” their 
ancient and foreign roots—to draw and shore up local borders. To be properly English, you need 
to have the right ancient and foreign roots. 
 In this section, then, I will develop this argument along two lines: first, I will demonstrate 
how Warner seeks to establish how illustrious the English are by way of their history. Warner 
traces English genealogical roots back to the biblical creation, but emphasizes the biblical and 
pagan forebears—especially Hercules, to whose life Warner devotes, by far, the most lines (not 
only does Hercules model an ideal heroism, but his actions put into motion the events that led to 
the Trojan War beyond Paris’s abduction of Helen). Such exemplary legendary histories were a 
feature of the body of European legendary histories. As Jean Seznec explains, these classical-
mythological figures became, in the late Middle Ages, “the patrons of this or that people, the 
parent stem from which the race has issued and from which it derives its glory.” 289F29 The decision 
to devote so much attention to Hercules was not, however, simply the neutral iteration of a 
literary topos, and here the second prong of the argument comes into play. In his historical 
demarcation of English and Scottish identity, Warner claims Hercules as an important forefather 
to ancient Britain, but Hercules was famously the “patron,” to use Seznec’s language, of 
Habsburg Spain. That Warner dedicated Albions England to Henry Carey (not yet Lord 
Chamberlain and famous patron to Shakespeare’s theater group) as a bid for Carey’s patronage 
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becomes particularly salient in light of Spain’s claim on Hercules, for their Catholic imperialism 
was associated in England with Scotland. Universal history thus becomes politicized: ancient 
genealogies claimed and European geography divvied up to renegotiate local conflicts. 290F30 
 As one would expect, Warner’s politicizing rehearses the historiography of the translatio 
imperii, but Warner extends his history beyond the Trojan stories. He locates the legitimizing 
moment of the translation of empire further back into primordial history. The closer to creation 
Warner can locate English roots, the more illustrious the identity. This allows Warner to give an 
even more glorious genealogy to the English, further highlighting their difference from the 
Scottish. But in Warner’s history, readers not only gain knowledge of their oldest ancestors, but 
also, and perhaps more importantly, learn that these ancestors contained the eventuality of the 
present in them. The temporality of the history is prophetic and providential as much as it is 
historical. This shape borrows from both the Roman and Christian universal histories: the latter 
were overtly prophetic—the eschaton revealed in the moment of creation—but claimed universal 
apocalypticism. Though not necessarily prophetic, the Romans read history as leading to a 
specific geopolitical unit, Rome. Warner’s text takes from both: it is overtly prophetic, 
continually forecasting the emergence and continuation of England—the realized potential of 
Britain that is to arise from Albion. This historiographical approach had been deployed in 
previous nationalist, legendary histories: e.g., Arthur Kelton relied upon a simple prophetic 
genealogy in his Edwardian Commendacyon of welshmen  (1546) that justified the Henrician 
Reformation through recourse to prophecy: Henry VIII as antitype of Brute, who himself is an 
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antitype of Moses. Similarly, Warner buttresses his genealogical exemplarity by emphasizing the 
providentialism that subtends the translatio view of history. 
 This providential sweep of Albions England contains three crucial ancient episodes in 
Warner’s telling: the flood, the conflict between Saturn and Jupiter, and the rise and fall of Troy. 
Warner begins his poem with a brief account of Noah and his sons and the division of the 
medieval idea of the tripartite world: “To Asia Sem, to Affrick Cham, To Europe Iapheth bore / 
Their families. Thus triple wise the world deuided was.” 291F31 However, Warner here diverges from 
the biblical narrative, and the history immediately gives way to euhemerism and the translatio 
imperii tradition. He starts to trace the translatio explicitly with Cham’s son, “Ioue Belus,” who 
“From Caldea to Assyria . . .  translates the empire quite.” 292F32 Moving quickly through his account, 
Warner then shifts to the line of Japheth, i.e., the history of Europe, which expands upon the 
translatio imperii theme through Cecrops, Japheth’s son, who “did honour Athens so, / As that 
from thence are sayd the springs of sciences to flow. / Not onely artes, but cheualry, from Greece 
deriue we may.”293F33 Immediately following this description of Cecrops, Warner summarizes the 
content of books 1 and 2, restating how he will “deriue the meane how Brute to Albion came.” 
The anticipatory lines establish the translatio imperii tradition in which Brute is participating as 
well as the providential sweep of biblical (and euhemeristic) history. The lines establish, in other 
words, the forward-looking, prophetic logic governing his work. 
Whereas this passage hints at the prophetic mode, Warner explicitly references prophecy 
in the opening of book 2, which recounts the birth of Jupiter. After Saturn seeks to kill his son to 
foil the prophecy of his own death, as Warner relates the familiar story, Cybel and Vesta hide the 
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child, fearing that, if Saturn were to succeed, he would “frustrate Destinie.” 294F34 Literally, Saturn’s 
infanticide would “frustrate” the prophecy he received, but, genealogically, it would also 
“frustrate” the eventual birth of Brute and the rise of the British people. In this way, Warner 
understands British prehistory, from the flood to the founding of New Troy, as the working out 
of an historical agon: the narratives Warner relates recount the struggle of Providence to work 
out, in history, the destined British and, eventually, English. By implication, then, the virtue of 
the British/English lies in the exemplary narrative of historical struggle that characterizes their 
provenance. 
Finally, Warner puts pressure on the prophetic structure of his poem when he 
characterizes the past—and Hercules specifically—as laboring toward the emergence of the 
British. At the end of book 1, Warner breaks with the chronology of his narrative to anticipate 
the fall of Troy. He quickly summarizes the rapes of Hesione and Hellen as setting the stage for 
Brute: 
  
For Priamus to quit her rape, long after sent his sonne 
To rauish Hellen from the Greekes: so thirdly warre begonne: 
Hesione the cause to Troy, and Hellen to the Greekes, 
And all did worke that Troyan Brute the Albian climate seekes. 295 F35 
  
Warner recounts Telamon capturing Hesione and returning with her to Greece. In response, 
Priam sends Paris to kidnap Helen in retaliation, thus sparking the Trojan War that, as Warner 
points out, led to the diaspora of the Trojans and thus the founding of Europe. Warner’s phrase 
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“all did worke” reiterates his providentialist view, in which history labors toward a telos. Warner 
suggests even a logic of civilizational substitution in which providence “rased Troy to reare a 
Troy.”296F36 
 In case the reader does not understand why Warner spends so much time on pre-British 
ancient history (and comparably very little time on ancient Britain itself), he spells it out in the 
final chapter of book 2—where the poem finally turns to what a reader would anticipate as the 
textually rich account of Brute’s founding of “Brutaine.” Warner summarizes the poem thus far 
and emphasizes England’s intersecting biblical and pagan roots in his brief account of Brute’s 
settlement: 
 
. . . the Brutons bring 
Their petegrée from Iupiter, of Pagane Gods the King: 
And add they may, that Brute his Syer of Venus sonne did spring. 
Thrise fiue degréees from Noe was Brute, and fower tymes sixe was hée 
from Adam: and from Iaphets house doth fetch his petegrée. 
Posthumus Syluius perrishing in Chace amongst the brakes, 
Mistooke for Game, by Brute his sonne: Brute Italie forsakes. 
And to assosyate his Exile, a many Troians moe 
At all aduentures put to Seas, vncerten where to goe: 
To whom did Fortune, Fortune-like, become a friend and foe. 
Till Brute, with no lesse payne and praise then had his Grandsier late 
Achiued Latium, landing here, suppressed so the state 
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Of all the Féend-bread Albinests, huge Gyants fearce and strong, 
Or race of Albion, Neptuns sonne (els some deriue them wrong) 
That of this Isle (vn-Scotted yet) he Empier had ere long. 297F37 
 
Warner provides a quick genealogical recap. He points out that the English can trace their roots 
not only back to Troy, bu to both Jupiter and Venus. More than this, however, they can identify 
as their ancestors the heroes of the Old Testament. This genealogy introduces the account of 
Brute’s founding, the brevity of which communicates to the reader where Warner places 
emphasis: on Brute’s glorious descent. Finally, lest the reader forget, Warner ends the episode by 
recalling the final line of book 2: that the isle where Brute “Empier had ere long” was “vn-
Scotted yet.” The Scottish do not fit into the providential translatio or English genealogy 
deriving from “Iupiter,” “Iaphets house,” and “Adam.”   
Warner punctuates his history with the exclusion of Scotland in order, as stated above, to 
emphasize local differences and the international histories that determined those differences. 
This approach becomes all the more salient when considering Warner’s dedication of the poem 
to Henry Carey. 298F38 Carey was instrumental in the suppression of the Northern Rebellion, initiated 
by Thomas Howard, fourth duke of Norfolk, and then continued by Thomas Percy, earl of 
Northumberland, and Charles Neville, earl of Westmorland; these Catholic nobles sought to 
usurp Elizabeth from her throne and install in her place her Catholic cousin and former queen of 
Scotland, Mary. Most northern nobles refused to support Neville and Percy, and they fled to 
Scotland, where they were given back over to the English. Nonetheless, at this time, Carey was 
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posted to the Anglo-Scottish border, the continuing danger of which Carey thought Queen 
Elizabeth neglected because the rebel leaders had been seized. Indeed, James Stewart, earl of 
Moray, the Scottish regent, was assassinated on January 20th, which seemed to reignite the 
conflict. Carey led an outnumbered force against one of the last rebel leaders, Leonard Dacre, at 
the border city of Carlisle. He successfully defeated Dacre and won praise from Elizabeth, who 
sent him a letter in her own hand stating that “I doubt much, my Harry, whether that the victory 
was given me more joyed me or that you were by God appointed the instrument of my glory.” 299F39 
In the decade following, Carey remained a liaison between the English and Scottish courts, 
where a civil war broke out between the Marians and the supporters of James VI. Carey’s career 
was thus shaped by the conflicts that arose through and around the English-Scottish border, 
conflicts that Warner’s history explains. 
 This local exclusion of Scotland tracks international politics and competition, specifically 
those between Protestant England and Catholic Europe in Warner’s present. And just as Warner 
uses ancient history to shore up local borders, he uses legendary forebears to engage indirectly in 
contemporary international conflict, to assert the supremacy of England abroad just as his poem 
does locally. The Northern Rebellion, which Carey aided in repressing, figured into a larger 
Catholic threat to England. Not only were there suspicions of foreign Catholic aid to the northern 
rebels, but soon after additional plots unfolded. Soon after the Northern Rebellion in 1571, the 
Florentine banker Roberto Ridolfi devised a plot to assassinate Elizabeth I and replace her with 
Mary. Ridolfi was supported by Pope Pius V, who made the banker his papal agent in 1567 and 
wrote of his approval of the plot to be delivered to King Philip II, who discussed the plot with 
Ridolfi at his court, eventually granting support. Fernando Álvarez de Toledo y Pimentel, a 
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Spanish noble and general, planned to lead 10,000 Spanish soldiers to aid in deposing and 
assassinating the queen. The northern border thus represented a separation that had international 
implications.300F40 
 This larger context for Warner’s insistence on Scotland’s being “remote from our 
histories” and thus remote from British-English identity helps explain and makes salient an odd 
feature of Albions England. Warner devotes nearly all of the first two books of Albions England 
to the exploits of Hercules. 301F41 These begin in book 1, chapter 4, and continue until book 2, 
chapter 14. In terms of the internal mechanisms of the text, the focus on Hercules makes sense as 
promoting him as an ancestral father whose deeds compound the glory of England. More than 
this, Warner links Hercules to the providential plan of England’s rise. Summarizing the contents 
of book 1, the speaker says he will cover “How Saturne, Ioue, and Hercules, did fill the world 
with fame / Of iustice, prowesse, and how they both men and monsters tame: / And so from these 
deriue the meane how Brute to Albion came.”302F42 In the notion of “derivation” introduced here 
Warner implies more than simple genealogical descent. He also conveys the understanding, 
common to the genre of universal history in which he’s writing, that it is from such mythological 
figures that a kingdom “derives its glory.” 303F43 
Highlighting Hercules as a national hero, however, was not a neutral selection. The 
emphasis extends the anti-Scottish sentiment to international conflict, which comes into focus 
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through the provenance of Warner’s most important source text, Caxton’s translation of 
Lefevre’s Recoeil (1464). Lefevre wrote his history during the reign of Philip the Good. As 
found in Albions England, the Recuil gave Hercules proportionally more lines than the other 
heroic figures, but placed special emphasis on the Herculean narratives relating to the city of 
Troy. These narratives enhanced the popular Burgundian tradition of the Trojan descent, gained 
popularity in Philip the Good’s court earlier in the fourteenth century, of the Valois-Burgundy 
dynasty. Moreover, the dukes of Burgundy also claimed Hercules as a legendary “patron” 
through the legends of Troy. “Why this special emphasis upon Hercules?” Sezncec asks, “It is 
due to his reputed place as founder of the dynasty. Olivier de la Marche relates in his Memoires 
that Hercules, journeying long ago into Spain, passed through the land of Burgundy and there 
met a lady of great beauty and noble lineage, Alise by name. They were wed, and from their 
union issued the line of Burgundian princes.” 304 F44 As both Troy’s savior and its destroyer—moving 
forward the translatio—Hercules was a key Spanish legendary hero. These sets of legends 
furnished the eventual Habsburg dynasty with material that, especially under Charles V, became 
central to Habsburg imperialism. More specifically, Hercules served as an icon for Charles V’s 
imperial ambition: the emperor famously adopted as his motto ne plus ultra, eventually 
abbreviated to plus ultra, and as his emblem the Pillars of Hercules. In his decision to follow the 
Recuil, especially the attention given to Hercules, Warner engages in competitive imitation with 
the Holy Roman Empire. 305 F45 
Later, Hercules became important to Charles V’s son and successor, Philip II, in ways 
that directly related to England. In the 1580s, Philip II imbued new meaning to his father’s 
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motto, plus ultra, by annexing Portugal and, along with it, the colonies held in the Americas, as a 
result of the Battle of Alcântara (1580). Along with Portugal, Philip II acquired its New World 
colonies, making literal the implied universal imperium of plus ultra. However, from the English 
perspective—who lacked any form of imperium beyond the British archipelago—Philip’s global 
empire was a triple threat, economically, militarily, and religiously, as was felt in the plots 
considered above. Thus, in Albions England, Warner takes up the competition with Spain, but 
does so through legendary-historical origin, appropriating their heroic patron and attending 
narratives in the epic-history’s consolidation of English national identity—the literary imaginary 
being Warner’s only recourse. 306F46  
There was plenty of literary precedent for Warner’s use of Hercules to engage in literary 
competition with Spain. Contemporaries of Warner adopted his strategy of re-appropriating 
Hercules as a figure through which competition with Spain was imagined by associating the 
forebear with the native English hero Francis Drake, whom George Peele described as the 
“scourge of Spayne.” After his global voyage at the end of the 1570s, Drake received royal 
support for a raid on Spanish holdings in the West Indies in 1584, with the goal of raiding Santo 
Domingo, Cartagena, and Panama—a decision Harry Kelser has described as an act of “war 
without a formal declaration.” 307F47 Likewise, Sir John Harington committed a literary raid, as it 
were, on the epic resources of Habsburg empire in the English translation of Ariosto’s Orlando 
furioso. In book 15, Astolfo contemplates the circumnavigation of the world, in response to 
which Andronica—tempering the knight’s dreams—foretells to him a time when navigators will 
“find new lands, new starres, new seas, new skies,” which will lead to the ascendence “Vp vnto 
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heau’n the name of Charles the fift.” 308F48 However, in a marginal gloss for the stanza prophesying 
global navigation Harington wrote “Sir Francis Drake.” He then expounds on this in a prose 
passage explicating Andronica’s prophecy at the end of book 15. He lists for readers the 
contemporary historians in whose works one can read about Charles V’s empire, but then 
dismisses the achievements accomplished by the Spanish and points instead to a native English 
hero: “And for the Indian voyages, we need not so much admire the captains of forren nations, 
hauing two of our owne nation that haue both as forwardly aduentured, and as fortunatly 
performed them, namely, sir Francis Drake . . . and yong Master Candish.”309F49 Thus by explicitly 
rewriting the references in Ariosto’s epic to replace Spanish with English heroes, Harrington 
enacts an analogous literary act of competition that anticipates Warner’s Albions England. 
Moreover, additional examples of rewriting Hercules as an English hero occur across 
English vernacular poetry of late 1580s and early 1590s. For example, one A.W. subtly 
articulates this challenge to Charles’s legacy in a dedicatory poem to Drake found in Ramus’s 
The Art of Arithmeticke (1592): “Plus vltra certes had ere now / His loftie bonnet vayld, / 
Daunted with dent of thy sword Drake / All courage in him qualyd.” 310 F50 As mentioned above, 
George Peele even more aggressively refers to Drake as the “scourge of Spayne” in a poem 
praising England’s attempts at Protestant militarism in the Atlantic, “Farewell to Sir John Norris 
and Sir Francis Drake”: 
  
And hewe a passage with your conquering swords 
By lande and sea . . .  
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
From great Alcides pyllers braunching foorth,  
Even to the Gulfe that leades to Loftie Rome,  
There to deface the pryde of Antechrist,  
And pull Paper Walles and popery down:  
A famous enterprise for Englands strength,  
To steele your swordes on Avarice triple crown,  
And clense Augeus staules in Italie. (lines 27–40)311F51  
 
Though Warner himself doesn’t draw such a connection between Drake and Hercules in the first 
edition of Albions England, the structure of the poem in later editions does. In the 1596 edition, 
Warner added four books that recount the reign of Elizabeth and the English voyagers. The result 
is a structural parallel between Hercules—to whom Warner dedicates the opening two books—
and Elizabeth, in the later books 9 and 10; that is, the first two books embody Albion’s ancient 
glory, reflected in the final two books, narrating England’s present fame. 
 Through Hercules, Warner’s stress on the local border between England and Scotland 
thus figures into a larger imaginative economy, relaying international identification and conflict. 
The prehistory of English identity traces a descent through Europe back to the Near East. 
Scotland also possesses an international descent—as does Spain—but it excludes them from 
England’s glory. Warner stresses the importance of these descents and collapses the temporal 
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distance between forebear and their descendants’ present in his description of Brute’s survey of 
Albion after his arrival: 
 
Now, of the Conquerour, this Isle had Brutaine vnto name, 
And with his Troianes Brute began manurage of the same. 
For raised Troy, to reare a Troy, fit place he searched then: 
And vewes the mounting Northerne partes: These fitt (quoth he) for men 
That trust asmuch to flight, as fight: our Bulwarks are our brests, 
The next Ariuals héere, perchance, will gladlier buyld their nests. 
A Troians corrage is to him a Fortres of defence. 
And leauing so, where Scottes be now, he South-ward maketh thence312F52 
 
This addition of Warner’s to the Brute tradition reiterates Scottish difference and projects that 
difference onto the land: Scotland, the “Northerne partes” will belong to those who “trust 
asmuch to flight, as fight” and are thus animal-like, lacking the stoic resolve of Brute and his 
men, whose “Bulwarks are [their] brests” and whose “corrage is to him a Fortres of defence.” 
Indeed, Warner removes any ambiguity as to the contemporary significance of this passage, 
adding the unnecessary clarification that Brute is commenting on “where Scottes be now.”  
Warner’s textual strategy of mediating the foreign through the local comes to a head in 
his description of the Scots’ arrival in Britain. He inserts this history as a digression in his 
retelling of the fall of Gorboduc and the resulting civil war. Here, he ascribes to the Scottish their 
own legendary forebear, Scota, and inexplicably links them directly to Spain, manifesting the 
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international connection I’ve traced. After Warner recounts the four dukes who vie to fill the 
vacuum left by Gorboduc’s fall, Warner describes this as the historical moment  
 
Neere when Scottes (whom some accuse by Ante-dates to gaine) 
Did settle in the Northerne Isles. These people bring their lyne 
from Cecrops, and that Pharo, he that euer did declyne 
from Moses, seeking Hebers house from AEgypt to conuay. 
His daughter Scota, Gathelus their Duke brought thence away, 
When Pharos sinne to Iacobs Séede did nere that Land decay. 
And Cecrops sonne brought then fro[m] thence (as Scottes inforce the same) 
The Stone that Iacob slept vpon, when Angles went and came. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
And of his race (of Scota, Scottes) when Spanish Scottes abound, 
Ariue in Ireland, and in it a second Empier ground. 
And thirdly, when their broodie Race that Isle did ouer-store, 
Amongst the Islands Hebredes they seeke out dwellings more. 
These Irish, sometime Spanish Scotts, of whe[n]ce our now-Scotts bée, 
Within the Isles of Albion thus, whil'st Brutaines disagrée, 
Did seate themselues, and nestle too amongst the Mountaine groundes. 313F53 
 
Warner relates the history of Scota, the Egyptian princess who is the Scottish analogue to 
Brute—their legendary forebear. Warner describes her father, Cecrops, as the pharaoh that 
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declined to free the enslaved Israelites at Moses’s request, thus placing the Scottish—along with 
contemporary Spain—on the wrong side of religious history. Moreover, he describes the 
descendants of Scota as “Spanish Scottes,” a descriptor that arises from Scota’s husband—here 
referred to as “Gathelus their Duke”: Gathelus was thought to be a Greek knight who ended up in 
Egypt after founding a colony in southern Spain. These “Spanish Scottes” settled Ireland and are 
the forebears of the modern-day Scots. Adding to the negative valence attributed to the Scottish, 
he identifies their moment of arrival “whil’st Brutaines disagree,” their arrival thus 
metaphorically figuring the native discord. Indeed, in describing the character of these “Spanish 
Scottes,” Warner renders them savage, even cannibalistic: “That wright they fead on humaine 
flesh, for so it may be well, / Like of these men their bloudie mynds their natiue Stories tell.” Not 
only do the Scottish possess “bloudie mynds” but Warner similarly maligns their own historical 
traditions, their “natiue Stories,” which serve to contrast his English history and its glorious past 
as related by the previous book.  
 Albions England thus uses the history of insular difference in order to shore up the 
boundary—civilizational and historical—between England and Scotland, deploying this 
historical difference to realign Europe and appropriate traditions. In this way, the latent 
cosmopolitanism of Warner’s texts lies deeper under the text’s surface, in the acknowledgment 
both that the island of Britain has not been a single, unified geopolitical unit and that the ancient 
history Warner relies upon is a shared genealogical tradition. In response to both, Warner 
compensates with a stronger counter-cosmopolitanism, asserting ethnic difference and 
exceptionality and, in so doing, engaging in a literary competition with Spain and the Habsburg 
Empire to project international English fame, proved all the more famous by its distinct 





Slatyer’s Jacobean Mutability 
William Slatyer was born near Bristol in ca. 1587, the son of a gentleman. He studied in Oxford, 
receiving his BA from Saint Mary’s Hall and his MA, BD, and DD from Brasenose. After this 
schooling, he served as treasurer of the church of St David’s in 1616 and in 1617 became rector 
of Newchurch, Romney, Kent. During this time, presumably, he worked on Palae-Albion, which 
was printed in 1621. Slatyer’s Palae-Albion 314F54 shares much with Warner’s earlier “Albion” 
history in substance and structure. A verse history beginning with creation and ending with the 
Jacobean present, Palae-Albion is a universal history that seeks, as Slatyer asks of his muse, in 
his preface to the reader, to provide him with stories of “the warlike acts of Britons bold; / Or 
guide me to the Towre of Fame, / To find their first birt.”315F55 The emphases on “stories old” and 
the Briton’s “first birt” recapitulate Warner’s stress on antiquity, reflected too in the title of 
Slatyer’s work. The prefix palae-, meaning ancient, orients the reader both to the temporal scope 
of this poem—Slatyer begins at creation—and also the deep history of “Britons bold.” Despite 
this emphasis on antiquity, Slatyer’s history uses antiquity differently than Warner’s. Whereas 
Warner traces the sequence of translations that gave rise to England as far back as historically 
possible in order to further glorify England against Scotland, Slatyer thematizes translatio itself. 
Slatyer writes in ode 3 of his poem that “Ages, Empires, wondrous strange, / The world, and 
wee, and all doe change!” 316F56 Drawing upon the trope of omnia mutantur, Slatyer divests ancient 
history of its national exemplary power; instead, history becomes a lesson in mutability and 
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change, the cycles of conquest and displacement that drive the rise and falls of kingdoms. If 
Slatyer offers a unifying vision of humanity, it is that all people, from Adam and Eve’s 
displacement from the garden to the present, share a history of migration.  
 The shift in attitude toward history in the Palae-Albion resonates with the changing 
historical contexts in which Warner and Slatyer wrote. Slatyer had close connections to King 
James VI and I’s court. In the 1610s, Slatyer served as a chaplain to Anne of Denmark, whose 
death he eulogized in his first printed book, Threnodia. Pandionium melos, in perpetuam 
serinissimae simul ac beatissimae Principis Annae reginae memoriam (1619). This work 
contained elegies and acrostics in four languages, Hebrew, Latin, Greek, and English, which 
communicates not only Slatyer’s learning but also his interest in translatability (a theme 
appropriate to the passing of the deceased’s body from matter to spirit). Two years later, Slatyer 
dedicated his Palae-Albion to James. His dedicatory poem announces the poem’s similar 
emphasis on mutability and introduces its international scope. He begins by briefly rehearsing 
the various peoples who claimed the English diadem leading up to James: 
 
All the rest of them, 
That e’re wore Englands Diadem, 
Danes, Saxons, Brittish, Romans came, 
With Normans Armes, and TEVDOR’S Name, 
Deriu’d to thee, whom Scotlands Throne 
With all her Iles, calls her deare owne. 317 F57 
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In stark contrast to Warner, Slatyer—like Spenser’s Britomart—subsumes various ethnicities, 
including the Scottish, into England. In this way, he opens the poem by calling attention to the 
mutability of the British isles. Yet he also describes an international coterie of writers praising 
James: “French Lillyes with the English Roses, / Shall sweetly wreathe about that Lyre / Which 
we and all the World admire.” 318F58 
The Threnodia and this dedicatory poem signal Slatyer’s interest in mutability and 
translation—two concepts intimately tied to one another. The Threnodia engages in elaborate 
poetic exercises, such as the four acrostics that open the work. Each is three stanzas long, and 
each stanza is an acrostic of “Anna,” but the acrostics are in four different languages: Slatyer 
hence thematizes continuity and change—the way a singular identity contains within itself both a 
history of transformation and the protean potential for further alteration. This interest returns in 
the Palae-Albion, which contains a facing-page translation into Latin throughout the book. In 
other words, the physical form of the book manifests Slatyer’s interest in translation and 
mutability: the eyes of the reader shuffle between Latin and English, a universal language and 
the local vernacular. In both the Threnodia and the Palae-Albion—though the rest of this section 
will focus only on the latter—this focus on translation is not simply an intellectual or poetic 
exercise for Slatyer. Rather Slatyer’s focus on historical and textual translatio responds to King 
James VI and I’s international religious and political vision—one undoubtedly motivated by the 
differing religious commitments of himself and his late wife. Indeed, it is my argument that in 
his historiographical instantiation of Jacobean politics Slatyer comes closer to cosmopolitanism 
than Warner. However, he articulates a theory of poetry and the English literary tradition that 




leads Slatyer to posit a counter-cosmopolitanism—a tension that never resolves itself in the 
poem.  
In perhaps what may be the only critical explication of any section of Slatyer’s poem, Gerald 
Maclean describes Palae-Albion as consistent with James’s own self-promoting propaganda, 
specifically as regards his desire for peace across Europe. Maclean makes this case by close 
reading the work’s introductory poem, “Frontispicii & seqq. Enarratio Historica, Or a 
Declaration of the Frontispiece or first page,” which decodes the book’s frontispiece. In it, the 
speaker describes nine rulers of Albion, each of whose reign was defined by violence; in 
contrast, James “sans strife or Warres, / Brings Peace and Vnion, stints all Iarres. / . . . / Who 
best deserues this Nymph [Albion] to haue.”319F59 Slatyer clearly pays tribute to James’s (failed) 
attempt at a local British union, but emphasizes above all else his peacefulness. Maclean 
excavates the double-pronged meaning of this otherwise seemingly harmless praise: Slatyer 
recycles popular tropes that circulated at the beginning of James’s reign, with the result that, 
Maclean argues, the poem’s praise conceals the contentious political context of 1621.  
 To understand the significance of Slatyer’s treatment of Troy, it is important to make 
clear the political context. The most recent Parliament since 1614, the Parliament of 1621 gave a 
platform for members who questioned James’s absolutism and his foreign policy. Maclean 
presses on the latter, arguing that in 1621 James confronted “a hostile council urging war” 
against his peaceful isolationism. Though Maclean’s primary interest in Slatyer’s work is its 
“sense of history’s fulfillment in the romance of the present” 320F60—a romance that mystifies a 
conflicted monarchy—his reading of James’s foreign policy as isolationist leads to a 
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misrecognition of what is most striking about Slatyer’s work: its internationalism through which, 
I argue, Slayter gives historiographical precedence to James’s desire for a pan-European 
religious community, inclusive irrespective of confessional difference. As W. B. Patterson 
demonstrates, James began his monarchy with a desire for international peace that would be 
achieved by “church unity on an international scale—reaching across denominational as well as 
national boundaries.”321 F61 Indeed, Patterson argues that James envisioned “a broader European 
peace” as the consequence of the “era of peace existing between England and Scotland” that his 
reign in Scotland had maintained. 322F62 Addressing the contentious Parliament, James describes this 
vision of a pan-European faith as “generall Christian vnion in Religion, as laying wilfulnesse 
aside on both hands, wee might meete in the middest, which is the Center and perfection of all 
things.”323F63 Endorsing a foreign policy motivated by an ecumenical ideal (rather than Prince 
Henry’s militant Protestantism), James’s foreign policy was hardly isolationist. 
 I make this point not simply to correct Maclean’s mischaracterization of James’s; rather, 
James’s Christian universalism and desire for peace structure Slatyer’s universal history and its 
construction of Albion’s identity. In the years before the publication of Slatyer’s poem, 
controversy over James’s foreign policy reemerged. In 1618, the year of the Bohemian revolt 
that contributed to the rise of the Thirty Year’s War, Thomas Purfoot printed Middleton’s The 
peace-maker, in which James’s coat of arms appeared in a preface dedicated to “To all Our true-
louing, and Peace-embracing Svbiects.” The text of the work itself reminded its readers of 
England’s own peaceful union with Scotland and James’s resolution of conflicts with Spain, the 
Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, Poland, Cleves, and Brandenburg during his reign. 324F64 
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Nevertheless, the Parliament of 1621 opened with James lamenting a rupture in the peace he 
fought to preserve in Spain. 325F65 In November 1621, the House of Commons argued for a military 
retaliation against Spain, a shift in attitude that led James to comment in a private letter to the 
speaker of the House in December that “some fiery & turbulent spirites” were meddling in 
“matters farre above their capacityes w[hi]ch tends to the infringing of o[u]r prerogative 
royall.”326F66  
Within this vexed political context, Slatyer’s skepticism of an insularly defined national 
character leads him to develop a theory of identity premised on change—a theory that provides a 
theoretical ballast for James’s policy. So far, I’ve been describing the opposition that furthers 
James’s policy in Slatyer as an identity that inheres, that arises from within, as opposed to 
identity that accrues through mutation, but Slatyer gives specific historical form to this 
opposition, by condemning theories of autochthonous origin and favoring migration instead. 
Throughout, Slatyer decries peoples who define themselves through their indigeneity. When 
relating the legend of Samothes and Gomer in ode 1, Slatyer contrasts peoples who immigrate 
against those who are autochthonous: “ioy we more,” the speaker says, that “not our Land / From 
teeth of Hydra sowne in sand, / Receiued her Peoples,” for such are “like wat’ry Mushromes 
from the earth!”327F67 This image of the mushroom reappears in a marginal note in ode 3, in which 
Slatyer explains a reference to Caesar’s knowledge of “αυτοχθονες”: “Which the Latines called 
Indigenae or Aborigines, borne and bred in the same soyle, not knowing whence their Ancestors 
were descended, but as if they had there right, like Mushromes growne or sprung out of the 
earth.” Here, the image shifts in meaning, though subtly. A mushroom-like people derive their 
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authority from a lack of knowledge of their origin, as if they had sprung from the earth. 
Autochthony reveals ignorance, specifically ignorance of from whence one derives. 328F68 Change 
and alteration engender a history, a tradition, a fame, that grants one an identity.  
Slatyer elaborates on the importance of tradition to a people in a marginal gloss on the 
phrase “wat’ry Mushromes.” Slatyer explains that “the old Germans affirmed their first founder 
Tusco, to be the sonne of the Earth; all Pagan antiquitie deriued their Gods and great Men, from 
Vranus and Vesta, signifying, Coelum & Terra, which might be Noe, and Arezia his wife, Arez 
signifying the Earth in Hebrew. So did the West Indians, the Americans, of late time, about Peru, 
worshipping their gods Pacha-Cama and Con, suppose, and were taught they were sonnes of the 
Sunne and the Earth.”329F69 Slatyer reaffirms that autochthony is a condition of historical ignorance: 
when a people do not record their history in a way that Slatyer finds legitimate (i.e., tracing their 
roots back to biblical or classical migrations), they substitute founding figures with the earth. In 
this way, the note performs a euhemeristic reading of the “pagan” traditions that hold as 
ancestors the sun and earth; these represent corruptions of “Noe, and Arezia his wife.” The 
question of descent becomes one of civilization: the knowledge of the history of immigration 
beginning with Noah’s sons distinguishes a people from those ignorant of their past.  
More than simply a marginal image in Slatyer’s work, the image of the mushroom serves 
as the foil to the desired origin of ancient migration. Here, Slatyer is most likely drawing upon 
Jean Bodin’s Methodus ad facilem historiarum cognitionem (Method for the easy comprehension 
of history, 1566), which Slatyer’s could have feasibly read in preparation for writing his own 
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history. 330F70 In his chapter on determining the origins of peoples, Bodin describes claims of 
autochthony as deriving from a combination of pride and ignorance: “The haughty pride of 
powerful men is reflected even in the humblest, who, because they did not know their own racial 
origin, or because they concealed it on account of dislike for foreigners, called themselves 
sprung from the parent land, that is, autocthonous and earth-born.”331 F71 Moreover, Bodin identifies 
autochthony as a specifically British problem: “This error is common not only to the older 
writers but to the younger ones also, since Polydore Virgil . . . affirmed the Britons lived in the 
interior, were indigenous there, and had not come from any other place.” 332F72 Bodin concludes, 
“What more stupid . . . or more impious can be imagined than this?”333F73  He adds, though, that 
such claims miss the larger lesson of biblical history, which is in turn the lesson that Slatyer 
wants to emphasize—i.e., the underlying connection among all of humanity: “all men,” Bodin 
writes, “whom [Moses’s] story might reach should understand clearly that they are of the same 
blood and allied by the same bond of race. I know of no conviction more powerful than that of 
consanguinity for developing and maintaining the good will and friendship of mankind.” He 
concludes, “do not men who boast that they are indigenous and born of the earth violate the very 
bond of human society?”334F74 Slatyer thus carves the world, and its history, into peoples who know 
and don’t know the biblical narrative of Noah, building from this knowledge not simply a 
religious division but a civilizational one, the groundwork for a nationalist identity characterized 
crucially by international patrilineal descent. 335 F75 This strategy aligns with James’s vision of a 
European peace, a transnational unity achieved through a shared Christian faith. Slatyer’s work 
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supplements the king’s view by providing a universal historical rationale: Europe’s shared 
migrational history unites it into a community that could serve as the basis for justifying James’s 
vision of European peace. 
Yet, the basis for Slatyer’s cosmopolitanism gives occasion to the introduction of 
counter-cosmopolitanism. To return to a feature of the Palae-Albion with which I began, 
Slatyer’s interest in tradition rooted in migration and mutation, and the creation of a community 
on that basis, finds its material form in the facing page translation. The facing-page Latin and 
English destabilizes either as the source of authority. Rather, it creates the possibility of an 
international readership. This materialization of the cosmopolitan potential expressed through 
Slatyer’s autochthony/migration opposition also gives rise, however, to the deployment of 
Slatyer’s counter-cosmopolitanism. The turn to the insular emerges through Slatyer’s 
identification of poetry as essential to the historical preservation of tradition (the absence of 
which leads to theories of autochthony). Additionally, the facing-page translation weds the local 
and foreign in poetic expression—setting in juxtaposition local and foreign poetic traditions—the 
tradition of ancient and modern Europe as opposed to the tradition of England. Counter-
cosmopolitanism thus rears up in Slatyer’s theorization of the importance of poetry and his praise 
of England’s native poetic tradition. 
 Slatyer establishes his theory of poetry and its relation to history in the preface to the 
reader, in his summary of the overall project. He begins with a brief statement of the work’s 
contents, explaining that “the ayme of this discourse, [is] the full scope of our Bryttish historie, 
so deuided, that according to the ten great Reall or apparant changes of Estate, each seuerall 
Booke or Ode, from such mutation, take their subiect and beginning in historicall order.”336F76 He 
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has chosen to write this history in verse because “Poesie should shadow Historie,” and as such, it 
should render history “πολυδαίδαλον ἱσὸν” (“very ornately adorned”)—most likely an allusion 
to the phrase “πολυδαίδαλον ἱστὸν ὑφαίνειν” (“to weave richly worked cloth”) in Hesiod’s 
Works and Days, in a passage describing Zeus’s order to Athena to teach the newly created 
Pandora how to weave (ὑφαίνειν).337F77 Athena’s weaving is cosmogenic, exemplary of the ordered 
fabric of the universe (symbolized by her peplos), and thus confers the structuring, inventive 
capabilities of the human mind. Drawing from this allusion, Slatyer situates poetry as that which 
not only beautifies history, but provides order and structure. Poetry imbues an essential 
underlying order and meaning to history. In this allusion to Hesiod, Slatyer also recalls Sidney’s 
description of poetry as beautifying history, not simply for adornment but to render that history 
more effective in teaching: “So then the best of the Historian is subject to the Poet, for 
whatsoever action or faction, whatsoever counsaile, pollicie, or warre, strategeme, the Historian 
is bound to recite, that may the Poet if hee list with his imitation make his owne; bewtifying it 
both for further teaching, and more delighting as it please him.” 338F78 Indeed, just as weaving 
precedes Pandora yet also becomes an essential part of her, poetry precedes history in Sidney: 
“Therfore compare we the Poet with the Historian, & with the morall Philosopher: and if hee goe 
beyond them both, no other humaine skill can match him. For as for the divine, with all 
reverence it is ever to be excepted, not onely for having his scope as far beyond any of these, as 
Eternitie exceedeth a moment: but even for passing ech of these in themselves.” 339F79 Certainly 
aware that much of the history he recounts is invented, Slatyer elaborates a theory of poetry that 
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not only sidesteps the test of veracity but posits the creative power of the poet above the 
historian. 
Slatyer even invents legendary personages who bear out this theory. In book 10, Slatyer 
introduces Bardus, the son of Druis and last descendant of the Samothean line. Bardus represents 
the height of ancient British poetry, the “Graces Darling, Muses Friend,” and “Like Orpheus 
with his daintie Lute.”340 F80 Though Slatyer offers little to no biography of Bardus other than these 
accolades, Slatyer uses him as an opportunity to launch into an apologia for poetry that repeats 
Sidney’s ideas. Poets are responsible for the discovery and preservation of knowledge, for who 
 
   had knowne . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The various motions of the Spheares, 
And all those acts of elder yeares, 
If Poets had not sweetly song, 
And so preseru’d their fames thus long! 341F81 
 
Slatyer thus positions poets as creators and preservers, noting in a marginal comment that 
“Princes & Personages of the World: and the Diuines, Priests, and Philosophers with Princes, 
were of the chiefest Poets, or at least well skild in poefie.” Slatyer not only elevates poets as the 
sovereigns and clergy of antiquity—a bit self-serving given Slatyer’s biography—but he 
describes them as responsible for “fames,” or traditions. Slatyer elsewhere distinguishes civilized 
and barbaric peoples on the basis of whether they possess a historical tradition that preserves the 
                                                          




knowledge of their origin or whether they hold, to him, barbaric theories of autochthony. 342 F82 That 
is, tradition, or fame, conveys the knowledge of a people’s past migrations; the lack of tradition 
leads to barbaric fictions. 
 Poetry serves such a fundamental role to civilization for Slatyer that he imagines that 
when Bardus loses his position among civilization as the “Prince-Poet,” the Golden Age in 
which he flourished comes to an end: “That Saturnes golden Age is vanisht, / And from the 
Brittish coasts are banisht, / Samothes and his.” As a result, Bardus becomes unable to “moue 
men,” whose “Deafe eares despize” his verse. 343F83 As the “irreligious and barbarous” people fail to 
appreciate poetry, society disintegrates: 
 
Brittons rude lawlesse wild desires, 
From th’altars hur’ld, their hallowed fires, 
And Pietie being thrust out of Grace, 
Pollicy yet stept not vp in place; 
Thus oft begun well, sometimes failes, 
And Syrens formes haue fishes tailes. 344F84 
 
Bardus’s poetry tamed and shaped the Britons’ “desires,” and thus figures as a pedagogic and 
law-giving medium. But more than this, the Poet-Prince kindled in his followers a proper 
“Pietie” for the divine, without which no “Pollicy” can obtain (a sentiment that Slatyer perhaps 
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thought applied to his own project). Slatyer’s closing metaphor is striking. He describes the 
British of the Samothean line as having “begun well” but ultimately failing; Slatyer uses the 
image of the siren to express the duplicity of that which appears glorious. Sirens, however, 
typically stand in for the deception and seduction of poetry—appearing beautiful yet hiding their 
monstrous nature below the water, under the surface. Instead, they perform a contrary function 
here. The “barbarous” Samothean-Britons are the sirens, rendered unnatural (uncivil, having 
“fishes tailes”) as a result of the absence of poetry. Similarly, without poetry, “Monarchs” cannot 
distinguish the “sacred and prophane.” 345 F85 
Slatyer returns to the civilizational importance of Bardus in canto 13, in which he revisits 
the ur-poet’s death. Without his poetry, through which “All ill was hush’t,” Justice and Faith flee 
Britain: 
 
when thou didst die, 
Stept in foule rude impietie, 
And all what plagues or deadly smarts, 
Could pierce such lawlesse peoples hearts. 
Eternall night might cloud our skie, 
To heauen when Iustice seem’d to hie, 
And Faith was fled! 
 
Slatyer thus establishes Bardus as the exemplary poet from antiquity who demonstrates the 
power of good verse and provides a perfect model for all later poets to follow. Indeed, Slatyer 




connects Bardus to the classical tradition by describing him as “Like Orpheus,” commanding 
“sauage beastes” with his voice. He then jumps from the classical past to the European present 
by describing contemporary poets as able to draw a genealogy back to him via tradition: “French 
Bardes, great Poet, and Welsh would grace / Their name, when theirs, in thine they trace!” 346 F86 
Indeed, by dwelling on Bardus, Slatyer implicitly places his own Palae-Albion in the tradition of 
Bardus, tracing a line between himself and the ancient versifier. More than this, the recourse to 
Bardus recapitulates the doubling of the facing-page translation: from the universal to the 
particular. 
 Slatyer gives Bardus, however, a specific national association. He specifies that the ur-
poet belonged to the ancient British line. He may represent the model for an international coterie 
of poets in Slatyer’s present, but Slatyer claims that model as a part of his own native literary 
tradition. The poem’s counter-cosmopolitanism emerges here. For all its interest in mutability 
and migration, Palae-Albion remains a poem invested in translatio imperii and its election of 
England, which necessitates the individual inheritance of imperium. This nationalist inflection 
comes through in moments of the text where Slatyer reflects on the state of contemporary 
England. 
As Slatyer continues to consider the relation between poetry and history in his preface to 
the reader, his discussion takes a surprisingly insular turn—given the content of the poem 
surveyed thus far. The preface offers a defense for his writing a verse history of England. Noting 
that English readers appreciate verse histories that recount the “gests” of foreign nations, Slatyer 
justifies writing one for England: “Historie so conspicuous in it selfe, enueyled in the robes of 
Poesie, if worthily commendable, in many a famous forreine Nations gests, I may well thinke it 
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no wayes disallowable in our owne.” 347 F87 He then charges his fellow English readers with not 
valuing their native tradition sufficiently; they have turned “from our not curious Ancestors, in 
conseruation of Antiquities” and, instead, “our eyes gaze on our Neighbours ground, his 
manners, seldome looking to our selues, neare home.” He then proceeds to catalogue native 
British heroes, “more warlike, and worthy to be renowned martiall spirits” than the foreign 
heroes “whose acts Homer and Hesiods, the Mantuan and Theban Poets layes in that so famous 
and triumphant wise resound.” 348F88  
As Slatyer continues to bemoan his contemporaries’ obsession with the foreign, he 
retools Warner’s observation, with which this chapter began, that stories circulated abroad accrue 
more value than when they remain at home. Here, his xenophobic rhetoric reaches a fever pitch 
as he begins to directly chastise his readers for devaluing their native tradition: 
 
I feare, we should not be the true, plaine, downe-right, shall I say, or fantastique 
English-men, if Apes, Toyes, Monkeyes, Parrots, and Baboones, or yond-sea 
Owles, other Country-far-fetcht and new-fangle fashions, were not more fancy-
able to our braine-sicke humours, and plausible to our nice palats, then wiser and 
better obiects, more profitable and fitting matters, in staid and setled iudgements, 
nearer concerning both our selues and natiue home. Which being so, sans enuy be 
it spoken, for correcting our too generally corrupted iudgements, in applause of 
any nouell monstrous (I might say Monsters) manners, as more especially 
strangers gugawes, and to the present purpose, forreine stories neare or farre 
before our owne; whereby the same lie more vntrimd and trodden vnder foot; 
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since, what Scholers studie see wee? as nor Merchants traffique for those things, 
how good so-e’re, that are but seldome sought for, want vent, and are not 
saleable.349F89 
 
The flaw of “English-men” lies in their “braine-sicke humours” that are too susceptible to the 
“fancy-able” delights of the foreign and the novel. This distraction has resulted in the neglect of 
the English’s “natiue home,” and Slatyer’s use of animalistic language to describe the “braine-
sicke humours” of his contemporaries anticipates his description of the ancient Britons becoming 
uncivil as a result of their rejecting Bardus’s poetry. Consequentially, England’s “owne” stories 
have lost all value, being “vntrimed and trodden vnder foot” since they are not as in demand as 
foreign tales. Despite the text’s theoretical support or structural instantiation of James’s vision of 
a peaceful, united Europe, the preface repeats Warner’s economic metaphor to depict English 
writers as in competition with foreign European writers. Slatyer confesses that, as a result, he 
will himself engage in “Noueltie”—immediately after decrying it—since novelty seems to be the 
measure for what is and is not valuable: “This yet, incited me the more to trie new wayes, that 
Noueltie it selfe, and Nouelists fancying fancie pleased, and others, the best at least, contented, 
Albion and her Worthies might by this meanes, at all hands receiue some, though the meanest 
part of their true lustre, due, ancient and deserued glorie.” 350F90 If novelty is what makes the foreign 
stories exciting, Slatyer thus seeks to increase the value of native stories by reinventing them so 
that they will become novel—hence his need to defend the creative value and primacy of poetic 
creation over historical recounting. 
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 Slatyer’s rendering the native as novel and his invention of Bardus as the ur-poet of the 
European tradition coalesce and bring to a head the text’s counter-cosmopolitanism. The 
mutability at the heart of Slatyer’s Palae-Albion does not ultimately set the European kingdoms 
on an equal plane. Instead, it allows Slatyer to project Englishness onto the European traditions, 
to claim them as actually deriving from the ancient British past. This occurs most explicitly—
and is thematically continuous with Slatyer’s description of Bardus—in a dedicatory poem to 
“Poets Laureate,” whose “sweete layes” have earned them the “Garlands of ne’re fading 
boughes”; he then catalogues the laureates as 
 
Our Ennius, Chaucer, with old Line, 
Or Orpheus; where, Sidney deuine 
Sits with Musaeus; Johnson, Spencer, 
Drayton, Daniel, English Horace, Homer, 
Maro, Ouid; to sing ‘twould inspire, 
My dull Muse with deuiner fire. 351 F91 
 
Such catalogues are not at all uncommon in the period, 352F92 but this instance takes on a unique 
significance within the context of Palae-Albion. Slatyer projects English identity beyond the 
British isle, with Chaucer and Sidney receiving particularly special attention. The poem insists 
upon English poetry’s international, even universal, value at the same time that it claims a 
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mirroring one-to-one correspondence between the classical and English tradition—reinforced by 
the facing-page translation throughout. 
 
 
Conclusion: “That universall desire, bewitching our Europe”  
Slatyer dedicated his encyclopedic Palae-Albion to Michael Drayton, for his Poly-Olbion 
(1612)—a popular chorographical poem that surveys England’s topography—and John Selden’s 
accompanying prose Illustrations, i.e., critical commentary. In a dedicatory poem, Slatyer 
addresses “Diuine Drayton” and describes how he inspired the Palae-Albion. His encomium 
offers insight into just how Drayton differs: 
 
Thy Poly-Olbion did inuite, 
My Palae-Albion, thus to write. 
Thy Songs, mine Odes, thy Poësie, 
My harsh tunes, notes rude Symphonie; 
Thine, ancient Albions moderne Glories; 
Mine, moderne Olbions ancient Stories 353F93 
 
Slatyer casts the two works into a supplemental, complementary relation. Punning on 
albion/olbion, Slayter understands the two works to be two sides of the same historical coin (“th’ 
only difference, mine’s borne dying, / Thine sure on Fames wings euer flying,” Slatyer 
demurs354F94): Drayton wrote “Songs” organized around the present topography of Britain—the 
                                                          




historical result of ancient Albion—whereas Slatyer’s “Odes” recount the legendary histories 
that constitute the “Glories” of the present Drayton celebrates. Slatyer’s phrase “ancient Albions 
moderne Glories” contains a convoluted temporality that captures what’s distinct in Drayton: the 
authorial voice of the Poly-Olbion is rooted in the contemporary, as is the localities about which 
it sings. However, the temporal horizon to which the speaker looks is antiquity. More than this, 
Slatyer acknowledges what we might now call Drayton’s genealogical method: he versifies the 
“moderne Glories” contained within ancient Albion, imagining them from the present as 
contained in the distant past awaiting to unfold in time. Slatyer misses, however, the ways in 
which the Poly-Olbion’s spatio-temporal organization potentially delegitimizes the nationalist 
legendary history that both Warner and Slatyer write. 
The Poly-Olbion recounts British history strikingly different from Warner’s Albions 
England or Slatyer’s Palae-Albion. Indeed, the Poly-Olbion is not quite a universal history in the 
sense that I laid out above. Rather, its scope is intensely local, though the histories associated 
with these localities become international in scope; in this way, it too possesses a cosmopolitan 
potential. The chorographical localism of Drayton’s poem effectively dissolves the unity of the 
national community: any sense of a singular England, let alone Britain, becomes instead a 
granular accumulation of places, each with its own history that may or may not be shared across 
the island. I end with Drayton because his work represents a middle way between the 
cosmopolitan and counter-cosmopolitan. As a chorography, it is trained on the national; yet the 
structuring narrative logic of the poem, determined by space rather than time, upsets the relation 




It is my argument in this section that, through its intense focus on the local, the Poly-
Olbion demotes the Trojan-British past from the position of legend or history to tradition in the 
modernist sense, i.e., what Hobswam and Ranger would clarify as an “invented tradition”: a 
story about one’s past arising from “a set of practices, normally governed by overtly accepted 
rules and of a ritual or symbolic nature, which automatically implies continuity with the past. In 
fact, where possible, [these traditions] normally attempt to establish continuity with a suitable 
historic past.”355F95 Drayton’s chorography encyclopedically records the traditions of England and 
identifies their local origins and resonances. Throughout the work, as he surveys the British 
topography the speaker’s voice cedes to personifications of local features—streams, river isles, 
etc.—who narrate their own history, which often extends to antiquity. As a result, the ancient 
histories of a single, unified national community that Warner and Slatyer wrote become, in 
Drayton, fragmented; parts of that national history fracture into pieces that are attached to 
specific places, representative of only that locale—as local traditions—and not the larger 
national community. John Selden mirrors Drayton’s poetic localization in his “Illustrations,” in 
which he rigorously debunks the legends Drayton versifies and explains their provenances. If 
Warner and Slatyer narrate legendary history to consolidate a national identity (albeit quite 
differently), Drayton versifies the dispersal of the nation by pinning its collected traditions to its 
regions.  
As with Warner and Slatyer, the political context of the Poly-Olbion elucidates Drayton’s 
formal decision. Drayton wrote his poem in the first decade of James’s rule, when Parliament 
and the court debated the king’s proposal to unite England and Scotland as Great Britain. 356F96 In her 
study of how the Poly-Olbion responds to this debate, Claire McEachern argues that the most 
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salient discussion point of debate for Drayton in pro- and anti-union arguments concerned 
whether the legal status of Great Britain would supersede England and, furthermore, if these 
larger legal entities would overwrite local legal tradition and custom. She reads the Poly-Olbion 
as representing the stakes of this conflict: “The debate over the relation of England to Britain 
concerns that of the local to the total, and the region to the entirety of England—of custom to 
common law, and of common law to the jus gentium. The ‘real’ sides in the union debates were 
less pro or contra King, or pro or contra constitution, than whether the universal overrode the 
local, or the local the universal.” 357F97 McEachern’s argument concerning the legal status of region 
and country similarly illuminates the place of the historical, i.e., to whom does history belong: 
local traditions or national memory? It will be my argument that Drayton never allows traditions 
about ancient history to aggregate to the national, and that in this resistance to national identity 
lies an alternative to the universal histories of Warner and Drayton.  
In the Poly-Olbion, the legendary history of Britain’s ancient past appears in fragments. 
Personified nymphs narrate these fragmented episodes, such that there is no singular history nor 
a single voice behind the history. Drayton roots history to geography as opposed to chronology. 
As a reader, then, one cannot elide the difference between Drayton-as-author and the personified 
narrators of the history: one must understand the narration of the history within its specific 
context. Given that the Poly-Olbion is a chorography, location determines meaning, both literally 
in terms of geography and figuratively in terms of the text. For example, critics have argued for 
Drayton’s endorsement of the Trojan-British history by turning to song 6, in which the River 
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Wye rehearses a defense of Brute. 358F98 Here, the River Wye attacks those who critique the Trojan-
British history: 
 
Heere then I cannot chuse but bitterlie exclame 
Against those fooles that all Antiquitie defame, 
Because they have found out, some credulous Ages layd 
Slight fictions with the truth, whilst truth on rumor stayd; 
And that one forward Time (perceiving the neglect 
A former of her had) to purchase her respect, 
With toyes then trimd her up, the drowsie world t’allure, 
And lent her what it thought might appetite procure 
To man, whose mind doth still varietie pursue; 
And therefore to those things whose grounds were verie true, 
Though naked yet and bare (not having to content 
The weyward curious eare) gave fictive ornament; 
And fitter thought, the truth they should in question call, 
Then coldlie sparing that, the truth should goe and all. 359F99 
 
To read this as Drayton’s endorsement of these defenses is not only to elide the fundamental 
distinction between authorial and narrative voice, but to ignore the formal context and mode (i.e., 
prosopopoeia) of the passage: as the proem explains, the “Severne shee along doth goe, / Her 
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Metamorphosis to showe; / And makes the wandring Wy declame / In honour of the British 
name.”360F100 Before River Wye provides this critique, the Severne finishes the story of Locrine, an 
etiological story through the tragic death of the virgin Sabrina (sometimes spelled Sabrine). 
Having been “made” to do so by Severne, Wye follows up this native tale with a defense of its 
truthfulness. The history serves the fictional character Wye in the narrative of her relation to the 
Severne. Moreover, these characters also represent regional differences. The story of Sabrina 
provides the etiology for the name of the River Severne. The legend carries local significance; it 
is a part of Welsh tradition. Thus Wye’s critique of historical skepticism protects Severne’s and 
Welsh honor.  
Drayton narrativizes this geographically specific meaning of the British legendary history 
later in book 10. The last “Song” of the Poly-Olbion to survey Wales, this book presents a 
second defense of the native history that is interrupted as the narrative eye of the poem crosses 
from Wales into England. This interruption occurs during a speech that the personified River 
Dee delivers at the end of the book, in which the river nymph repeats the full account of Brute 
and offers a defense, much like the River Wye’s, of the legendary founder: 
 
And that whereon our Foe his greatest hold doth take, 
Against the handled Cause and most doth seeme to make, 
Is, that we shewe no Booke our Brutus to approve; 
But that our idle Bards, as their fond rage did move, 
Sang what their fancies pleas’d.361F101 
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Interestingly, Dee redeploys as her defense of Brutus the criticism humanists lodged against the 
legendary founder: the absence of any written record. Brute truly is the product of tradition, 
reinvented when the “fond rage” moves the “idle Bards”; the reality of Brute lives in what these 
bards’ “fancies pleas’d.” Tradition, Dee continues, carries more authority because it safeguards 
against oblivion, to which books are subject: “when of Ages past wee looke in bookes to read, / 
Wee retchlesly discharge our memory of those. / So when injurious Time, such Monuments doth 
lose.”362F102 Dee characterizes memory as living and active, not to be “discharged” and deposited in 
a material receptacle, vulnerable to decay or loss.  
Drayton thus depicts the river nymphs as continuing the tradition through their songs 
about Brute. But rather than simply preserving knowledge, the songs become the medium of 
competition: the rehearsal of tradition increases fame. Earlier in song 6, Wye recalls the “idle 
Bards” about which Dee sings: 
 
O memorable Bards, of unmixt blood, which still 
Posteritie shall praise for your so wondrous skill, 
That in your noble Songs, the long Descents have kept 
Of your great Heroës, else in Lethe that had slept, 
With theirs whose ignorant pride your labours have disdain’d; 
How much from time, and them, how bravelie have you gain’d! 363F103 
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Wye contrasts these ancient poets to the “fooles that all Antiquitie defame,” to whom “theirs 
whose ignorant pride” refers. 364F104 In these oppositions, which structure the relation between 
Drayton’s verse and Selden’s illustrations, arises an economy of fame, in which poetry invents 
“Descents” that increase the fame of the location to which a particular legend is attached; in 
contrast, history, through its criticism, cuts through such fanciful constructions of descent. 
Drayton’s poem thus decouples poetry and history. The two modes of writing serve two different 
functions: the former producing fame and the latter truth, which impinge on one another. Indeed, 
poetry supersedes history when it comes to tradition: regions invent their own “Descents” 
through their poetic labors, which historians then debunk in constructing an official national 
history. 
The cost of valuing poetry over history, though, is that the importance of tradition 
becomes limited to the region to which it provides meaning. After Dee continues her defense of 
Brute at some length, a bored “prease,” or multitude, interrupts her and demands a different 
tradition be told: 
 
When now the mighty prease, 
Impatient of his speech, intreat the Flood to cease, 
And cry with one consent, the Saxon state to showe, 
As angry with the Muse such labour to bestowe 
On Wales, but England still neglected thus to be. 365F105 
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The “prease” grow impatient with this Welsh tale and demand to hear England’s glories and the 
“Saxon state” declaimed. The interruption cuts Dee’s long-winded defense short. As a result, 
book 10 ends and 11 begins, which moves eastward and returns to the muse’s “native earth,” 
England.366 F106 The speaker announces that the Muse, described as a bird “with pinions summ’d and 
sound,” will sing “Of our great English bloods as carefull heere of yore, / As Cambria of her 
Brutes, now is, or could be then.”367F107 The Muse will give as much attention to the English as she 
did the Brutes, but the subjunctive communicates the very doubt that Dee was railing against: 
Brute could have been. The spelling of his name in the proem also reiterates this skepticism: 
“Dee, Bruit’s historie pursue.” This is the only instance in which the legendary founder’s name 
is spelled Bruit rather than Brute in the work, which makes explicit the potential pun of “rumor” 
or “noise” in Brute’s name. Moreover, the opposition between “English bloods” and “Cambria . . 
. her Brutes” marks an essential difference: the tradition marks an ethnic difference among the 
peoples of Britain. This focus on the local and the competitions among nymphs demonstrate that 
the desire to preserve the felt exceptionality of the local undergirds historical tradition and the 
fame to which it is intended to give rise.   
Indeed, the desire for a tradition that renders identity illustrious is what leads to the 
counter-cosmopolitanism in Warner and Slatyer. What sets Drayton’s work apart is its 
recognition and representation of the driving impulse of universal history, the identification of 
tradition and its historical depth. What Drayton figures poetically in the verse of Poly-Olbion, 
John Selden states explicitly in his “Illustration” appended to Drayton’s songs. In his discussion 
of the legend of Trojan Brute Selden explains that it is “more enforst by Cambro-Britons” (the 
Welsh); despite the local attachments to the legend, however, belief in it grows out of what 
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Selden calls “that universall desire, bewitching our Europe, to derive their bloud from Trojans, 
which for them might as well be by supposition of their ancestors marriages with the other 
deduced Romane Colonies who by originall were certainly Trojan, if their antiquities deceive 
not.”368F108 Though critical of the local variation of it, the “universall desire” becomes a means 
through which Selden, as Warner and Slatyer both do in their particular ways, reasserts England 
as a constitutive part of “our Europe”—the possessive pronoun emphasizing this relation. At the 
same time, Selden’s comment works to also emphasize the fictional ethnological identity at the 
basis of “our Europe,” the Trojan heritage, just as Drayton’s poem demystifies the process of 
constructing traditions in order to enhance the acclaim of one’s national identity. Indeed, in 
qualifying “desire” with “universall,” Selden identifies precisely why universal history in early 
modern Europe possessed cosmopolitan potential: the shared practice of legendary genealogy 
that helped give rise to a sense of a larger international community, i.e., “our Europe.” In Warner 
and Slatyer, however, this “universall desire” shrinks to a particular desire, i.e., to praise and 
elevate the fame of England against its shared European past. In contrast, in the Poly-Olbion this 
desire and the process of inventing tradition that it prompts serve as the object of poetic 
investigation.
                                                          




Toward a Sympathetic Cosmopolitanism in Shakespeare’s Cymbeline 
 
In the final act of Shakespeare’s Cymbeline, Posthumus experiences a masque-like vision of his 
family that, in repairing the lacuna of his familial origins announced at the play’s beginning, 
evokes honor and shame in turn. In a ghostly visitation, the Leonati address Posthumus, 
revealing to him his origins. His father Sicilius announces that “great nature like his ancestry / 
Moulded the stuff so fair” that Posthumus “deserved the praise o’th’ world / As great Sicilius’ 
heir” (5.3.141–45).369F1 Whereas the play opens with the First Gentleman saying he cannot “delve 
[Posthumus] to the root” (1.1.33), the vision reveals these roots, and Posthumus learns that they 
would, as the Second Gentleman says, “honour him / Even of out of … report” (1.1.60–61). 
When he awakes from the dream, he apostrophizes Sleep, thanking it for having “begot / A 
father to me” and “created / A mother and two brothers” (5.4.217–19). Though grateful for this 
dream, Posthumus also feels a certain shame, based on his unworthiness to receive such 
knowledge about his family and noble ancestry: “Many dream not to find, neither deserve, / And 
yet are steeped in favours; so am I, / That have this golden chance and know not why” (5.3.224–
26). This vision serves to remind him of his own dishonorable actions: he not only plotted to 
murder Innogen, whom he falsely believes has betrayed him, but he has also avoided 
participating in skirmishes between the British and Roman soldiers. 
Posthumus’s dream vision can stand in for the dramatic genre of the English history play: 
a performance of English playgoers’ ancestors, granting those playgoers the fantasy of contact 
with their forebears while simultaneously prompting self-reflection on the continuities and 
discontinuities between the past and present. Cymbeline stages such a fantasy of ancestral contact 
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by representing the events of the second Roman invasion of Britain. In drawing this material 
from Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia rerum Britanniae (ca. 1136), Cymbeline participates in a 
wider engagement with the Galfridian past, which supplied popular material for the Jacobean 
stage. Around the same time that the King’s Men performed Cymbeline, the Prince’s Men staged 
Robert Armin’s The Valiant Welshman, depicting, roughly, the same historical event. Soon after, 
the King’s Men performed John Fletcher’s Bonduca (ca. 1614), staging the British queen’s 
resistance to Roman occupation, and around 1616 student players put on Jasper Fisher’s Troes 
Fuimus, staging the first Roman invasion, at Magdalen College, Oxford. The interest in the 
historical relationship between Rome and ancient Britain makes sense in the context of the reign 
of James I, who was notoriously fixated on ancient Rome, but there was also a broader cultural 
appeal to pre-Roman legendary episodes drawn from Geoffrey’s history, evidenced by plays 
such as Gorboduc (1561/62), the Queen’s Men’s Leir (printed in 1594), Locrine (printed in 
1595), and Shakespeare’s Lear (1606), each of which have survived, as well as Belinus, Brute 
Greenshield, The Conquest of Brute Part One and Part Two, and Mulmutius Dunwallow, all of 
which have been lost. 370F2 These plays provided early modern English playgoers with a legendary 
past of illustrious heroes comparable to (and interconnected with) classical legends and invited 
those playgoers to engage imaginatively and affectively with that Galfridian past as a way of 
understanding their own present as an emerging nation. 
Put in the language of this dissertation, then, these plays—Cymbeline included—
participate in what I describe as exemplary nationalism. They stage historical figures who model 
to the audience a national-type that cuts across noble and nonnoble distinctions. In this chapter, I 
return to the Shakespearean stage in order to show how Shakespeare’s Cymbeline, much like his 
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Troilus and Cressida, revises the relation of the ancient past to the present. Troilus and Cressida 
rendered the Trojan War a “bastard” event in history, suspending its genealogical significance, 
and ridiculed the exemplary reading of classical heroism. Building from this critique, Cymbeline 
imagines the possibility of reconfiguring the exemplary past—staging an alternative national 
type as the legendary Innogen rather than Brute. The play thus participates in the kind of fame-
driven recollection that I analyzed in chapter 2 to reimagine Innogen; as a result the play 
imagines the possibility of a cosmopolitanism that is premised not on elite, feudal, sanguine 
relation but, instead, on sympathy. In this way, the play avoids the counter-cosmopolitanism 
described in chapter 3, limning rather a form of international relation that anticipates the liberal, 
bourgeois cosmopolitanism of the eighteenth century.  
To make this argument, I read Cymbeline in the context of the Jacobean propaganda for 
unification that I discussed in chapters 1 and 3. Numerous scholars have focused more 
specifically on James I’s use of Geoffrey’s Brute in his self-mythologization as the prophesied 
monarch destined to reunite and revive Britain. 371F3 I build on this research by considering the 
significance of affect in representations of the legendary ancient Britons—specifically, how a 
reader’s or playgoer’s affective responses might attach that individual to a national community 
through the desire for a return to an uncorrupted, native identity: a renewal of ancient glory. But 
more than simply inducing a patriotic enthusiasm, the Galfridian legends evoke an affective 
circuit of shame and pride, routed through a gendering of the present as an emasculation of the 
valorous past. 
                                                          
3 Tristan Marshall, Theatre and Empire: Great Britain on the London Stages under James VI and I (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 2000); Scott Schofield, “According to ‘the common receiued opinion’: Munday’s 
Brute in The Triumphes of Re-United Britannia (1605),” in Fantasies of Troy: Classical Tales and the Social 
Imaginary in Medieval and Early Modern Europe, ed. Alan Shepard and Stephen Powell (Toronto: CRRS, 2004), 
253–68; Richard Dutton, “King Lear, the Triumphs of Reunited Britannia and ‘the Matter of Britain,’” Literature 
and History 12, no. 2 (1986): 139–51. 
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In this chapter I argue that in Cymbeline Shakespeare responds to the way that Jacobean 
writers used Galfridian material to redefine England’s national identity through their support of 
James’s vision of a unified Great Britain and Prince Henry’s vision of England as the champion 
of Protestantism abroad. Cymbeline’s response operates indirectly to suggest a sympathetic 
cosmopolitanism, premised neither on James’s project of unification nor militant Protestantism. 
On the one hand, King Cymbeline’s resistance to Lucius—the Roman narrative—plays out the 
desire for English sovereignty, James’s absolutism and isolationist policies (in the first decade of 
his reign), as well as his desire to thereby redefine the kingdom according to his vision of a 
unified Great Britain. On the other, Posthumus and Giacomo’s competition over Innogen—the 
wager narrative—challenges the virtue of the British character by testing Innogen’s virtue and 
Posthumus’s trust within a wider European context, specifically France and Italy. In both 
narratives, the play depends on a logic of exemplarity grounded in report: the reputation of 
Innogen and Posthumus as well as that of the ancient British past that Cymbeline recalls. Yet, 
what makes Shakespeare’s Cymbeline exceptional in its use of Galfridian legend is its revision of 
such appeals to the past through the character of Innogen. Through the anachronistic layering of 
the first legendary British queen onto the play’s princess at a moment of historical rupture (i.e., 
the emergence of Roman Britain), the play utilizes the very epistemological fluidity of the 
Galfridian past to reimagine an ancient forebear, that is, Innogen, whose dramatization evokes a 
different affective response and, concomitantly, a different originary identity to be renewed. Put 
simply, Cymbeline presents Innogen as an exemplary British hero, thereby reconfiguring her 
position in the Galfridian tradition. In so doing, Shakespeare delineates the affective use of the 
Galfridian legends and their gendered deployment, in the construction and protection of both 
personal and national identity. 
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I begin by situating the play in the context of earlier uses of Galfridian legends to 
construct national identity and reputation, emphasizing specifically how their use shifted from 
Elizabeth’s reign to the first decade of James I’s rule. I then turn to the wager and Roman 
invasion narratives to explicate how Posthumus and Cymbeline, respectively, dramatize the 
competition over male reputation and national reputation and to establish their interdependence 
as complementary processes. I turn, finally, to Innogen to consider how, in Cymbeline, she 
represents a different originary model of antiquity that falls outside of the masculinist 
coordinates of the native legends as well as the place of women in legendary history generally. 
 
Fame, Shame, and Performing Identity 
In the first scene of Cymbeline, the First Gentleman voices the play’s preoccupation with the 
question of how origins relate to identity. After summarizing recent events at King Cymbeline’s 
court, the Second Gentleman asks the First, “What’s [Posthumus’s] name and birth?” The First 
Gentleman replies, “I cannot delve him to the root” (1.1.27–28). The lacuna of Posthumus’s 
familial origins foregrounds the interpretive dynamic between history and identity—that one’s 
history serves as the grounds from which identity emerges. 372F4 Contemporary historians were faced 
with a parallel lacuna of their realm’s “root.” Around the same time that the King’s Men 
performed Cymbeline, Philemon Holland translated William Camden’s Britannia (first printed in 
1587, translated in 1610), a popular and influential antiquarian chorography that forwarded a 
skeptical view toward the same legendary historical narrative from which Shakespeare adapted 
                                                          
4 For the understood relation between history, origins, and one’s identity, see Rothstein, “Etymology, Genealogy, 
and the Immutability of Origins,” Renaissance Quarterly 43, no. 2 (1990): 332–47; Alvin Snyder, “Introduction,” 




Cymbeline.373F5 These narratives stuck, however, because the threat of losing one’s historical origins 
meant losing knowledge of one’s identity. Edward Hall expressed this concern as the threat of 
“Obliuion”: “the cancard enemie to Fame and renoune[,] the suckyng serpe[n]t of auncient 
memory.”374F6 Hall opposes oblivion, the loss of history, to “Fame and renoune,” which preserves 
not only “auncient memory” but also, as the word renoune denotes, identity—the social, 
historical, and political status of the self. The first scene of Cymbeline thus introduces a 
triangulation between history, identity, and report. Report is a translation of fama, a lexically 
capacious word in the period, for which John Florio provides report, rumor, fame, reputation, 
renown, and brute as English options when translating fama.375F7 Immediately after describing 
Posthumus, for example, the First Gentleman introduces Cloten to the Second Gentleman as 
“Too bad for bad report” (1.1.17). The word report appears in Cymbeline twenty-one times—
more than in any other play by Shakespeare. By unpacking the meaning of report, we make 
salient how Shakespeare reimagines legendary history to foreground the imbrication of origins, 
reputation, and identity. 
                                                          
5 This skepticism was first made popular in England by Polydore Vergil’s Anglica Historia (first printed in 1534, 
and reprinted in 1546 and 1555), and by the time of Holland’s translation the legends were largely seen as fabulous. 
See also Jodi Mikalachi, “Cymbeline and the Masculine Romance of Roman Britain,” Shakespeare Quarterly 46, no. 
3 (1995): 301–22, for a discussion of the desire for tracing British origins predating the Roman conquest. 
6 Edward Hall, The vnion of the two noble and illustre famelies (London, 1548), ❧iir. Hall goes on to praise 
Geoffrey’s Historia for saving ancient Britain from oblivion. If it were not for Geoffrey’s account of “the commyng 
of Brute with the sequele of his linage,” then “Brute with al his posteritie had ben buried in the poke of Obliuion”: 
Ibid., ❧iiv. 
7 For example, Brian Walsh, Shakespeare, the Queen’s Men, and the Elizabethan Performance of 
History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 74–107, posits that, in The True Tragedy of Richard III, 
one should read the figure of Report in relation to the opening dialogue between Truth and Poetry, a scene that, he 
argues, presents the problem of the inability of relaying truth without poetry, especially on the stage. Moreover, 
Walsh directly links the figure of Report with Puttenham’s Arte of Poesie (1589), in which Puttenham lists the 
term report as synonymous with anaphora, a rhetorical figure of repetition: “Repetition in the first degree we call 
the figure of Report according to the Greeke originall, and is when we make one word begin, and as they are wont to 
say, lead the daunce to many verses in sute, as thus” (165). Report signifies within a musical register, too. Bacon 
writes in the Sylva Sylvarum that “The Reports and Fuges, have an Agreement with the Figures in Rhetorick, of 
Repetition and Traduction” (topic 113). In England’s Helicon, the compiler included a lyric entitled “A Report Song 




Shakespeare could have gleaned these interlocking relations in the classical 
representation of Fama, or Report/Rumor, Virgil’s and Ovid’s monstrous goddess. Virgil’s 
notoriously misogynist depiction casts her as “Monstrous, deformed, titanic,” with “as many 
tongues and buzzing / Mouths as eyes.” 376F8 And just as Virgil feminizes Fama, Fama also forwards 
the narrative of the translatio imperii in the Aeneid via the reputation of Queen Dido. 377F9 The 
narrative consequence of Fama in the Aeneid thus anticipates the romantic conflict between 
Posthumus and Innogen with which Cymbeline opens, introduced by the First Gentleman: a royal 
woman taking up with the wrong lover. In the Aeneid, Fama alerts King Iarbas to Dido’s cave-
sheltered romance with Aeneas, which angers Iarbas since, “After refusing to marry me [Dido] 
has taken / Aeneas to be master in her realm” (4.361–75). In contrast to Fama spreading Dido’s 
shame, Mercury—the masculine foil to Fama—reminds Aeneas of his duty: “if you will not 
strive / For your own honor,” Mercury chastises Aeneas, “think of Ascanius, / Think of the 
expectations of your heir / Iulus” (4.371–73). In this source text for early modern thought on 
report and reputation, then, the function of report is structured by gender. Fama damns Dido to 
self-annihilation, while Mercury spurs Aeneas toward self-realization. But the Aeneid also, albeit 
subtly, draws the connection between history and identity, or the renewal of identity in the case 
of Aeneas, via affect: Mercury tells Aeneas to remember his father and to consider his heirs, 
directives meant to shame him into returning to his original goal: the founding of empire. 
Mercury thus leads Aeneas to the renewal of his preordained duty by reminding him of his past 
                                                          
8 See Virgil, Aeneid 4.171–95, in Eclogues. Georgics. Aeneid: Books 1–6, trans. H. Rushton Fairclough and rev. G. 
P. Roold (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1999); Ovid, Metamorphoses 12.39–63, in Metamorphoses, 
Volume II: Books 9–15, trans. Frank Justus Miller and rev. G. P. Good (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1916). 
9 Philip Hardie stresses this point in his encyclopedic study of Fama: see Rumor and Renown: Representations of 
Fama in Western Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), esp. chaps. 4 and 9. 
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(and, by mentioning his heir “Iulus,” Virgil creates a parallel dynamic between his readers and 
their legendary forefather). 
In Shakespeare’s England, stage plays, especially history plays, could perform a similar 
role as Mercury. However, the staging of the past took on the form of exemplary nationalism, 
which Thomas Nashe’s Pierce Penniless (1592) demonstrates. Nashe praises a dramatization of 
Talbot, possibly from Shakespeare’s Henry VI, Part 1, 378F10 for its rejuvenation of masculine virtue 
in playgoers: “First, for the subject of them, (for the most part) it is borrowed out of our English 
chronicles, wherein our forefathers’ valiant acts (that have lain long buried in rusty brass and 
worm-eaten books) are revived, and they themselves raised from the grave of oblivion, and 
brought to plead their aged honors in open presence; than which, what can be a sharper reproof 
to these degenerate effeminate days of ours?”11 Whereas this description of the affective force of 
the early modern theater has been much discussed, 379F12 I want to consider the particular kind of 
affect that Nashe describes and that representations of the illustrious past invoke. Jean Howard 
and Phyllis Rackin read Nashe’s description as describing the theater’s “power to refashion the 
malleable spectator into a person fit for heroic action.” 380F13 Paying attention to the language of 
                                                          
10 Mario DiGangi, “Henry VI, Part 1: ‘Wounded Alpha Bad Boy Soldier,’” in Shakesqueer: A Queer Companion to 
the Complete Works of Shakespeare, ed. Madhavi Menon (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2011), 131, 
reminds us that “it would be wrongly positivistic … to assert absolutely that the passage from Nashe refers to Henry 
VI, Part 1.” 
11 Pierce Penniless (London, 1592), 212. 
12 For recent overviews on affect and the theater, see Steven Mullaney, “Affective Technologies: Toward an 
Emotional Logic of the Elizabethan Stage,” in Environment and Embodiment in Early Modern England, ed. Mary 
Floyd-Wilson and Garrett A. Sullivan Jr. (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 71–89; Matthew 
Steggle, Laughing and Weeping in Early Modern Theatres(Aldershot: Ashgate, 2007); Walsh, Shakespeare, the 
Queen’s Men, 23–28; Alison Hobgood, Passionate Playgoing in Early Modern England (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2014); Katharine Craik and Tanya Pollard, eds., Shakespearean Sensations: Experiencing 
Literature in Early Modern England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013). 
13 Jean Howard and Phyllis Rackin, Engendering a Nation: A Feminist Account of Shakespeare’s English 
Histories (London: Routledge, 2002), 19. Nashe’s passage has received much attention. For example, DiGangi 
argues that Nashe “reveal[s] queer affects centered on the body of the wounded hero” in the dramatic construction of 
nationalism (“Henry VI, Part 1,” 131); Andrew Gurr argues for Nashe reflecting a desire for realism (Playgoing in 
Shakespeare’s London [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004], 165); and Christopher Pye reads into it “an 
element of subversive fantasy” (The Vanishing: Shakespeare, the Subject, and Early Modern Culture [Durham, NC: 
Duke University Press, 2000], 37). 
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Nashe shows that this occurs not simply through eliciting patriotic enthusiasm, but shame, for 
Talbot offers a “sharper reproof” to the “degenerate effeminate” English audiences. 
Eve Sedgwick’s explication of shame is useful here. Sedgwick explains, building on 
Silvan Tomkin’s definition, that one feels shame in a moment of misrecognition. Misrecognition 
describes the dramatic encounter with Talbot: for Nashe, the contrast between the playgoers 
living in “these degenerate effeminate days of ours” and the valorous Talbot denies the 
possibility of the former’s immediate recognition of and identification with the latter. Shame 
then prompts self-reflection, as Sedgwick argues: shame disrupts the self “in a circuit of identity-
constituting identificatory communication,” so that “shame and identity remain in very dynamic 
relation to one another, at once deconstituting and foundational, because shame is both peculiarly 
contagious and peculiarly individuating.” 381F14 Sedgwick deploys the metaphor of circuitry to 
suggest two qualities of shame: it is interpersonal, inasmuch as one feels shame in the presence 
of others, that is, a circuitry between the self and the group; but it is also individuating, for in this 
disruptive moment, shame forces the individual to reflect on her relation to another individual or 
collective. Sedgwick goes on to conclude that, as a result, shame has the potential to become 
pride: “shame turns itself skin side out” so that “shame and pride” are “different interlinings of 
the same glove.”382 F15 That is, through individuation, the cause of shame can be transformed into a 
source of pride as the subject redefines herself and her relationality through that which was 
initially shameful. This process illuminates how Talbot would evoke shame and patriotism in 
turn, and this model of affective response likewise illuminates how the Galfridian legends 
                                                          
14 Ibid. 
15 Ibid., 38. For an overview of theories of shame, see Georgia Brown’s Redefining Elizabethan 
Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), in which she argues that shame was integral to the 
construction of authorship and the practice of writing in the 1590s. However, whereas Brown focuses on authorial 
shame, this chapter considers instead shame as an operative affect in the literary construction of national identity. 
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functioned in both Elizabethan and Jacobean literature—Cymbeline being no exception. 383F16 For 
example, in Barnabe Googe’s “Epytaphe of M. Shelley slayne at Musselbroughe” (1563), the 
speaker, M. Shelley, invokes Trojan Brute in order to inspire his men to fight heroically—that is, 
as true Englishmen should—by producing the affect of shame over their effeminacy: “O 
Cowards all, and maydly men of Courage faynt and weake, / Vnworthye com of Brutus race, is 
this your manhode gon?”384F17 The speaker registers his disappointment by contrasting Brute’s 
courage to his “maydly” soldiers “faynt and weake.” Merely naming Brute produces a feeling of 
shame in the soldiers, by way of emasculation, with the intended result that this shame spurs 
them individually to reclaim their identity as Brute’s worthy descendants. 
The exemplary nationalism premised on present shame, which becomes the basis for a 
communal identity (a variation on what I’m calling famed communities), follows from 
contemporary theorizations of how the English derived their nobility from Brute. That is, with 
the severing of the literal genealogical connection to the Trojan-Briton past and its substitution 
with an exemplary nationalism, performance becomes the means by which one acquires nobility, 
and hence Englishness. Richard Harvey explains this performative nobility in his prose defense 
of utility of the Trojan-British legends, Philadelphus, or a defence of Brutes, and the Brutans 
history (1593). The younger brother of Gabriel Harvey (and older brother of the less famous 
John Harvey) and failed astrologer—taunted by Nashe in print for publishing predictions that 
never came occurred—Richard Harvey defended not simply the historical veracity of Brute but 
his importance—as Nashe described Talbot—in promoting virtue and nobility in English 
                                                          
16 Helen Cooper, The English Romance in Time: Transforming Motifs from Geoffrey of Monmouth to the Death of 
Shakespeare (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), 7: “these were the stories that the Elizabethans grew up with: 
which they did not need to learn, because they were so deep a part of their culture … they remained not just a field 
of reference but a way of thinking.” 
17 Barnabe Googe, Eglogs epytaphes, and sonettes (London, 1563), Ciiv. 
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readers.385F18 Harvey dedicated his book to the Earl of Essex, known for his patronage of 
exemplarity, and punning on bruit/Brute he summarizes the purview of his book: “I cannot in 
loyaltie defend euery Brute, but I may without any breach of dutie, defend this great Brute of 
Brutanie.” He would defend an ideal rather than any particular instance of it. 
 Harvey begins by defining nobility by rejecting absolutely that it is inherited. As opposed 
to the genealogical, or even the prophetic, claims regarding Brute, Harvey argues for a nobility 
derived from performing in imitation of Brute: “We seeke no No[b]ilitie, from Brute, we count 
not of our forefathers noblenesse, but of our owne. Nobilitie I can tell you, goeth not by byrth 
and riches in Brutany, but by vertue: it standeth not vpon antiquitie, but vpon right: we euer say, 
that noblenesse is a superioritie or dominion in vertuous actes, and that other thinges without 
vertue are but minoritie and subiection, and colours, and naught worth.” 386F19 One acquires nobility 
actively, not through the passive reception of history. Harvey describes this acquisition of 
nobility as occurring through the same dynamic of shame/emasculation as Nashe, but, in 
contrast, defines virtuous masculine national identity in terms of not allowing oneself to be 
simply “subject[ed]” to Brute: “Yet, we are not desirous, that Brute should be our Conquerour, 
we wish not subiection to him, or anie other outlandish Nobleman: we had rather winne the land 
that this Brute came from, and subdue it vnder our feete.” 387F20 As a result of such “winning,” as he 
later describes “this Idea,” one “would be a man of men, as God is named the Lord of Lords.” 388F21 
In properly performing the nobility of Brute, one is constantly re-claiming Albion as England—a 
permanent colonizing on which national identity claims itself. Thus Harvey’s becomes an 
                                                          
18 Coincidentally, Nashe and Richard Harvey were well acquainted with one another, and were engaged in a decade-
long argument, but Nashe lacking respect for the overly credulous Harvey. The Harveys were all shorter in stature, 
which lead Nashe to derisively refer to Richard as “Pigmey Dicke,” describing him as “a notable ruffian with his 
pen.” The Works of Thomas Nashe, ed. R. B. McKerrow, 5 vols. (1904–10; repr. 1958), 1:270; 3:81. 
19 Philadelphus, or a defence of Brutes, and the Brutans history (London, 1593), 1-2. 
20 Ibid., 12-13. 
21 Ibid., 103. 
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exemplarity on steroids: “I beleeue, and to be plaine, I see nothing euen in Vlisses or Achilles, 
but it may be seen, I hope, in another, vnlesse these books will giue me leaue to trie, whether I 
may surmount their Nobilities, I will be so bold in reason as to say, that books were made to 
keep men vnder a certain height, and within a certain compasse, and to make men half the men 
that they might be.”389 F22 Imitation of the exemplar isn’t sufficient: one must “surmount their 
Nobilities.” In this way, the English can claim, phoenix-like, the immortal nobility from Brute: 
“Yet infinite be that time, which is predestinated for the name of Brute and his Brutans, 
euerlasting be that honor which is due to the branches of such a Tree as groweth without 
withering, is strong without decay, and may best serue euen for the Phenix of all men, and Vna 
of all the women in the earth.”390F23 Reading Nashe and Harvey together, then, we can appreciate 
how this kind of exemplary nationalism challenges and replaces feudal cosmopolitanism. 391F24  
This exemplary use of the Trojan-British past appeared in contemporary poems and 
plays, in contrast to which Cymbeline stages a reinvented mode of exemplarity. Two other 
Roman invasion plays proximate to Cymbeline incorporated similar appeals to Brute that 
initiated an affective relay between shame and nobility. In both, Brute serves as a figure of 
renewal even more explicitly than in the above examples. In The Valiant Welshman, King 
Gederus (Guiderius in Cymbeline) spurs his fellow Britons to battle the oncoming Romans in 
much the same way as Googe’s Shelley: “Harke, Romane Cesar comes: now Brittaynes fight, / 
                                                          
22 Ibid., 106. 
23 Ibid., 32.  
24 To offer one more example, Thomas Fenne makes a similar point in his collection Fennes fruits: “There is also a 
kinde of pride in diuers proudly to vaunt themselues, boasting of their auncient pedegree, noble parentage, standing 
on their generositie, as though the noble acts of their auncesters were sufficient to colour, shadowe and hide their 
vaine and lewd life by their vaunting banitie, not considering that the good qualities, courteous behauoirs, and gentle 
demeanours of a man, maketh him to become a Gentleman: but rather will challenge their gentilitie from their 
auncient Parents, if any of them had either name or fame by any good verue or act, although diuers of the same race 
and stocke, were both wicked, vaine and lewde.” Fennes Fruits: which booke is diuided into three feveral partes 




Like Brutus sonnes, for freedome and for right” (D1r). Similarly, in Fuimus Troes, King 
Cassibelan’s younger brother Nennius, another legendary national hero celebrated in early 
modern England, uses the same rhetoric to ready his fellow Britons for Caesar’s invasion: “Now, 
royal friends, the heirs of mighty Brute, / You see what storm hangs hovering o’er this land, / 
Ready to pour down cataclysms of blood. / Let ancient glory then inflame your hearts” (2.1.63–
66). Here, Nennius uses the threat of shame—their defeat—in urging the Britons to live up to 
their “ancient glory.” In Cymbeline, Posthumus narrates in act 5, scene 3, the turning point of the 
battle between Britain and Rome, with the former gaining the upper hand on account of Belarius, 
Guiderius, and Arviragus inspiring their fellow Britons: 
 
Accommodated by the place, more charming 
With their own nobleness, which could have turned 
A distaff to a lance, gilded pale looks; 
Part shame, part spirit renewed, that some, turned coward 
But by example—O a sin in war, 
Damned in the first beginners!—gan to look 
the way that they did and to grin like lions 
Upon the pikes o’th’ hunter. 
(5.3.32–39) 
 
The three Britons in Welsh disguise emblematize British militarism—indeed, they are associated 
with the legendary Trojan past through both geography and their names 392F25—rendering them 
                                                          
25 Emrys Jones, “Stuart Cymbeline,” Essays in Criticism 11 (1961): 84–99, first made this observation. 
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valorous exempla that “charmed” their fellow Britons with “part shame” and “part spirit 
renewed.” The three induced a feeling of shame, fear, and cowardice in their fellow Britons, but 
these emotions hardened into courageous resolve in which the soldiers “gan to look / the way 
that they [Belarius, Guiderius, and Arviragus] did.” 393F26  
This use of the legendary past to induce renewal has operated on an individual within an 
imagined community to live up to the “ancient glory” of that community. A second, related use 
common in treatments of Galfridian legends is their deployment in celebrating that imagined 
national community on an inter-, rather than intra-, national plane. Elizabethan writers used the 
figure of Brute to praise English/British fame not only to renew an originary identity but to boast 
that identity as internationally reputable. Lodowick Lloyd, a Welsh courtier who spent much of 
his literary career writing advice literature, exemplifies this use. In a dedicatory poem for Henry 
Parry’s Welsh dictionary, Egluryn ffraethineb (The elucidator of eloquence; 1595), Lloyd uses 
the Welsh bardic tradition of Brute to promote the fame of Britain by praising their original 
Trojan ancestry. He begins by comparing the relation between the bardic accounts of Brute to the 
relation between the Talmud and the Jews, the Quran and Turks, and the  
 
Memphian Chronicles and Egyptians: 
IF of their Thalmud Iewes made much, if Turks their Alcoran boast, 
If Priests of Egypt did commend their Memphia Chronicles most: 
Then Brittaines may their Bardi brag, and yeeld them gwerdon due; 
which pend their praise, advanc’d their fame, & did their names renue. 394F27 
                                                          
26 This reflects a trend in English writers’ appropriating the Welsh and Welsh literary traditions to represent a British 
identity that is then made to reflect only English interests: see Schwyzer, Literature, Nationalism, and Memory. 
27 Lodowick Lloyd, dedication to Henry Parry, Egluryn ffraethineb [The elucidator of eloquence] (London, 1595), 




Here, rather than feel shame over their contemporary inadequacy, the “Brittaines” should “brag” 
over the bardic legends of Trojan origin, to “yeeld” the bards “gwerdon due,” praising them for 
memorializing their origins and thereby bestowing the British international fame (if only 
imagined). Ultimately, the point of Lloyd’s dedication is that Parry’s lexicological work on 
Welsh leads him to revive the original Trojan-British tongue and, therefore, identity: “Dardania 
is by him renude, and Troy revivde againe.”395F28 
These uses of Brute mutually reinforce each other specifically through the vector of 
reputation, or report. That is, because antiquity and origins preserve an ideal identity 
unblemished by the corruption of time, national reputation becomes tied to the national past. 396F29 
Appeals to antiquity, then, served several purposes: they preserved the tradition of an origin at 
the same time that origins upheld national exceptionality. But while Elizabethan writers 
generally didn’t attach Galfridian legends to any particular Elizabethan political agenda, other 
than praising Elizabeth, they became central to promoting Jacobean politics. In other words, in 
the hands of Jacobean propagandists, the renewal effected by appeals to the legendary past 
became transformations cast as returns. 
I return here to material surveyed in chapter 1 to excavate from them their affective 
impact. As discussed, the most popular trope cast James allegorically as a Second Brute, 
                                                          
Jones, “The Brogyntyn Welsh Manuscripts,” National Library of Wales Journal 7, no. 4 (1592): 277–315, esp. 304–
9. 
28  Lloyd, dedication, Av. In another poem by Lodowick Lloyd, The pilgrimage of princes (London, 1573), 217r, 
Lloyd announces Elizabeth’s fame by describing her as descending from “a branche from Brutus line”; he asks for 
“Virgills vaine in verse” to properly praise her (215r). Lloyd’s use of Brute was common. In The moste notable 
Historie of John Lorde Mandosse Translated from the Spanish by T. de la Peend (London, 1565), [Bviir], the 
speaker claims that the “stories olde” of “Troian Brute” advance the fame of England. 
29 This relation is represented visually on, for example, the title pages of John Speed’s Theatre of the Empire of 
Great Britaine (London, 1610); Michael Drayton’s Poly-Olbion (London, 1612); Sir Walter Raleigh’s The History 
of the World (London, 1614); William Slatyer’s Palae-Albion (London, 1622). 
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reuniting the realms that the first Brute divided among his sons. 397F30 This was the theme of 
Anthony Munday’s Lord Mayor’s Show Britannia Re-United (1603), in which the character 
Brute says of James that 
 
The hand of heauen did peacefully elect 
................................................................ 
This second Brute… . 
Wales, England, Scotland, ſeuerd first by me: 
To knit againe in blessed vnity. 
(Biiiv) 
 
Similarly, in Stephen Harrison’s The arch’s of triumph (1604), Zeal personified describes 
England as “By Brute diuided, but by you [James] alone, All are againe vnited, and made One.” 
In Vertue triumphant (1603), William Leighton repeats the theme, writing, “From that true 
stocke of Brutus, graft so long. / Blessed be heau’n, a Princely Britaine raignes, / And that so 
goodly plants of Brute remaines” (184). The trope of James as Second Brute engages the circuit 
of shame described above, but displaces it from the individual to the communal. Harrison, 
however, slightly adjusts the coordinates of shame-pride: that Brute left the isle divided into 
three geopolitical areas becomes the shameful past that James I must reverse. But, whereas in the 
affect circuit limned above shame leads to self-reflection that prompts self-renewal, here, that 
desire for renewal is displaced onto James, who will reunite and restore Britain for his subjects. 
                                                          
30 For critical discussions of this trope, see Marshall, Theatre and Empire, chap. 1; James, Shakespeare’s Troy, chap. 
1; Shepard and Powell, Fantasies of Troy. 
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In contrast to his father, Prince Henry’s ambitions were directed outward, toward the 
international: the prince promoted militant Protestant campaigns abroad to curtail the spreading 
of Catholicism by the Habsburg Empire globally. 398 F31 As with his father, writers drew upon the 
Galfridian legends to celebrate Prince Henry too. For example, in Michael Drayton’s Paean 
trivmphall (1604), written to accompany the royal entry of James, Drayton praises Henry as “the 
faire Prince, in whom appear’d in glory, / As in th’abridgement of some famous story, / Eu’ry 
rare vertue of each famous King.” 399 F32 Moreover, at the end of Henry’s life, in the unfortunately 
timed Troia-Noua (1612; written with the expectation of Henry’s participation), Thomas Dekker 
sought to celebrate the prince’s eminent future through establishing a “genealogical link between 
Prince Henry and his famous ancestors,” with the title itself suggesting the renewal of the 
fabulous Trojan origin used to celebrate James. 400F33 Moreover, in Hilaria (1606), Lodowick Lloyd 
more subtly linked Henry to the Galfridian past by describing James as a second Brute and 
hinting at Prince Henry as a third: “Where second Brutus sits on Throne; / Where Brutus third 
excel” (“The Triumphant Feast,” lines 345–46). 
These associations continued through Henry’s life. Around the time of Prince Henry’s 
investiture as Prince of Wales, playwrights used the Galfridian legends in civic festivals 
celebrating the prince. In Richard Davies’s Chesters triumphs (1610), Fame personified praises 
Henry’s universal report, his “erned fame on earth,” followed by Chester personified addressing 
the audience and reminding them of their ancestry: “Haile yonger Brutes, whose worth self 
                                                          
31 See Arthur H. Williamson, “An Empire to End Empire: The Dynamics of Early Modern British Expansion,” 
in The Uses of History in Early Modern England (San Marino, CA: Huntington Library, 2006), 223–52. 
32 Michael Drayton, A paean trivmphall Composed for the Societie of the Goldsmiths of London (London: 1604), 
[A5r]. Though Drayton cites William the Conqueror as the settler of England in the subsequent line, the reference to 
“each famous king” would evoke those from Geoffrey’s well-known catalogue. 
33 See Michael Ullyot, “The Fall of Troynovant: Exemplarity after the Death of Henry, Prince of Wales,” in Shepard 
and Powell, Fantasies of Troy, 275. 
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Worth admires.”401F34 More interesting as an intertext for Cymbeline, however, is Munday’s 1610 
investiture pageant London’s Love to the Royal Prince Henry. In it, Corinea, who announces 
herself to the audience as “Queene to Brutes noble Companion Corineus,” tells the prince that 
“in honor of this generall reioycing day, and to expresse the endeared affections of Londons Lord 
Maior, his Bretheren the Aldermen, and all these worthie Cittizens, Merchants that holde 
Commerce with me and the wide worlde, in our very best and richest commodities: doe thus 
vsher them the way, to applaude in this Triumphe, and to let you knowe their willing readines, by 
all meanes possible to loue and honor you” (15–16). Munday makes the figure of the invented 
queen (no “Corinea” appears in Geoffrey’s Historia) embody and express Londoners’ affections 
toward the prince; she becomes the vector of their affect. In the printed edition of the pageant, 
Munday describes Henry’s response as like “the large extended winges of Joves Birde the Eagle, 
even over them all”: evocative of Jove’s eagle in Posthumus’s dream vision, the reference also 
connects Prince Henry to the imperial imagery of ancient Rome, ballasted by the affections of his 
subjects. It would be hard to imagine Shakespeare writing a play adapted from Galfridian history 
ca. 1610 without these intertexts in mind, particularly since the King’s Men were directly 
involved in the production of London’s Love: both Richard Burbage (active 1568–1619) and 
John Rice (active 1607–25) received payment from the Corporation of London for playing the 
two speaking roles in Lodon’s Love, Corinea and Amphion. 402F35 
 
Wagering the Nation 
If the affective strategy of Jacobean propaganda was to represent Brute and legendary Britons in 
order to provoke the desire for renewal and competition through shame and pride, then, in 
                                                          
34 Richard Davies, Chesters triumph in honor of her prince (London: 1610), B2v, B3v. 
35 See Corporation of London Records, London Metropolitan Archives, Repertory, XXIX, fol. 232b. 
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Cymbeline, Shakespeare picks up on this strategy, especially the techniques of personification 
utilized in the poetry and masques. Shakespeare telescopes contemporary politics, James’s 
efforts toward unification, and Prince Henry’s militarism through individual characters and their 
conflicts in Cymbeline, as well as through the interlocking wager and Roman conquest 
narratives. 403 F36 Borrowing the nationalist-typological representations at work in Jacobean 
propaganda, Shakespeare engages the sexual politics undergirding their affective impact through 
the parallel narratives of Posthumus and Cymbeline, both of whom assert and protect their 
masculinist report through competition with sexual and geopolitical rivals, respectively. 
Tracking Shakespeare’s rewriting(s) of Virgil’s Aeneid in Cymbeline, Heather James and 
Patricia Parker have both commented on this telescoping of imperial politics through the erotic 
narrative. Indeed, James, homing in on the anachronism of Roman Lucius and the Renaissance 
Italian stock character Giacomo, notes that “Britain’s national identity, as it hesitates between 
classical and modern Italies, is played out on characterological and textual levels,” 404F37 concluding 
that “for Posthumus to become the British Aeneas, he must reverse the epic itinerary that took 
Aeneas from love in Carthage … to Rome.” 405F38 Along similar lines, tracing the “ghostlier 
demarcations of the play’s famous anachronism,” Parker also posits the layering of Posthumus 
and Aeneas, Innogen and Dido. She insists on the importance of these classical resonances, 
observing, for instance, “the play’s explicit identification of Posthumus with Aeneas” and 
“Iachimo’s entry into Imogen’s chamber, at night and hidden in the trunk presented as a gift” as 
a Trojan horse. 406F39 In this section, I want to build on James’s and Parker’s insights by 
                                                          
36 While James’s unification efforts as political context for Cymbeline have received significant scholarly attention, 
Henry’s militarism has not, with the exception of Marissa Cull, Shakespeare’s Princes of Wales: English Identity 
and the Welsh Connection (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 120–49. 
37 James, Shakespeare’s Troy, 156. 
38  Ibid., 167. 
39 Patricia Parker, “Romance and Empire: Anachronistic Cymbeline,” in Unfolded Tales, ed. George M. Logan and 
Gordon Teskey (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1989), 155. 
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demonstrating how Shakespeare’s nationalist-typological narratives participate in the same 
circuits of affect as the Galfridian material in constructing and maintaining a masculinist identity 
that is determined by report and is, therefore, unstable and in constant threat of revision. 
Moreover, these narratives gain a particular salience within the discursive context of Jacobean 
politics, but I want to avoid an argument determined by the logic of historical personation, that 
is, that Cymbeline represents James, Cloten represents Henry, and so on. Rather, Shakespeare 
uses the ancient setting of Cymbeline and the allusive (as well as elusive) potential of his 
characters to reformulate the discursive and affective strategies bolstering Jacobean politics. 
The wager narrative is inextricably linked to the conquest narrative between Britain and 
Rome inasmuch as both stage ancient British heroes in competition with foreigners over their 
masculine report, just as the legendary history was used to shore up a native militarism and 
masculinism. These parallel stakes become clear when Cymbeline refuses subjugation to Lucius, 
citing the “warlike people” that Rome “put the yoke upon,” and when Posthumus wagers his 
masculine identity and partnership with Innogen against Iachimo’s pursuits. Both narratives 
present the importance of establishing, without ambiguity, one’s history in the construction of 
male identity and report. Considering Cymbeline alongside the contemporary Jacobean 
propaganda, however, Shakespeare’s play suggests that the very historical figures represented in 
Cymbeline and the ideal national identity that their representation would affectively spur the 
audience toward desiring both share an epistemological ambiguity: that is, a nationalist identity 
constructed from a fabulous history renders both malleable. Thus at stake in these competitions 
over masculine report is the writing, and rewriting, of personal history, which likewise shapes 




To clarify how Cymbeline would participate in the same affective circuit of shame and 
pride as the Galfridian material discussed above, I read Posthumus as a legendary analogue of an 
actual historical figure like Talbot on the stage, such that Nashe’s comments about the 
Lancastrian hero would potentially suggest a similar response to Posthumus. A significant 
difference between the two characters is that Talbot would have more patriotic purchase after a 
century of pro-Lancastrian propaganda than an invented ancient Briton. Yet the competition over 
British reputation in which Posthumus engages also cultivates such patriotic attachment. 
Banished from Britain, Posthumus leaves for Italy, where he enters into a competition over his 
personal and national reputation with Giacomo, an Italian nobleman. Posthumus boasts “the 
honour of my mistress” (1.4.91) Innogen, prompting Giacomo to “wager rather against your 
confidence” (1.4.106); the two decide upon the material consequences of their wager—
Posthumus will receive “the moiety of [Iachimo’s] estate,” and Iachimo, Posthumus’s ring. At 
stake for Posthumus is his masculinity, which he routes via Innogen’s chastity. 
Such a scene would ring familiar to theatergoers in Jacobean England, for whom military 
service abroad was relatively common, largely as a part of Prince Henry’s push for militant 
Protestantism abroad. 407F40 As the Frenchman discloses in the scene, Posthumus has a history of 
involvement with international militarism, but his is a past of wagers regarding his own 
masculinity and the reputation of British women rather than religious sectarianism. The audience 
learns from the Frenchman that, while in Orleans at some prior time, he and Posthumus were 
“put to the arbitrement of swords” (1.4.46) over the same disagreement as arises between the 
                                                          
40 For an overview of this history, see Donald Trim, “English Military Emigres and the Protestant Cause in Europe, 
1603–1640,” in British and Irish Emigrants and Exiles in Europe, 1603–1688, ed. David Worthington (Leiden: 
Brill, 2010), 237–60; Catriona Murray, “The Pacific King and the Militant Prince? Representation and Collaboration 
in the Letters Patent of James I, Creating His Son, Henry, Prince of Wales,” Electronic British Library 
Journal (2012), http://www.bl.uk/eblj/2012articles/article8.html. 
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Briton and Giacomo: “’Twas a contention in public,” the Frenchman explains, “which may 
without contradiction suffer the report. It was much like an argument that fell out last night, 
where each of us fell in praise of our country mistresses, this gentleman at that time vouching—
and upon warrant of bloody affirmation—his to be more fair, virtuous, wise, chaste, constant, 
qualified, and less attemptable than any the rarest of our ladies in France” (1.4.51–58). 
Posthumus has a history of engaging in sword-measuring contests with other European men over 
Innogen, championing British reputation. 
Highlighting this detail reframes the wager narrative as a repetition of international 
competition over reputation, this time with Italy rather than France, thereby foregrounding 
Posthumus’s investment in his own report. Giacomo understands this when he tells Posthumus 
that his wager is not against Innogen per se, but the Briton’s “confidence” (1.4.106). Posthumus 
and Giacomo both understand the stakes of their wager in terms of reputation, registered by the 
audience on the level of national competition: their ancestor defending native virtue against a 
foreign threat. Indeed, Posthumus uses the anachronistic word courtier to decry Italian men to 
uphold Innogen against all of Italy: “Your Italy contains none so accomplished a courtier to 
convince the honour of my mistress” (1.4.90–91). The wager is thus as much between national 
reputations as it is the individuals involved, but the misogynist terms of that wager make clear 
the masculinist coordinates by which national reputation is constructed: whether or not Britain’s 
women, or land, can be penetrated. 
These coordinates in the wager narrative make clear how in the Roman invasion narrative 
the imaginary community of Britons (e.g., a “warlike people”) and their land suffer the threat of 
feminization.408F41 Cymbeline’s resistance to Augustus, via Lucius, and his argument for native 
                                                          
41 This anticipates Drayton’s explicit feminization of Britain and its historical communities in Poly-Olbion. 
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sovereignty over the island constitute his own masculine identity and reputation. The play also 
directs playgoers to invest affectively in the titular king’s competition with Lucius, as it does in 
Posthumus’s rivalry with Giacomo, especially since in the king’s speech pronouncing Britain’s 
sovereignty he explicitly borrows the exhortatory rhetoric used in the deployments of Brute to 
produce shame and  pride as discussed above. The king rehearses the (legendary) British past, 
enacting this affective circuit to revive a British national identity that Rome threatens. Here, 
unification propaganda for James intersects with that supporting Prince Henry’s militarism: the 
analogical casting of James as a Second Brute reaffirms his dynastic right to the entire island, his 
right to rewrite that history, and to effect England’s “return” to an imagined Great Britain. In 
these Jacobean formulations, shame operates on the level of national community, that is, 
Cymbeline’s “yoked” Britain and James’s divided England as opposed to their glorious pasts. 
Cymbeline draws from this Jacobean strategy in act 3, scene 1, when Caius Lucius 
appears to collect Britain’s tribute. Cymbeline and the Queen resist the Roman’s efforts and their 
exchange over British independence develops conterminously with a discussion over who 
determines the history of the island. 409F42 Lucius calls upon the memory of Caesar with the same 
intended affective response as early modern English writers invoked Brute: he cites Caesar’s 
recent invasion to remind the royal couple not only of Rome’s military strength but also of how 
large Ceasar’s figure looms in British memory: “[Caesar’s] remembrance yet / Lives in men’s 
                                                          
42 This exchange has been much commented upon. Curran argues that the Queen stands in for the Galfridian view of 
Britain: “in the Queen and Cloten, the urge to resist Rome is refracted through a Galfridian lens—and thereby that 
patriotism becomes perverted.” They rely on, Curran continues, “a false and self-glorifying national past” that serves 
to be “self-validating.” See John E. Curran Jr., “Royalty Unlearned, Honor Untaught: British Savages and 
Historiographical Change in Cymbeline,” Comparative Drama 31, no 2 (1997): 227–303, 289. On the other hand, 
Escobedo suggests that “this speech is not mere chest thumping, however, but rather a crucial, nationalist response 
to Roman historiographical hegemony: Cymbeline reclaims the past for his nation, allowing Britain to compete with 
Roman antiquity. … this scene of Cymbeline defines the nation’s present through its past” (Andrew Escobedo, 




eyes and will to ears and tongues / Be theme and hearing ever” (3.1.2–4). Lucius’s statement 
initiates a verbal competition between himself and Cymbeline—a competition that becomes 
militaristic later in the play—over the identity of the British island: is its fame defined by 
Rome’s conquest or the native Britons who have reigned there? History, in other words, becomes 
the grounds for Cymbeline’s and Lucius’s masculine contest. 
While Lucius is willing to praise Britain’s previous king, Cassibelan, he does so because 
Caesar praised him: “famous in Caesar’s praises no whit less / Than in his feats deserving it” 
(3.1.2–10). At the same time Lucius shows deference, he wrests the authorization of Cassibelan’s 
fame from Britain to Rome: it is “in” Caesar’s praise, that is, Rome’s historical record, that the 
British king gains his fame. Moreover, for theatergoers, “in Caesar’s praises” recalls the fact that 
British antiquity in early modern England begins with Caesar: his history of the Gallic Wars is 
the text that brings the ancient Britons into the historical narrative of antiquity. 410F43 As in the wager 
narrative, here too reputation is grounded on militarism and conquest. 
But what this scene adds is the central importance of history—legendary history for the 
playgoer watching Cymbeline—in the affective construction and defense of male reputation. The 
Queen and Cymbeline respond to Lucius by recalling Britain’s line of kings and its native virtue, 
establishing a purely British tradition. The Queen urges Cymbeline to “remember … / The kings 
your ancestors, together with / The natural bravery of your isle” (3.1.16–22), which in turn 
compels Cymbeline to respond to Lucius with a self-definition of the British character and its 
independence from and military equivalency to Rome: 
 
                                                          
43 That British history was overdetermined by nonnative sources was acutely felt by English writers, an anxiety 
expressed by the poet John Higgins, who complained in 1574 that English historians are “faine … to talk of the 
Romains, Greekes, Persians, &c. and to fill our histories with their facts and fables” (First parte of the Mirour for 
Magistrates [London, 1574], 7). 
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We were free. Caesar’s ambition, 
Which swelled so much that it did almost stretch 
The sides o’th’ world, against all colour here 
Did put the yoke upon’s, which to shake off 
Becomes a warlike people, whom we reckon 
Ourselves to be. We do say then to Caesar 
Our ancestor was that Mulmutius which 
Ordained our laws, whose use the sword of Caesar 
Hath too much mangled, whose repair and franchise 
Shall by the power we hold be our good deed, 
Though Rome be therefore angry. Mulmutius made our laws, 
Who was the first of Britain which did put 
His brows within a golden crown and called 
Himself a king. 
(3.1.47–51) 
 
For Cymbeline, the stakes are more than simply defending Britain’s reputation of “natural 
bravery,” but also Britain’s identity as a lawful 411F44 and, therefore, civilized and sovereign 
kingdom, one that possesses a history on its own terms. In order to make this claim, Shakespeare 
                                                          
44 Mulmutius was known for the “Molmutine Laws,” as Milton describes them in his History of Britain: “These 
Laws, whoever made them, bestow’d on Temples the Privilege of Sanctuary; to Cities also, and the ways thither 
leading, yea to Plows granted a kind of like refuge; and made such riddance of Thieves and Robbers, that all 
Passages were safe.” See John Milton, The History of Britain, bk. 1, ed. Thomas H. Luxon, The John Milton 
Reading Room, Dartmouth College, https://www.dartmouth.edu/~milton/reading_room/britain/text.shtml. For the 
significance of Geoffrey’s Historia to England’s conception of its own legal tradition, see Allen Mendenhall, “A 
Tale of the Rise of Law: Geoffrey of Monmouth’s The History of the Kings of Britain,” Inquire: A Journal of 




borrows from the propagandistic use of the Galfridian legends, a discursive context that points 
not only to the play’s internalization of Jacobean propaganda but, more interestingly, to the very 
instability of identity and reputation such a rhetorical strategy generates. 
In his exhortation to remember and defend an originary British identity that must be both 
renewed and defended, Cymbeline’s appeal to Mulmutius mirrors the many appeals to the 
Galfiridian past surveyed above. The speech pinpoints and reflects the intersections of 
propaganda supporting James’s unification and Prince Henry’s militarism, borrowing their 
rhetorical maneuvers. But what makes this speech an interesting comment on that discourse is 
that Shakespeare selected Mulmutius rather than Brute as the originary figure, which was 
standard (far more common even than appeals to Arthur). 412F45 Given the Jacobean context of 
Cymbeline’s speech, then, it would have been charged with affect, though perhaps short-
circuited by Mulmutius’s unfamiliar name replacing Brute’s. Indeed, Mulmutius stands in for the 
very mutability of the nation’s past, as his name subtly echoes, that Cymbeline is exclaiming 
against. Beyond a faint homophony, the Roman-sounding name invokes the Latin words muto 
(changer, alter) and mutilo (mutilate). The misrecognition of Mulmutius could have generated its 
own response of shame from the audience, inasmuch as shame is the response to 
misrecognition—here, of the very national hero in whom Cymbeline grounds national identity. 
But just as the shame that naming Brute prompts a re-formation of identity, leading to pride, the 
circuit of shame Mulmutius evokes points in two other directions: anxiety over losing a secure 
history (and therefore a secure identity) or the recourse of reinvention. In other words, this 
speech points to the double-edged potential of Jacobean propaganda: it could be undermined by 
the near-consensus regarding the fictive nature of the Galfridian history, but it could be all the 
                                                          
45 See, e.g., Thomas Sackville and Thomas Norton’s Gorboduc, 2:15; Thomas Hughes’s Misfortunes of 
Arthur (1587), 5.2. 
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more effective in that it might support any political program tied to the reinvention of that 
legendary past as the ideal to which the nation should return. 
Thus, both Lucius’s recollection of Caesar and Cymbeline’s invocation of Mulmutius 
remind playgoers of the lacuna of ancient British history and, therefore, its necessarily fabulous 
and imaginative reinvention. 413F46 Whereas in the narrative of the play Cymbeline doesn’t 
acknowledge the elision of Brute by Mulmutius, such a loss of history becomes a threat to male 
identity for Posthumus. When Giacomo and Posthumus reunite in Italy and the failed seducer 
successfully convinces Posthumus of Innogen’s infidelity, Posthumus launches into a tirade that 
expresses the dissolution of the reputation he had staked so much on (2.4.108–10). He exclaims 
“we are all bastards” (2.4.152), confirming, in the masculinist construction of identity, the 
intimate relation between the knowledge of history—one’s parentage in Posthumus’s outburst—
and reputation. However, through the character Innogen Shakespeare offers a contrasting 
utilization of ancient British history’s malleability, rendering it not a vulnerability to masculinity 
but the means of reconfiguring the affective circuitry of masculinist patriotism. 
 
Recollecting Innogen  
Once Posthumus announces that he would murder Innogen—“tear her limb-meal!” (2.4.145)—
he becomes contemptible. If at the beginning of the wager narrative Posthumus might have 
allured early modern English playgoers in his competition with an Italian nobleman, by act 2 he 
can only induce shame, being now unrecognizable as a national hero. As a result, the play 
redirects the audience’s affective investment in Posthumus to Innogen—now the victim of both 
Posthumus, Giacomo, and Cymbeline’s Queen. This narrative development, however, allows for 
                                                          
46 The play’s representation of history as collaboratively reinvented is studied in J. Clinton Crumley, “Questioning 
History in Cymbeline,” Studies in English Literature 41, no. 2 (2001): 297–315. 
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Innogen to become the bearer of native Britain valor. By naming the princess after the legendary 
wife of Brute in this Jacobean play, Shakespeare not only invokes the founding Briton-Trojan, 
but, I argue, reimagines Innogen as an exemplary ancient Briton. Moreover, it is because of 
Innogen/Fidele’s journey to Wales and involvement with her disguised siblings that Cymbeline 
ends up besting the Romans in battle. This also makes Cymbeline exceptional in its reinvention 
of the legendary material: here, Innogen becomes the ancient Briton at the source of the affective 
circuit, conventionally occupied by Brute, and as a result suggests alternative coordinates for the 
construction of identity by gaining report, or fame, by means that are not masculinist or militant. 
Moreover, the play contrasts Shakespeare’s earlier chronicle plays in which Howard and Rackin 
observe that no women act as protagonists. Instead, Innogen emerges as the exemplar of an 
originary British identity, the character with whom audiences come to identify, at the same time 
as she limns the function of gender in the affective construction of national identity. 
Innogen’s name routinely receives comment in Cymbeline scholarship, but discussion has 
not gone beyond noting its derivation from Brute’s wife. To develop my argument here, I build 
on J. K. Barret’s recent insight that, in Cymbeline, Shakespeare “privileges the theater’s capacity 
to put multiple, co-present options on imaginative, rather than physical displays.” Though 
Barret’s point regards Giacomo’s imaginative reconstruction of the arras in Innogen’s chamber, 
her argument illuminates the allusive potential of naming, too. While Innogen is literally 
Cymbeline’s daughter in the play, her name makes available “multiple, co-present” meanings 
through which the character can be understood. Indeed, Barret continues, “Allusions conjure past 
narratives, and those narratives stick to the present as unforgotten prospects. In so doing, they 
require us to contend with uncertainty about both the past and present.” 414F47 Shakespeare utilizes 
                                                          
47 J. K. Barret, “The Crowd in Imogen’s Bedroom: Allusion and Ethics in Cymbeline,” Shakespeare Quarterly 66 
(2016): 441, 442. 
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the very uncertainty of the legendary past in order to associate Innogen as Cymbeline’s daughter 
with Brute’s wife, a figure nearly without content in the legendary historical record. 
In the Galfridian account, Brute’s wife lacks any agency or presence: chroniclers, poets, 
and playwrights attribute no actions to the legendary queen, other than rendering her, first, a 
passive peace offering that her father, Pandrasus, offers to Brute once the Trojan hero defeats the 
Greek tyrant and, second, the mother of Brute’s three sons. 415F48 Three texts, however, do provide a 
few additional details that suggestively illuminate Shakespeare’s innovation in Cymbeline. 
Thomas Heywood describes her, in language reminiscent of praise of Queen Elizabeth, as “Fayre 
Innogen, a Virgin fresh as May.” 416F49 Similarly, in his 1612 Poly-Olbion, Michael Drayton 
describes her as “(for a lasting league of amitie and peace) / Bright Innogen, his [Pandrassus’s] 
child, for wife to Brutus gaue.” 417F50 Most interesting, though, is a description of Innogen that 
Mempricius (one of Brute’s officers and advisors) gives in Higgins’s First part of the Mirror for 
Magistrates: 
 
The Princesse fayre, his [Pandrassus’s] daughter, who surmounte 
For vertues rare, for beautie braue, and grace, 
Both Helen fine, of whom they made accountes, 
                                                          
48 In Richard Grafton’s Chronicle at large (1572), Innogen is a reward for Brute’s valor (p31); Robert 
Fabyan’s Chronicle (1533), IIIIv, describes Ignogen as the means by which Brute brings peace between the Trojans 
and the Greeks (this mirrors Higgins, too); in John Haryding’s verse Chronicle (1543), xiiiir, Brute demands, as 
condition for the delivery of Pandrassus, “Dame Innogen and shippis of his region / With vitaile and riches”; John 
Higgins, First parte of the mirrour for magistrates (1574), 5v, has Mempricius, aid to Brute, urge him to ask for 
Innogen from Pandrasus “for our reliefe,” that is, through her dowry; John Stow’s Chronicles (1580), 18, only 
mentions Innogen in her capacity as mothering Brute’s sons; in Holinshed’s revisions of 1586 (Chronicles of 
England, Scotland, and Ireland), he comes the closest to giving the queen more of a role in the founding of Britain: 
“Brute and his wife Innogen arriue in Leogitia, they aske counsell of an oracle where they shall inhabit” (8); Richard 
Harvey, Philadelphus, 16, also has Innogen as simply the mother of Brute’s children. 
49 Thomas Heywood, Troia Britannica (1609), 414. 
50 Drayton, Poly-Olbion, 10. 
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And all the rest that come of Graecian race, 
Shee for her father sues, bewailes his case, 
Implores, desires thy grace, and gods aboue, 
Whose woes may them and thee to mercy moue. 418 F51 
 
Higgins’s work is exceptional in giving Innogen an active role in facilitating the peace between 
her father and Brute. Indeed, if Brute exemplifies chivalric militarism in the legendary record, 
Innogen appears here as a peacemaker, invoking mercy and pity rather than shame via 
emasculation. Moreover, Higgins presents Innogen as an anti-Helen: her virtue leads to the 
peaceful resolution of the Trojan War that Helen’s abduction initiated. 
Both the praise of Innogen’s mediation and comparison of her to Helen offer fruitful 
inroads for understanding how Shakespeare reimagines the legendary queen through the allusive 
naming in Cymbeline. Legendary women don’t fare well in Greek and Roman, or British, 419F52 
histories: either figures of tragedy or vice—often both—these classical models contributed to the 
cultural standard for female honor. In Cymbeline, however, Shakespeare expands upon Higgins’s 
comparison: embedding Innogen in a dense network of allusions to tragic women of classical 
legend—Philomela, Helen, Lucrece, for example—Shakespeare sets the princess up to suffer the 
same fate, either defilement or death, but refuses that narrative telos. In so doing, Shakespeare 
recontextualizes Innogen and thereby revises the associations theatergoers would attach to the 
legendary queen, as exemplifying a native virtue not defined by the masculinism of the classical 
                                                          
51 Higgins, First parte, 27–28. These lines appear in the 1587 edition; in the first 1574 printing, the final two lines 
quoted appear as, “And by hir wisdome, cheere and parentes loue / Doth vs, and Brutus, both to pitie moue”: 28n9. 
52 Arguably the most famous Galfridian women are Guendolin, Estrild, and Sabrina, the narratives of whom are 
used, as many classical women are, as a warning against lust and female sexuality. For example, Thomas Taylor 
rehearses their narratives in his Second part of the theatre of Gods ivdgments (London, 1632), 91, as exemplars of 
“Gods Iudgements against Lust.” 
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world. More than this, Innogen becomes the ancient figure through whom the affective circuitry 
of national identity is rerouted. 
The play first creates this network of allusions in the bedroom scene of act 2, scene 2. 
After Giacomo convinces Innogen in act 1, scene 6 to allow him to store a trunk in her bedroom, 
the trunk becomes, as Parker observes, a Trojan horse through which Giacomo gains entrance 
into her chamber. Act 2, scene 2 opens in Innogen’s bedchamber, with the allusive scenario 
announced in the first line: Innogen calls out, “Who’s there? My woman Helen?” (2.2.1). 420F53 The 
questions prompt the comparison made by Higgins between Innogen and the famous Grecian. 
But Shakespeare soon adds a second allusive layer. Once Innogen falls asleep, Giacomo emerges 
from the trunk and looms over Innogen’s sleeping body. He comments, “Our Tarquin thus / Did 
softly press the rushes ere he wakened / The chastity he wounded” (2.2.12–14). The lines invoke 
a second legendary foundation narrative, the rape of Lucrece, which articulates precisely the 
terms of feminine reputation that Shakespeare’s Innogen defies. 
Here, though, Innogen, unlike Lucrece, undergoes a metaphorical rather than literal rape: 
Giacomo records all of the intimate details of her room in order to rewrite the princess’s 
reputation. After recording the intimate accoutrements of her chamber—paintings, the bed, the 
arras—he turns to the sleeping body of Innogen: 
 
Ah, but some natural notes about her body 
Above ten thousand meaner movables 
Would testify t’enrich mine inventory. 
                                                          
53 “In early modern England,” Laurie Maguire argues, “Helen had one primary referent—Helen of Troy—and to 
name your daughter (or a character) was tantamount to calling your child (or character) Adolf today” (Shakespeare’s 
Names [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007], 6). 
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O sleep, thou ape of death, lie dull upon her, 
And be her sense but as a monument 
Thus in a chapel lying. 
(2.2.23–33) 
 
The salient word in this passage, monument, furthers the allusion of Giacomo as Tarquin and 
Innogen as Lucrece by recalling Shakespeare’s use of the word in his Rape of Lucrece(1594). In 
Lucrece, Tarquin watches over Lucrece’s sleeping body (pressing “the rushes”), as Giacomo 
does Innogen, and the speaker describes Lucrece’s passive body as “like a virtuous monument, 
… / To be admired of lewd unhallow’d eyes.” 421F54 The repetition of the word monument across 
these two texts suggest Shakespeare’s prolonged interest in the exemplary figure in the 
construction of reputation. That is, a monument memorializes and spurs the emulation of 
whatever virtue is remembered through that structure or artifact. In specifying Innogen’s body as 
a monument “thus in a chapel lying,” Giacomo conjures this meaning while also attributing the 
suggestion of antiquity: church monuments served as the objects of antiquarians for historical 
research, and preserved the reputation of the memorialized from the oblivion of time. 422F55 
The contrasts between Shakespeare’s Lucrece and Innogen are telling, however. After 
Tarquin ends his sexual assault, Lucrece decides for herself how she will be remembered through 
history. After Lucrece’s famous soliloquy against Time (who, she says, “Cancelled my fortunes, 
and enchained me / To endless date of never-ending woes” [lines 935–36]), she resolves, “To 
                                                          
54 William Shakespeare, Rape of Lucrece, lines 391–92, in The Complete Sonnets and Poems, ed. Colin Burrow 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 237–339. 
55 Bart van Es, Spenser’s Forms of History (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 24, observes a similar punning 
on the word in book 2, canto 10 of Spenser’s Faerie Queene, writing that in the title Britons moniments, “the word 
‘monument’ is torn between two different kinds of truth: that of moral instruction and that of physical evidence.”  
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clear this spot by death (at least) I give / A badge of fame to Slander’s livery, / dying life to 
living infamy” (lines 1053–55). The result, however, is that both Lucrece, along with Dido, 
operate as classical exemplars in the construction of female reputation: both define female report 
in terms of chastity, though at opposite thresholds of that virtue—Lucrece as protecting and Dido 
as transgressing chastity. Affectively, both classical women enact a circuit of shame, but 
differently from Brute (or Ascanius in the Aeneid): rather than leading to pride, the shame 
evoked by these classical women provokes a pity that leads to the feminine resolve to be chaste 
as defined by a masculine ideal. Innogen does not suffer literal sexual violence in this scene and 
thus the play refuses to involve her in a circuit of shame-pity. 
Indeed, a third allusive layer in the bedroom scene conveys Innogen’s self-determination. 
After Giacomo smuggles himself into Innogen’s room, he notes the episode of Ovid’s 
Metamorphoses, book 6, that Innogen “hath been reading late” is “The tale of Tereus. Here the 
leaf’s turned down / Where Philomel gave up” (2.2.42–46). Philomel’s rape reflects not only 
Innogen’s own helplessness in this scene, as did Lucrece, but also her eventual reclamation of 
her own reputation. In this way, the allusion to Philomela also further complicates the association 
between Innogen and Lucrece, for Philomela seeks to rectify the violence done to her, to reclaim 
her reputation, but does so by seeking justice rather than sacrificing herself to the ideal of 
chastity. After the gruesome assault, Philomela weaves an arras displaying Tereus’s crime, an act 
that points back to and fulfills Minerva’s advice given to Aracne earlier in book 6 of the 
Metamorphoses: to “Seeke fame and chiefe report / For making cloth” (6.37–38). Philomela’s 
seeking after justice for Tereus’s crime becomes a more apt model for Innogen, yet Shakespeare 
has the British princess elude too direct a comparison. Innogen suffers only a metaphoric rape, 
but she, like Lucrece, takes her redemption into her own hands. Innogen, as it were, “seeke[s] 
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fame and chiefe report” by renaming herself Fidele and subsequently intervening in the 
international masculine competition—the Roman narrative—through which she redeems herself. 
Innogen thus becomes an exemplary legendary British hero who grounds reputation not 
in the militant and masculinist virtue idealized via Brute, but by retooling what it means to be 
“faithful,” the translation of the name Fidele that she takes on. That is, I want to conclude by 
offering a slight alteration of Jodi Mikalachki’s contention that Innogen’s transformation from 
Innogen to Fidele represents her assuming the civilizational model of Rome as opposed to British 
savagery. Rather, by reading Innogen against her classical female precedents, she comes to 
represent a new model of fidelity that registers on both the personal and political levels, defined 
primarily through her mediation and resolution of the masculine competitions over reputation she 
finds herself embroiled in. As such, if Innogen/Fidele participates in the affective circuit of 
exemplary figures, she provokes a shame that registers not one’s emasculation, but rather a 
shame arising from holding her to expectations of feminine report as constructed through 
classical models, that is, the very affective circuit of shame used in Jacobean propaganda. 
She effects this reconfiguration of report and its determination of identity through her 
adoption of male disguise and her ability to heed counsel. In act 3, scene 4, Innogen and Pisanio 
travel toward Milford Haven, where the former thinks she will be reunited with Posthumus. 
Because Pisanio fails to conceal his awareness of Posthumus’s plot against the princess, Innogen 
notices something is wrong and demands to see the letter containing Posthumus’s murderous 
intent. Her initial response is to demand that Pisanio kill her—an act that would have aligned her 
with Dido and Lucrece—but Pisanio devises a plan and counsels her to seek the cover of 
Lucius’s army in Milford Haven, where she can observe Posthumus “by report” (3.4.152). To do 
so, she must 
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forget to be a woman: change 
 
Command into obedience, fear and niceness— 
............................................................................ 
… —into a waggish courage, 
Ready in gibes, quick-answered, saucy and 
As quarrelous as the weasel. 
(3.4.156–59) 
 
Pisanio points to the performativity of gender in telling her to “forget to be a woman”: she must 
change how she acts and perform the masculine role, to be, for example, “ready in gibes.” 
Innogen agrees to Pisanio’s plan and affirms that “This attempt / I am soldier to, and will abide it 
with / A prince’s courage” (3.4.184–86). By accepting Pisanio’s counsel, Innogen practices what 
humanists described as the marker of a virtuous prince, to “loue those that are free of speech” 
and to “Hate flatterers which are hurtfull”—that is, to accept counsel. 423F56 This detail is crucial for 
it is precisely on this point that Posthumus and Cymbeline both fail: Posthumus ignores 
Philario’s advice to let his wager with Giacomo “die as it was born” (1.4.116), and Cloten and 
the Queen successfully spur Cymbeline to defy Lucius. Both failures of counsel—Posthumus 
ignores counsel, and Cloten and the Queen accept bad counsel—set up the wager and Roman 
narratives in which Innogen finds herself trapped. In contrast, Innogen models humanist 
                                                          
56 Justus Lipsius, Sixe Bookes of Politics or Civil Doctrine, trans. William Jones (London, 1594), Hiiv. On the 
centrality of counsel to good government in early modern thought, see John Guy, “The Rhetoric of Counsel in Early 
Modern England,” in Tudor Political Culture, ed. Dale Hoak (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995). 
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wisdom—exemplary political fidelity—serving as a corrective to both Posthumus and 
Cymbeline, just as she accuses the former of “lay[ing] the leaven on all proper men” (3.4.63). 
However, Innogen/Fidele does not simply adopt masculinity; she alters it, presenting an 
ideal of mediation and sympathy rather than militarism and competition. The remainder of the 
play’s narrative bears this out: she establishes a nonerotic bond between herself and Belarius, 
Guiderius, and Arviragus that presents an alternative model of homosociality than those 
presented by Posthumus-Giacomo or Cymbeline-Lucius. Similarly, in the final scene, she 
redeems herself to Posthumus and against Giacomo’s transgression, and in so doing reconciles 
the masculine competitions that otherwise determined her fortune. In other words, with regards 
to the wager narrative, she takes the dramatic role of defining British feminine identity from 
Posthumus. With regards to the Roman invasion narrative, she defies filial allegiance for the sake 
of political reconciliation: still disguised as Fidele, she tells her father at court that Lucius is “no 
more kin to me / Than I to your highness,” disavowing “kinship” with either until they reach 
accord. Her political fidelity is one determined by justice and peace. The effect is that, for the 
first time, the British Innogen shares a dramatic moment afforded male heroes from the 
Galfridian history: to be “embalmed” with the affective response of a playgoing audience. As 
such, she allows for the possibility of redefining contemporary English national identity 
according to a model that rejects the masculinist militarism of Brute, replacing him with 
Innogen, and the coordinates of fame grounded thereon. 
 
Exemplary Nationalism and Sympathetic Cosmopolitanism 
To call Cymbeline a critique of contemporary Jacobean politics may be too assertive—doing so 
would assume a partisan expression of Shakespeare’s political allegiances in an irreducibly 
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complex play. Nonetheless Cymbeline undoubtedly responds to and participates in the discourse 
of the early seventeenth century, especially the use of Galfridian legend. In Cymbeline, 
Shakespeare excavates the gendered affective circuitry of appeals to the past, which uses the 
report of the past to shame the present into renewal, at the same time that he showcases the 
epistemological precariousness of those reports—both appeals to historical figures and their 
reputations. But rather than rejecting such uses of the Galfridian past, however, Shakespeare 
recreates Innogen into a figure of national identification, one who rejects the traditional roles 
assigned to legendary women in national legend and instead exemplifies sympathy. 
To explain what I mean by sympathy, I return to the scene with which this essay began. 
Once Posthumus awakes from his dream vision of the Leonati, he finds a tablet resting on the 
ground next to him, bearing a cryptic message: “Whenas a lion’s whelp shall, to himself 
unknown, without seeking find, and be embraced by a piece of tender air; and when from a 
stately cedar shall be lopped branches, which being dead many years, shall after revive, be 
jointed to the old stock, and freshly grow, then shall Posthumus end his miseries, Britain be 
fortunate and flourish in peace and plenty” (5.3.232–38). Confused, Posthumus wonders if the 
tablet is simply a “senseless speaking” or “a speaking such / As sense cannot untie.” 
Nonetheless, he decides that “the action of my life is like it, which / I’ll keep, if but for 
sympathy.” While Posthumus acknowledges the potential meaninglessness and impenetrability 
of the text, he chooses to keep it “for sympathy.” That is, the only meaning he can work into the 
text’s vague language derives from parallels to “the action of [his] life.” The word sympathy is 
typically read in the early modern period as referring to occult or physiological correspondences 
across bodies—a meaning certainly at play here. However, Richard Meek has recently argued for 
a more capacious understanding of the word in the period. He suggests that, beyond the 
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physiological or the occult, sympathy denotes an “imaginative activity,” an “imaginative 
engagement with the other” that is “associated with communication, understanding and 
imagination.”424F57 To sympathize, then, is to imagine, and reimagine, the relation between the self 
and another. Through the allusive surplus of her name, Innogen demands that audiences 
sympathetically reimagine her as the legendary queen of Britain. In replacing the militaristic 
Brute of Jacobean literature, Innogen’s character presents an alternate model of masculine and 
national relationality and identity, premised on peace rather than conquest, spurring fidelity 
rather than vengeance, and evoking social and political sympathy rather than militaristic 
emasculation. As such, she embodies the shift from feudal cosmopolitanism to exemplary 
nationalism—modeling an ideal British identity. But in her character’s revival and 
transformation of the legendary Trojan-British queen, the imaginative reconstruction of the 
national type, her character gestures beyond insular nationalism in a recuperation of feudal 
cosmopolitanism that replaces nobility with sympathy as the grounds of affiliation.
                                                          
57 Richard Meek, “‘O, What a Sympathy of Woe Is This’: Passionate Sympathy in Titus Andronicus,” Shakespeare 
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